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NOT SINCE 1899

Rockland Garage Co.

THREE TIMER A WEEK

Christy Mathewson Gratifies a
Rockland Man’s Belated

Our Repair Shop for Ford Cars and stock of genuine
Ford parts will still be kept up to full capacity. Our
stock of genuine Ford parts has been and will continue
to be the largest in this part of the State.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHtMG CO.

ALL THE HOME HEWS

The car we now sell is the—

STUDEBAKER
NEW PRICES FOR STUDEBAKER CARS FOR 1922:
F. 0. B. FACTORIES
Light
Light
Light
Light

Six, 3 pats. Roadster $1125
Six Touring Car...... $1150
Six Coupe....................$1550
Six Sedan ................... $1850

Special
Special
Special
Special

Six 2 pats. Roadster $1585
Six Touring.............$1635
Six 4 pass. Coupe ... $2450
Six 5 pass. Sedan ... $2550

Big Six Touring Car.................................... $1985

J.<

Big Six 4 passenger Coupe.........................$2850
Big Six 7 passenger Sedan ......................... $2950

PARK STREET.

ROCKLAND
119-128

TELEPHONE 700.

HAVE YOU TRIED—

“MOTHER’S BEST’’
BREAD
Nothing but the Very Best of Material Used
/

12c (or Large Loaf, 8c small
All raw materials are cheaper, hence the Drop in the

Price of Bread ,

NEW YORK BAKERY
ROCKLAND. ME.
ALSO AT ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORPORATION’S
NORTHEND STORE
122-tf

DELIVERIES IN ANY
QUANTITY

of lumber In any length, width
or thickness for any purpose
whatever—thats’ the offer we
make you today. We must have
ample stocks of seasoned, meas
ured timbers in our yards to be
able to meet such a broad offer.
We have! And our, prices will
save you money. Ask us for
estimates.

W.H. GLOVER CO.

I. L. SNOW CO.
MACHINISTS, STEAM FITTERS, BOILER
MAKERS, ACETYLENE WELDERS. AUTO
MOBILE

REPAIRS, ’ FORD

BLOCKS RE

BORED.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
120 130

WOMEN WANTED
AT SARDINE

FACTORY

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
114tf

\

NOTICE
Beginning MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, we are going to make a
specialty of Family Washing, with special attractive prices to
suit each family. We have two ways of doing family bundles
—finish and rough dry. In the finish bundle we wash and iron
everything. In the rough dry wo wash and iron flat work and
'the remainder is just washed and dried.
Give us a trial. We will guarantee that the work will suit
and that the prices will be right.

PEOPLES’ LAUNDRY

Limerock Street

TELEPHONE 170.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on

any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Many readers of this paper will re
call how, some years ago, a young
man came to this city, and represented
himself as Christy Mathewson, the
famous pitcher of the New York
Giants. He received considerable at
tention, after ho had registered at a
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In local hotel, but was soon pronounced
1846. In 1874 the Courier vraa established,
and consolidated with the Gasette in 1882. an imposter by a baseball player -who
The free Press was eetebllsbed in 1855, and was in the city, and who personally
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
knew the real Mathewson.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1197.
The stranger remained in the city
8E****.*.*****.*.*.*.».».*.*.».*S£ over night, and it was generally con
•»
♦ sidered that he was a harmless crank,
♦
It la from the level of calamities, not »
for his behavior here was beyond
♦ that of every-day life, that we learn
"criticism, outside of his claim to fill
♦ Impressive and useful lessons.—Thacking the shoes of the greatest baseball
•w eray.
—
♦
je. pitcher then in the game.
A few days ago, his curiosity on the
subject still strong after a lapse of
perhaps 10 years, a member of Thp"FARMER” MATHER
Courier-Gazette staff wrote to Mr.
Mathewson the circumstances above
Busy With His Hens, But Still set forth, and asking if he was ever in
Rockland, Me. By return mail came
Strong For Athletic Sports.
this reply,
“Saranac Lake, N. Y„ Oct. 4.
North Hampton, N. H., Oct. 13.
I have ngt been in the grand old
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
rockbound prohibition State of Maine
Enclosed find postal order for three since 1899, when I played with Taun
iron men to a yearly renewal of my ton against Portland, in the New Eng
land League. I think this will answer
subscription to The Courier-Gazette. the above question.
We are pleasantly situated on a large
Yours very truly
Christy Mathewson.”
farm, engaged in the truck gardening
and poultry business and are meeting
with marked success. You surely re
THE APPLE MARKET
member our old friend Sperry Locke
whose penetrating voice used to carve Good Grades Are “Cleaning Up,” But
silts through the ozone on the first
Common Varieties Hard Sellers
base coaching line at the Broadway

A BANGOR INDUSTRY
Priest Drug Company Obtains New
Quarters—Powder Used All Over
the World.
Expansion has been the result of the
last four years in which the Priest
Drug Company has been doing busi
ness, soys the Bangor News. Not
once but three times they have been
obliged to change quarters in order to
meet the constantly increasing demands
for their goods, some of which, The
Indigestion Powder for instance, have
now a national reputation.
Until recently the Priest prepara
tions have been manufactured, put up
and shipped from the quarters in Co
lumbia street. The demand has been
so large that the company has been
obliged to obtain in larger quarters.
The new factory will be located in
Pier street where ample room is af
forded for jfresent needs as well as
for probable growth. Here they will
handle the immense orders now pour
ing in from all over Maine and other
states of New England, as well as the
constantly increasing demand for the
preparations now sweeping the country
from one end to the other.
Four years ago the Priest Drug
Company was doing a large local bus
iness with a fair amount of demand
throughout the state, now its business
extends all over New England where
a big advertising campaign has result
ed in constantly increasing orders, but
the concern also fills mail orders from
ail parts of the world. Thousands of
testimonials on die at the headquarers of the concern in the Priest Drug
Store, corner of State and Exchange
streets, attest the efficacy of Priest’s
Indigestion Powder and the apprecia
tion of the thousands who have tried
it.
Priest’s Indigestion Powder is now a
household remedy in parts of the
country. No family feels safe without
a bottle on the sheives either in the
cupboard or the medicine closet. No
traveling salesman considers his out
fit complete unless it contains one of
the famous 'blue bottles.
Drugstores
in all parts of Maine now serve this
famous remedy at the soda fountains,
the demand for which is constantly in
creasing.
Priest Drug Company handles about
20 different remedies and preparations,
ill of which have shown many marks
of popular favor and the demand for
which is constantly increasing. All
of these preparations are widely adver
tised and the public is readily respond
ing with its patronage. Priest Drug
Company is rapidly coming to the
front and will soon stand among the
foremost manufacturers of medical and
other preparations in New England.

LUMBER

Boston, Oct. 10.
Receipts were not quite so heavy
today, and while prices are not much
higher, movement has been somewhat
better and good grades are cleaning
up. Common varieties are still hard
sellers. A few Baldwins are arriving
and anything showing good quality
is selling fairly well. We still think
that shippers make a mistake in send
ing common varieties in boxes or bas
kets as it is almost impossible to move
them, even at 31 to $1.25 per package
barrels
Baldwins ................................... $3.50-$5.50
Crab Apples ............................. 3.00- 9.00
Greenings ................................... 4,00- 6.50
Hubbardstons .......................... 3.50- 4.50
Kings ...................... .. ................ 4.00- 6.00
Pippins, Jennettings, etc. .. 2.50- 4.50
Snows ......................................... 4.00- 6.00
Sweet Apples ........................ 2.00- 5.00
Wealthies ................................ 4.00- 5.00
Wolf Rivers ............................. 4.50- 5.50
20-oz.............................................. 4.00- 5.00
McIntosh R?ds ...................... 6.00-10.00
McIntosh Reds, boxes .......... 1.50- 3.00
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.

Don’t Miss
Hearing....

DR. YORK A. KING

A Wonderful Speaker
THIS

WEEK

ONLY

Tuesday Afternoon—CHILDREN’S MEETING

Tuesday Night—“THE DYNAMIC OF GOD”
2:30 WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Old Folks and Shut-Ins Service

Men Invited Wednesday Night to Hear Dr. King on

“GOD’S FAITH IN YOU”
THURSDAY

NIGHT

FRIDAY

DELEGATIONS

f

NIGHT

GREAT “FAMILY NIGHT”
FOR

"PA,”

"MA,”

AND THE

"KIDS"
Dr. King, Evangelist

ON SATURDAY NIGHT
DON’T FAIL TO HEAR DR.

SPECIAL

KING

MUSIC

ON

“ Bolshevism ”

EVERY

ON THE LYNDONIA

AT WHEATON COLLEGE

OUR GRANGE CORNER

President and Mrs. Harding

Rockland Girls Officers of Maine Club
—New Dormitory Dedicated

Limerock Pomona Has Fine

Guests

the

On

Camden

Man’s Yacht.

I

Orel E. Davies

MOVING

5/2% DIVIDENDS

.. K1

v'
MEN’S WORK SHOES
Solid Leather, $1.98

SCHOOL SHOES
$1.75, $2, $2.25,$2.50 $3

SHINGLES

Women’s 10 in. high cut
Brown Vici Kid Lace
Boots.
$4.00

According to size
Every Pair Warranted

Felt Slippers,

$1.25

Boston Shoe Store

R. W. BUZZELL

237 Main St, Roekland, Maine

TELEPHONE, CAMDEN 152-5
Ret. and Mill Simonton’s Corner
123-124

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

NIGHT

First Baptist Church

A correspondent writes to The Cour
ier-Gazette:
Maine is represented this year at
The Washington Post of last Thurs Wheaton College by 35 girls. At a re
day contained the following interest cent meeting of the Maine Club the
ing bit of news:
following were chosen officers: Presi
WHY WAIT
One of the most notable private en- i dent—Marion Judkins of Rockland;
Cities Service
tertainments recently given in Wash- ’ vice president—Margaret Snow of
Preferred
•
ington, and one perhaps unique in the ! Rockland; secretary—Emilie Vigue of
hx gone up during the past week; it it, Capital’s contemporary social history, Waterville; treasurer—Helen Root of
still a BARGAIN.
| will be today’s luncheon aboard the 1 Lewiston.
Wheaton is tilled to cailteity with
For full information, ask
steam yacht Lyndonia to be tendered I
HENRY L. DOHERTY A QO.
I by Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis, i students this fall. Its growth was
VERNON E. RAND
' of Philadelphia, in honor of the Presi brought to the minds of the many
alumna; and guests on Oct. 15 at the
dent and Mrs. Harding.
celebration of the 87th anniversary of
60 State St, Boston, Mass.
|
The Lyndonia, which is anchored in the founding of the institution, when
midstream in Washington harbor near
the unique feature of the occasion was
the War College, is one of the largest
the dedication of the new dormitory,
and finest steam yachts ever launched Stanton Hall, named for Miss A. Ellen
in the United States. It flies the col Stanton, who for 26 years was con
ors of the Camden (Maine) Yacht nected with Wheaton, first as a teach
Club, of which Mr. Curtis is commo er of French qnd for 16 years as prin
dore. The Lyndonia is 230 feet long cipal of the seminary. She left the
and has a tonnage of 1.200.
institution in 1897. The new dormitory
To meet the President and Mrs. is built in the late Georgian style and
Harding, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis have in is the first to have a separate diningOPTOMETRIST
vited the following guests: The Vice hall. After the dedication of the build
President and Mrs. Coolidge, the Sec ing
an
informal
reception
was
retary of War, John W. Weeks; the held
Oldest Graduate in
and an
opportunity
given
Postmaster General, Will H. Hays; the gue3ts and alumnte to see the new
chairman of the Shipping Board, A. D. hall. A large alumnae meeting was
Rockland
.Lasker; the secretary to the President, held on Saturday morninng at which
George B. Christian. Jr.; Col. Edward plans were diRcussed for carrying on
106tf
M. House, of New York; Mr. and Mrs. the Wheaton endowment fund cam
Edward W. Bok of Philadelphia. John paign.
J. Spurgeon, of Philadelphia, and
Frederick William Wile.
Luncheon will be served at 1.30
o'clock. The President and Mrs. Hard ROCKLAND
ing and their fellow-guests will embark
LOAN AND BUILDING
for the Lyndonia from the pier of the
3 Auto Trucks for moving Capital Yacht Club at the'foot of Ninth
ASSOCIATION
and long distance hauling of street.
Last evening Mr. Curtis entertained
—
HAS
PAID—
all kinds.
aboard his yacht for Washington ed
itors
and
publishers,
the
gicsts
Includ

We move you anywhere in
ing Frank B. Noyes, Ira E. Bennett, J.
New England.
You save E. Rice and Avery C. Marks, Jr. To
SINCE 1907
morrow noon there will be a luncheon
Crating, Time and Money.
Shares in the 69th Series now on sale
party on the Lyndonia which will be
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
H. H. STOVER CO.
attended by seventeen n" eighteen of
Tel. 219. Union St, ROCKLAND the leading Washington newspaper
Office 407 Main Street
120-tf
■orrespondents.

Dimension, Plank, Planed Boards,
and Pine Fnish.
A carload of
highest grade old growth St. John
Cedar

To arrive this week in Rockport.
Galvanized shingle and common
nails. Shingle storehouse near Ma
sonic building in Rockport.
Cali at Rockport Fuel Co. Office

Great
Meetings
Now On!

Curiosity.

Subscription $3 oo per year paysbls is *4rancs; .Ingle coplM thro, oents
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
Entered at the postoffloe In Rockland for etreulatlon at second-class postal rates.
Published every Tueedsy, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from <80 Main Bunt, Rock
land, Mains.

grounds. He owns a fine farm near
us and is a successful dairymen.
We have had some great games
during the Twilight League season at
Portsmouth, N. H. also at Hampton
Beach. James Bannon of the Boston
Nationals in the days of Bobby Lowe
and Kid Nichols is also a neighbor, and
when the stove pipe league opens at
the general store there will be some
hot times, believe me.
Regards to the alderman, Willie
Sullivan, and tell him that my lid is
off to him for producing the girls’
basket ball team of last season which
met with such great success. Come up
old timers, and try our fried chicken.
You are always welcome, and then
some.
H. A. Mather.

Volume 76...................Number 123.

1

North
■s
National
Bank

At t+ie .Sign "of •

|fNorth National Bank

SUCCESS for a bank depends largely
upon the service it renders and the manner
in which that service is rendered. We wel
come the depositor just starting an account
euo eq) se Aeapnoo suinuoB ipniu se qi'M
whose balance amounts to many thousands
of dollars.

Time In St. George—Home
By the Light of the Moon.
Two hundred Patrons of Husbandry
gathered in St. George Saturday, Oct.
15, for the monthly session of Lime
rock Valley Pomona Grange, with St.
George Grange. A perfect day, and
excellent roads insured a large turn
out. A first class program, in which
the outstanding features were an ad
dress on “The Keeping and Care of
Hens,” by F. M. Johnson of Waldo
boro, a breeder of White Leghorns, fol
lowed by questions and discussion;
and a general discussion of fertilizing
with raw fish waste and the use of
seaweed as manure.
A bountiful supper was served at
5.30. At the evening session, seven
candidates were initiated in the fifth
degree, and the day’s program con
cluded. The visitors returned home in
an evening made beautiful by a full
moon, thoughtfully provided by tha
executive committee. The prosperity
of St. George grange was evident, and
has recently been enhanced by the ad
dition of $270 to the treasury through
a recent successful fair.
The next Pomona session will be nt
South Thomaston with Wessaweskeag
Grange, Saturday, Nov. 12.
The waterfront reports of the Port
land Press hits the following to say
about a craft which comes often to
Rockland and other Penobscot Bay
ports: “The schooner George E. Kllnck
is apparently in the flying class also,
having made the run from Ixmg Cova
to Vineyard Haven in a little less than
30 hours and proceeding right along
to New York. Considering that tho
Klinck was heavily laden with paving
stones, this is quite a run.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and howj
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
foil to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life, with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton. .

MACPHERSON'S FAREWELL
Farewell, ye dungeon’s dark and strong.
The wretch’s destinie I
Macpherson’s time will not be long
On yonder gallows-tree.
Sae rantlngl.v, sae wantonly,
Sae dauntingly gaed he;
He play’d a spring, and danced It round,
Bulow tho gallows-tree.
Oh. what is death but parting breath!
On many a bloody plain
I’ve dared his face, and In this place
I scorn him yet again I
Sae rantlngly. sae wantonly,
Sae dauntingly gaed he;
He play’d a spring, and danced It roun<L
Below the gallows-tree.

The little problems as well as the big
ones are taken care of with the best interests
of the customer ever in mind. As a result we are con
stantly adding new names to-our list of satisfied custom
ers and would like to include your name in our list.

Untie these bands from off my hands.
And bring to me my sword.
And there’s no man in all Scotland,
But I’ll brave him at a word.
Sae rantlngly, sae wantonly,
Sae dauntingly gaed he;
He play’d a spring, and danced it round.
Below the gallows-tree.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

I’ve lived a life of sturt and strife;
I die by treacherle;
It burns my heart I must depart
And not avenged be.
Sae rantlngly, sae wantonly,
Sae dauntingly gaed he;
H»i pi.iy'tl a .siTing, and danced It roundi
Below the gallows-tree.

1854

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Now farewell light—thou sunshine bright.
And all beneath the sky!
May coward shame disdain his name,
The wretch that dares not die.
Sae rantlngly, sat wantonly,
Sae dauntingly gaed he;
He play’d a spring, and danced It roun<^
Below the gallows-tree.

_

Hubert Burns,

Page Two
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Rockland. Maine. Oct. Ik, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyildie. who on
oaUi declares that he is pressman in the o(B-.
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of Tin- Courier-11 a/cite of Oct 15,
1921, there waa printed a total of 5.991 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

*

THE EVANGELIST

The series of meetings being carried
on this week by one of the city
churches draws attention to notable
changes that io recent years have en
tered into the religious field. Certain
of the methods of the old-fashioned
revival, familiar to an earlier genera
tion, appear to have given May to
forms of appeal that more recommend
themselves to modern conditions.
Other times, other manners. The
evangelist now holding the attention
here is at the head of a New England
board of evangelism whose methods of
work are directed toward results to be
achieved through active development
of the church life in the community.
He is u practical, earnest and im
passioned speaker, eminently worth
listening to.
It is not an over-statement of the
case to say that while the methods of
the revivalist have changed, so has
the general attitude of the people
toward the things that rolate to the
deeper phases of life. One no longer
is surprised to read in his daily paper
an editorial that a few years ago
could be encountered only in the
6trictly religious press. Such an edi
torial lately • appearing in the Wall
Street Journal was copied into nearly
•every high-class newspaper throughout
the country. Public men and “big bus
iness” do not hesitate to affirm belief in
“the things of the spirit.” The Presi
dent of the United States, in his recent
solemn proclamation, calls upon the
people of this country to give them
selves to prayer for the successful
outcome of the international conven
tion in the interest of peace, that
meets next month in Wasliington. It
is to take a surface view of things to
say that all this is without significance.

A newspaper clipping comes to tlie
editorial desk, bearing the inscription,
“Pnom a guest of the Samoset.” The
sender
be one of those automobile
owners who last summer came under
the restriction of Rockland's street
traffic rules and takes this neat
method of offering a suggestion. It is
indeed a very good one:
When an automobile with the license
number of another state, drives
through Minneapolis, it is stopped by
a policeman. But the driver is not ar
rested. Instead he is given a card in
viting him to the automobile club
where tourist headquarters is main
tained by the various civic organi
zations of the city. Here he is reg
istered and given an envelope contain
ing a copy of the- state traffic laws, a
map of the city, and a road map of
Minnesota resorts. A tag is attached
to his car and he is advised that it will
insure him the courtesy of the city,
and that lie- will not be- held liable for
any minor violations of the traffic laws,
into which a stranger is so likely to
blunder. He is urged to make else of
the information burrau while in the
city. Practically all the motorists
given the cards go directly to the
bureau.
“We have heard the expression
about getting back to normal," says
Gaston Plaintiff of tilio Ford Motor
Company. “If normal means in 1914
before the war, we of the Ford Motor
Company, at least, dealers and em
ployes do not want to go back there.
In 1914 we did in volume- probably onethird of what We are doing now. The
prosperity among dealers as -a whole
subsequent to 1914 so completely over
shadows what was done during that
year and prior thereto that they are
tiardly to be mentioned in the same
breath.” It was in 1914 that the Wilefin-l’ndcrwood tariff law got in its
deadly work and it was not until a
year after that European “war orders''
had bc-gun to pull American industry
out of the hole. No one wants to re
turn to 1914 business conditions.

President Harding ami all members
of his cabinet will inarch on foot in
the procession e»n Armistice day, when
the body of at^ unknown American
soldier will be. buried in Arlington
National Ceme tery. Tin- President ami
his cabinet will head the funeral cor
tege, which will proceed from the
eapitoi, through Washington, across
the Potomac, through the grounds of
Fort Myer, and into the cemetery.
The body of tile unknown soldier will
lie in state under the dome of the Cap
itol all day November HI on the same
catafalque that was used for the bodies
of Presidents Lincoln, Garik Id and Mc
Kinley, and tlie drapings of the cata
falque will bo reproductions of those
used for tlie three- martyred Presi
dents.

About the first of November, the
steamer Camden, now running between
Portland and Boston, will haul off tin
route lor the winter, her place being
taken by tlie steamer Governor Ding
hy. which lias run all tlnoiigh Hie
summer between Boston and St. John,
N. B. Tin- Eastern Steamship Cor
poration has had a very successful
season oil the St. John and Yarmouth,
N. 8., routes, passenger travel having
been heavy as well as tlie bookings of
freight.

Returning to Ini Bangor home ,ls
Jefferson street, Mrs. Laura Bryant
Merrill: "Kindly hang-' Tin CourierGazette to my heme address. During
my summer slay in I'auada tie pupil
was regularly receiv’d mid welcomed
ns ail old ami tried friend. Your paper
is unique, in that no idle r publication
can take its place in the affections of
one who ‘growed’ in Rockland.”
Rev. W. S. Hounds loaves (he first
for Boston, on work con
nected with the Board of Comuiisuf next week

BlOfiera <«£ Xottign missions, _________

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 18,
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Every-Other-Dat*

SIGNS OF AUTUMN
The Tendency Toward Closed

Cars Is a Never-Failing In
dication.
It requires no prophet to predict the •
approach of early fall, according to ‘
George M. Simmons, the Dort Motor •
Car man on Tillson avenue.
An even more certain sign than the !
tang of frost and the fluttering of fall
ing leaves is the increased interest in
closed cars. Aside from the exterior!
beauty preslnt in the entire family of •
Dort ears there are Many ingenious
developments which add to the eon- ,
venience of these snugly enclosed cars.
The step seems just the right height i
and once inside the satin finish of •
the interior fittings is nicely set off
by the subdued broadcloth upholstery
in a rich soft brown tone of the Chi
nese period design.
Once in motion the car glides along
with none of that annoying drum of
the motor. This undesirable noise is
eliminated by the lattice construction of
the top which instead of acting like a
sounding board, breaks up the sound
waves, and replaces this disturbing
hum with a restful quietness. We take
especial pride in watching the pleas
ant reaction of motorists to the har
mony and comfort of these enclosed

"Now what is economy,” asked the
teacher. “I know,” exclaimed little Willie
pushing up his right band, "It's two pair
of pants with a suit.”
(A suit-able reply forsooth.)

As a lot of schoolboys know
There is a jolly good showing
NOW AT GREGORY'S
school suits.

of

Here’s a sample—a neat check
in brown or grey; coat belted,
patch pockets. Prices $14. The
tailoring is as good as the style
and that’s the best.

cars. When thej And th< seats at just

the proper slant, tin- windows gliding
completely up or down with only a
half turn of the adjusting lever they
seem to be fully as well pleased in in
specting these cars as we are in show
ing them.—adv.

Boys’ Sweaters $3.00 to $7.50.
Boys’ and Girls’ Hosiery in the
two best brands. Holeproof and

OWL’S HEAD
Lincoln Speed has been at home for
a few days from New York.
Paul Merriam enjoyed a motor trip
with his father, P. S. Merriam, last
week around Boothbay Harbor and
vicinity. Mr. Merriam went on busiout Paul took in all the sights.
Oscar Foster and family have the
care of the property around Garthgannon Lodge for the winter. It must
be rather lonesome over there for when
the School left it took away nearly
130 persons.
There was no school at Timber llill
on Wednesday, Mrs. Lura Whalen go
ing tc Clinton to visit h r daughter
Clara ’.vho teaches there. The time
for the day was made up on Saturday.
Mrs. Flora Spied returned to Boston
Thursday after several weeks’ visit at
her home h *re.
Castle Comfort is being painted by
K. C. Emery.
John W. Hatch of Sanford was in town
a few days last week.
Mrs L. H. Soptr of Waterville was
here last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Snow of Cam
den are at the K. C. Emery cottage for
a short time.
Mrs Linwjou Thayer of Yinalhaven
spent Sunday at G. C. Young’s.
M. T. Jameson & Company have
been hauling sawdust from Ballyhac
to their icehouses, preparatory to the
ice harvest this winter.
The sewing circle has been meeting
for two weeks and Wednesday is the
day. A large attendance is desdred.
We want another fair next season and
now is not too early to plan for it.
Fifty or more times a day this is
what we say, “I hate a Ili—darn a
Hi.” Where did this originate, Mr.
Editor? Thank you for the answer.
[Josh Billings said*it.—Ed.|
A Municipal Bee is being held on
Ingraham’s Hill today by tin* na n to
help finish the good work which was
begun on the hill. It is surely a tine
road.
Mrs. Lewis Sylvester and family of
Sunset. Deer Isle, are guests at L. H.
Perry’s.
C. A. Meservey is having a new
boat built at Camden by the C. A. It.
M. Company.
It is an a conimodating paper that
will take it phone message at It a. ir..
md have it printed at 11 a. in. This
is what the good old Courier-Gazette
does for us and we appreciate it and
must try not to work a good horse to
death.
Honest, Tinicky, did that whale carry
a red banana or did your hand slip
and the good proof reader called it
that? We like to think of a whale with
a banner, but not seeing, not knowing.
“There was plenty of rain this fall.”
that is, there was 25 years ago, so wc

Linenweave.

munity not from any selfish angle, but
from the broader viewpoint qf na- ]
tlonal good.
Some throe or four months ago
there was before Congress a bill on
which the press of tlie eouutry was
divided. Tlie magazines, tlie big na
tional weeklies, the farm press and
Rises Promptly and Capably to the metropolitan daily papers were on
one side and the country newspapers
Every Emergency.
‘were on the other side. The passage
of the bill would Meuti creating an op
portunity for a greater centralization
the merchandising of the natiou in
1$ NOT ALWAYS APPRECIATED of
a few large cities with a consequent
injury to the small cities and towns,
and to the people of these cities and
Cement* Interests of Mas* of Popula
towns and th'e farms surrouuding
tion—Avoiding Sensationalism, in them. Tlie country press fought for
Its Clean Wholesomeness Is Its Ap. the defeat of tlie bill, and in the end
pesl to Best Class of Citizens— the members of tlie committee in
whose hands the fate of the bill resterf
Country Press a National Power.
listened to the country press because
they reulized that the welfare of these .
By WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.
country communities represented the ;
The country communities—the vil best interests of tlie nation as a
lage, the small town and the small whole, and the bill wits killed.
city—are the backbone of the Ameri
During our participation in the
can nation. They are the communities ■World war the country press stood
to whicli the nation turns in time of stanchly and ufiseltishly back of tlie
distress and emergency. They are nation. It did nothing to create dis- j
even more than the backbone of the sension among the people during tlie !
nation. They are the bulwark of our time of emergency, but it did carry to 1
modern civilization. Just at the close Its renders a continuous message of
of tlie World war, Mr. Balfour, for patriotism und national unity. In each
eign minister of Great Britain, said to 'community ir wiped away much of
the writer in London that the entire factional lines, and created an attnoscivilized world must look to the small 'pbere of intense Americanism that
towns of America to preserve for the ■welded the American people together
world the civilization that it had taken ,regardless of place of birth or nncenturies lo huitd, because the small
’ceatrv.
I
towns represented a substantial solid
Value Not Always Understood.
■
ity that the tremendous upheaval of
But tlie people of tlie cities do not j
the war had not affected, and it was
only such a foundation that would always understand the value of the 1
•country press. With tlie increased de
preserve the structure of civilization.
The cement that keeps the people of mand for war supplies there came a
these country communities together, demand for a decrease iu the con
working and thinking along uniformly sumption of tlie ordinary needs of
sane and sate lines, that makes of peace time. Among the tilings the
them that “substantial solidity” on .consumption of which must be cut
which world civilization can rely for was paper. A city man was nr tlie
s foundation, is the country press— head of tlie department that regulated
the village, the small town and tlie the use of paper, and he felt it ad
visable to so limit the amount of pa
smalt city newspaper.
per available for the country press us
Country Paper Wholesome.
.to seriously cripple all of these pa
Tlie country newspaper goes to its pers, and to have entirely closed many
readers devoid of that sensationalism •of them. It was the privilege of the
that is so prominent in the metropoli •writer to present the case of the coun
tan papers. It carries to its readers try press to this man, and it did not
the news items that represent the joys take him long to see that the govern
and sorrows of their friends and ment could not ufford to in any con
read.
neighbors, and keeps the hearts of the siderable degree cripple an institution
Mrs. Maria Maddocks has returned people of tlie community beating in that represented so much of national
to Massachusetts alter visiting rela unison. It goes to its readers with good as did these country newspa
tives here.
that sane and kindly advice on local, pers.
state, national and world problems;
Countiy Press Deserves Well.
advice that is the result of thought
The country press deserves well of
EAST UNION
and study beside the hearthstones of
•the people of the nation, and especial
the nation, and not in tho selfish marts
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope vis of trade or the brlghtlights of city ly of the people of the country com
ited her soil Everett at this place re frivolity. It goes with the influence munities. Individually these papers
cently.
may not be large in size ns compared
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ltines of War cf a known and respected member of with the city papers, but quantity is
ren aiioniimnied by Mrs. I.aiirn Ham the community—its editor back of its not the measure of their value. They
ilton of Quin. y. Muss., were Sunday every word. Its every opinion. It goes are worth both directly and indirectcallers with friends here.
to a people, the people of the country
Mrs. Merton Taylor of Augusta spent communities and the farms, that are ;ly far more than their subscription
lust week with her parents, .Mr. and more capable of thinking along sane, .price. For that price they brltig to
you each week The news of your
Mrs. Ernest Brown.
unselfish and practical lines than are
Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse lias been those who are surrounded by the friends and acquaintances. To those
the guest of In r sister, Mrs. Mary selfish and many times evil influences who have left the country home to go
either to the city or to some other j
Payson the past week.
V. A. Torrey and family. Mrs. of the large cities.
country home, tlie country newspaper
But. the influence of the country Is a welcome weekly letter that keeps
Charles Tilden and .Mrs. Jessie Bever
age of Camden wire visitors in town newspaper goes far beyond the com them in touch with friends and for
Sunday.
munity in which It Is printed. Na mer associates. To those at home It
•Mr. mid Mrs. Julian Snow of South tional legislators In the halls of con carries the news of their friends and
'i'homastoii were weekend guests of gress realize that this influence is a
neigW-rrs. li records the births arid
Mrs. Maud Payson.
power to he reckoned with. That
Mrs. -\niiie Goff, who has been spend when tlie country press speaks in uni deaths, the marriages, the comings
and goings of those in whom yon arting the summer with her son has re
turned to her home in Providence, II. I. son on any national subject it is but interested. It furnishes tlie medium
voicing
tlie
sentiments
of
that
mighty
E. C. Payson and family of Rock
of publicity through which work for a
land were Sunday callers at the home force the people of the country com better and stronger community is
munities, the people in whose hands, maintained. It voices the consensus
of A. W. Payson.
M. G. Titus is in Rockland for a few says Mr. Balfour, rests the destiny of of opinion of the community to the
days.
world civilization.
representatives In the halls of tlie
Rev. E. S. Ufford held a meeting here
•state and national legislators. It is
Fights for Entire Country.
lust Sunday.
The country press represents aud the paper of. for and by the people 1
Miss Annie Going entertained a par
ly of friends at her home Tuesday aft fights for those things that are of of the villages, the towns and the |
ernoon.
value to the country communities, small cities.
1
No country paper worthy of the 1
realizing that in doing so It Is fighting
for (hose things that are best for the ■name ever seeks the support of the !
nation and for the world. It works ipeople of its community on any other j
and fights to upbuild flip country com ground than that of giving mote than i
munity, to prpvpnt its falling a prey Tull value for all that it receives. You !
aid yourself, your community, yonrj
to the selfish greed of the cities. It
Another carload of those nice
■state
and the nation w hen you stippifrt j
champions
the
business,
the
social,
the
Cedar Shingles has arrived and is
educational, the agricultural, the in and read your Will ‘‘Home Town '
ready for delivery; everybody is
I
dustrial Interests of the country com Paper."

COUNTRY PAPER
GUARDSNATION

CEDAR SHINGLES

talking about them; there are
reason?—come and look them over
and you, too, will be convinced.
Hemlock and Spruce Boards and
Joist arc coming in daily, and it will
soon be so that you qan get what
you need right at home.
Yard and residence, Gleason and
Roxbury streets, directly back of the
High School building.

W. J. ROBERTSON
CARPENTER A BUILDER
Tel. 26-4.
Thomaston, Me.

lo# if

The Community Newspaper
By BOB ADAMS.
F ALL the sheets from East
to West the local paper it the
best. Deep is our love and deep
our debt to Record, Journal or
Gasette. When first I landed on
this ball, a bit of flesh wrapped
"round a squall, it welcomed me
with joy and pride my life has
never justified. It follows me my
whole life through, with words all
kind and mostly true; and even
after I am hearsed "twill tell my
best and hide my worst. When in
Oshkosh or Wickiup I wander
homesick as a pup, or if in foreign
lands I roam, it brings me pleas
ant news of home.
Across the
sands, across the sea, the old home
paper comes to me. It is a friend
both true and tried, and to it,
gents, I point with pride; yea, I
will hock my Sr.nday pints to pay
up six years in advance.

O

FOUND HOME PAPER IN
HEART OF THE ROCKIES
And Through It Peddler Learned That
Family He Had Known for Fif
teen Years Were His Relatives,

"Puldisliiug a country newspaper re
minds me of tossing a pebble into
the ocean. We never know how far
the circles which it sets iu motion will
reach,” said Willitson Manley, publish
er of The Plaindealer of Canton, N.
'Y., the otter day, iu speaking of "Sub'stribe for Your Home Town Paper
iWeek," whicli is to lie observed the
country over the week of November
.7-12. "I had a good reminder of this
iiot long ago," lie went on.
“One dny there appeared iu the
Plaindealer office a short, stubby, ro
bust man of probably sixty. I knew
the minute 1 saw him that he had
come in from the big outdoors In some
section. He told me that he bad taken
the paper for many years, probably
•forty, ever since he had left Canton,
"w here he was bom. He told we where
I would find the paper going, and I
.found it.
His post office was in a
little town way out in the Rockies. He
said lie had come back to the old town
,to live. He paid what he owed and
a year over for good measure, and then
he sat down and I knew something was
coming.
Forty Years in the Mountain*.
"‘Say,’ said he, ‘newspapers are
.great things. You can never tell what
they are going to (lo for you. I have
been a peddler out in tlie mountains
for forty years, making my trips, me
and tty- little burro, about once in
six months. There were a lot of long
’jumps between houses.
For fifteen
’years I had lieen going out of my
jtrall, about five miles to one side, to
sell to a family that had moved in.
(You get rather well acquainted with
■people If you see them once in six
months for that long, so when I got
there one afternoon and didn't find
anyone home—just the door unlocked,
as all doors were there—I went In and
made myself comfortable, and when
isupper time came I didn't hesitate
'about hunting around for grub. And
while I was doing it I found a copy
of the Plaindealer on the kitchen shelf,
‘and one or two more around the
house—the Plaindealer, mind you, the
paper I was taking right from the
old home town: And I wondered who
these fifteen-ycar-old friends of mine
were.
I suddenly realized we had
never talked over our pedigrees any.
“‘When the fumily got home that
evening I asked questions, and what
do von think?—that wife was a sort
of grandniece of mine.
She hadn't
heard of her old uncle off stubbing
around in the rocks of the Rockies,
and I hadn't ever heard that any
one related to me bad ever mar
ried and wns out. there living under
another name. Your paper Introduced
us to each other. I just thought you
might like to know about IL’"

' her of her friends who helped celc- j been feasting on (leer meat the past
brute her 1Gth wedding anniversary. | week.
The following pupils of the Grammar j The Philatiica Class of Hie Baptist
Itcv. and Mis. Augustus Thompson School have been present every ses Sunday school was entertained by Mrs.
arc spending the week with relatives. sion (luring the first month of the term: | Dorothea Balano Wednesday evening.
He preached in the Advent church Sun Alton Haynes, Asahel Hupper. Harlan ! A very pleasant time was enjoyed by
day.
> Hupper, Theodore Davis. Henry Ben- i all.
Mrs. Charles Oillmore is visiting in tier, Lewis llenncr, Wilfred Bolano.
Missi s Marietta and Katht line RollBrooks. Me.
' Evelyn Verge, Eilitli Murray and Mar- bins found some luscous raspberries on
Mr. Gray and fumily have gone to i tha Carter.
Oct. 6.
McKinley to make their home, where
Merton Anthony. Harry Lowell.
he has charge of the lighthouse. Their
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
many friends are sorry to have them Dewey Thompson and Orren Hupper
have returned from a ten days’ trip in carries the home news of Knux county
leave.
Mrs. Harry Lowell was given a sur- Aroostook county in pursuit of big to every State in tha Vulou and to
Vriso Friday, pyeniug by a large uum- game, Ilarrv was the winner and has many f(irel<n HttAj,

PORT CLYDE

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
• ‘•Gold Dust Twins" certainly are worth
' mentioning. Several “>'• nng ladles
were noticeable but the crowd was
A. C. Moore has sold the K. of P. surprised to see well known male ac
a piano for the lodge room
quaintances when the masks were lift
George Alexander of Camden spent ed. A very enjoyable time was had by
the weekend with 1". R. Stone .and everyone.
family
Mrs. Minnie Deane is visiting relaA. T. Adams of Bath has been lives and friends in Rockland, Maneni
spending a few days here.
and Wuldoboro.
Mrs. Nellie York, Mis. Eva Hopkins, | Mrs, Cora Ames is spending her vaand Mrs. Sy lvia Merri-k attended the • cation in Millinocket.
Pythian Sisters' Convention in Cam
Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston is visit
den last week. Mrs. York remained ing Mr. and Mrs. Hj M. Noyes.
in Camden visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Pprker Stone, Herman Cooper and
Ladd. Mrs. Merrick returned to Vir. il- Dr. Wood made a trip to Bangor Tues
haven for a short visit before return day in Capt. Cooper's boat, returning;
ing' home. '
■Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. F. W. Brown and family have re
turned from a visit w ill her mother,
Mrs. Mills, in RockianJ.
EAST APPLETON
Mrs. M. B. Smith an J mother, Mrs.
'Clara Gillis, are visiting nlativts in
Sherman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan aid ence Ames, underwent a surgical oper
•laughter Alma arc visiting' (’apt. and ation on his hip last Wednesday at Ills
home. Dr. Abbott of Port’and. assist
Mrs. Stanley at Seal Harbor.
Don't rget the Sister) nod next ed by Dr. Clarence Simmons of Oak
Wednesday night. Work is to be prac land. performed the operation. He iai
ticed as the Grand Chief expects to doing as well as can be expected. AIE
arc hoping for the little fellow's com
visit us soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Dyer have gone plete and speedy recovery. Mrs. LUa,
to Philadelphia to visit their son Jet- Burril, trained nurse from New Y'otte
City, is caring for him.
son.
Thero was a husking-bee at the homei
Mrs. J. 1’. Reynolds of Boston has
presented to tlie Lllirary a deer's head of Jesse Wentworth last Friday even
w hich was on exhibition at hte World's ing. After the corn was husked a fine
•Fair in Chicago. The deer was shot supper was enjoyed, followed by music
in the velvert for the exhibition and with Mrs. Boland Gushee at the piano.
Mr. aud Mrs. Robert Gushee were
is a rare speeinjeii. The Library As
sociation very much appreciates the in Bucksport last Friday.
Edward and Richard Ames a ad
gift and lias it placed in the reading
mother were in Waterville Sunday.
room.
Roy Page is at Albert Gushec's help
Itcv. M. G. Perry is in Newton lor
a few weeks. Mrs. Perry is there con ing on the foundatloh Of the new house.
Leslie Hall is improving the looks
valescing from an operation.
E. E. Gillis and family have moved of his buildings with a coat of paint.
Warren Lodge is to work the de
into the Gillis house at the Thorough
grees on candidates next Saturday
fare.
Elmer Hopkins has commenced on evening at Appleton Ixjdgc, I. O. O. F.
Everyone is glad when the Warren
his cottage.
Miss Fostie Duncan has returned boys come to tow n.
Mark Ames is lioiuq to spend tho
from a most delightful trip to the
White Mountains, and over the line weekend with his parents.
John Gushee with a crew arc digging
into Canada.
The High School students gave a liis large piece of potato--s': tHffJ’ are
masked ball in Calderwood's Hall. Oct. turning out well. George Ames has his
7. As no prizes were given it is hard all dug and hud about 450 bushels
to tell which was the best, but tlie of marketable ones.

NORTH HAVEN

IF YOU WANT

RESIDENCE

,BURGLARY INSURANCE
We suggest that you obtain it

BEFORE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20TH
at a material rate increase is effective on that date.

The reason for the increased rate is the reason why

you need the insurance—the alarming increase in
Burglaries. Rockland is not immune; neither is
YOUR property.

E. C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents

Telephone 98.

Rockland.

MATTRESSES
A COMFORTABLE MATTRESS

ASSURES A COMFORTABLE REST
Call to see our large assortment of high grade Mattresses

at our Reduced Prices

$9.50—$6.95

$14.50—$9.75

$16.50—$12.50

Best Silk Floss Mattresses, 100’ v silk i»?ss
$25.00—$19.50
All mattresses have heavy fancy ticks

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO., L Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE
ROCKLAND

Calk of the town
«»• KMHBMHMO CVUR*
Oft. 10—Country Club house committee's first
entcrtslnanntt nt season, supper at 6 30
Oct. 20—Mammoth rummage sale, by Chapin
Cllias, In Unlvereallst testry.
Oct. 21—Meetings of Rorkland Lodge of Per
fection and Prinres of Jerusalem
Oct. 21—Annual meeting and banquet of
Rockland Chapter, Rons of American Revolu
tion, at Country Club.
Oct. 21—Olethebesec Club meets with Mrs.
W. H. (Hover; Mrs J. U. Huddllston as speaker
Oct. 22—Maine vs. Bates, in Lewiston; Bowdoln re. Colby, in Brunswick, championship

games.

Oct. 22—(Football)—Rockland High rs. Lin
coln Academy, In Newcastle.
Oct. 22 (Football)—Catuden High vs. Bucks
port Seminary, In Bucksport.
Oct. 24 (7.30 p. m |—Opening of Woman’s
Educational Club, Gov. Baxter speaker.
Oct.
20—(Postponement)—Baptist
Men's
League’s monthly meeting and banquet.
Oct. 29—Maine vs. Colby In Waterville, cham
pionship game.
_
Oct. 31—Hallowe’en.
Nov. 2—Lincoln United Baptist Association In

Appleton.
Nov. 3—Banquet at Thorndike Hotel by

Dr. Fred G. Campbell of Warren
has been appointed examiner of insane
convicts for Knox county.
Robert U. Collins’ real estate agency
has sold to M B. Davis a double tene
ment house on Lisle street owned by
A. T. Walker. Mr. Davis will occupy
one tenement. Mr. Walker is in the
employ of the. M. C. R. R. and has
been transferred to Waterville.

The librarians of Northern Maine
have formed an association for the
promotion of interest in library wel
fare. Millinocket and Woodstock. N.
B, . are included. The vice president
Is Miss Kathleen M. Snow of Rock
land.
H. S. Cole, who is now assistant
sales manager of the Central Maine
Power Co., gave a banquet at Hotel
Rockland Friday evening to members
I Of the sales staff. Bowling at Colcord s
| alleys followed the excellent spread

re
gents of Knox Academy of Arts und Sciences. .
___ . „
,,
.,
____ „„„
Nov. 5—Bowdoln va. Maine, In Orono, chamHavener hall, under the new manplonthlp game
agement, will be opened Thursday
Nov. 9-19—The Chapin Class of the Uat-I mght, with a dance,
with Kelly’s
versalist church will present "Springtime’’
Rantn Orchestra for music
Nov. 12—Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange | BanJ° (Jrcnestra lor music.
meets with Wessaweskeag Grange. South Thorn
aston.
The date for the production of
Nov. 30—Universalis! fair.
"Springtime,” at Park Theatre, under

the auspices of the Chapin Class of the
Weather Thie Week
I Universalist church, has been changed
Weather predictions for the week in I
Nov. 9 and 10. The rehearsals
commence Monday.
the north and middle Atlantic States
are normal temperatures, considerable
Capt. 'William R. Kalloch has moved
cloudiness and occasional rains.
into the Walker house on Broadway
I recently vacated by W. A. Healey, who
Winslow-Holbrook Post holds its I is occupying the W. S. D. Healey resi
regular meeting Thursday night
dence on Broadway.
This Is visiting week at the Central
telephone office on School street. Make
y'nur “calls" In person, and get better
acquainted with the system and those
who are so ably handling it.
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Every-OtherDay

While other cities are boasting about
their knickerbocker girls, Rockland apI pears to have gone a step further and
I has a soldierette. And isn’t bragging,
I either.

HOLDING SPECIAL MEETINGS

Used Gars
and
Trucks

Evangelist York King, Speaking At the First Baptist
Church, Is Worth Listening To.

Come on ail you that are afflicted and get

“I have no tricks of the evangelist.
Some people are skittish about evan'gellstR. Tell the people of Rockland
. not to be afraid of me. I have noth, ing to put over on them. I am here
; to help the pastor, to help get this
! church Into the place in the commu
nity life that it deserves to occupy.”
Rockland is having a treat in Dr.
York A. King, now conducting services
in the First Baptist church, and who
opened his service Sunday with the
words quoted above. The trouble is
that this treat will last only the pres
ent week, and some will wake up too
late to a realization of what they have
missed In not hearing him. Dr. King
Is not n professional evangelist—"he’s
2—90 Overlands
different.” Without being sensational
1— 85 Overland
I he Is original in every sentence and
gripping to the last word. The large
2— 1916 Dorts
audiences that heard him twice on
1 —Cadillac
Sunday and on Monday evening are
enthusiastic in his praise. He doesn’t
1— 1921 Chevrolet
mention the subject of money.
2— Baby Grand Chevrolets
"I make It a condition of my present
position that 1 shall never say any
I —Saxon, new paint
thing about money," he declared on
1—Ford Touring, 1921
Sunday.
Rockland has a claim on Dr. King by
1—Ford Touring, 1914
the coincidence that he was pastor in
1—Ford Touring, 1915
Lawrence, Mass., of the church in
which a well-known Rockland preach
1— Reo Sedan
er, Rev. Mr. Parshley, was pastor.
When later Mr. Parshley was pastor
TRUCKS
In Moncton. N. B., Dr. King stole his
and took her for his bride.
2- ton Truck in good con organist
Dr. King has rare descriptive ability.
His descriptions of childhood and the
dition
old country church with the old-fash
1 —Reo, 1920
ioned "meetin’ ’’ will never be forgot
ten by those who heard him. There
I —Chevrolet
Is quiet humor mixed with every ser
1 —Ford
mon. In speaking of prayer, he re
ferred to his visit to his daughter nt

Come In and
Look them Over

ALL ARE 600D TRADES

Smith college who with a woman's
ability at Mattery told him he was ’"the
best dad in t the world.”
Then^ she
asked him for a new desk and mnny
other things and every time he an
swered “All right, daughter, you can
have them.” "Thank God.” he said to
himself, “she’s a Junior so there’s only
ona more year of it.” When he applied
the lesson to requests to the Heavenly
Father no one missed the point.
Last night Dr. King related the
thrilling story
of
how
in
his
Lawrence church, which had been
called a “hopeless situation.” three
hundred converts joined in 15 months.
He told of the attempt to get 200 mem
bers in Ave weeks, and how on the last
day, with only 06 candidates, four more
came and completed the number.
A host of good things is in store
every night this week. Dr. King siieaks
to the children on Tuesday, at 3.45.
The old folk and shut-ins are invited
to hear him on Wednesday afternoon
at a service specially arranged for
their beneAt at 2.30 o’clock. Autos will
call for those who telephone the pas
tor, Mr. Browne.
Inviting groups of men to come on
Wednesday evening. Dr. King has
promised to speak to them on "God's
Faith in Man.”
"I want ’pa, ma, and the kids’ here
on Friday night,” he announced. "Thi
will be 'family night’ and 1 will give
recognition to the largest family present. The sermon will be on ’Home.
"Bolshevism" is Saturday evening's
subject. Dr. King said:
"After eight years in Lawrence, if
I don’t give a true and fair presenta
tion of this subject you may take back
your contribution nt the close of the
service."
Special music is arranged -v ever,
service. Tonight Dr. King speaks on
"The Dynamic of God.”

Linwood Rogers is nimble of foot on I Movie actors who are Aiming a pic-,
bases, but he found bird hunting in the I ture at New Harbor, were in the city
woods a different proposition. In con-1 yesterday. The well known stars,
sequence he is nursing a sprained I Richard Bartholmess and Louise Huff,
ankle.
I are understood to have been in the
_
I party.
Rockland Chapter, Sons of the Amer- I
-----Every type of
lean Revolution, holds Its annual meet- I The Chapin Class members will have
The annual inspection of the Sons
lug and banquet Friday evening at the a supper at the church vestry TuesPARK THEATRE
of Veterans Auxiliary will be held
Country Club, with the ladies aR day evening at 6.30, followed by the
guests. Supper will be served at 6.31, I annual meeting. Members are urged
Wednesday evening. Mrs. Margaret
A beautiful picture of life In Quebec
and will be followed by the bisincss I to be present as there Is some very
Tolman of Brunswick is the inspecting
Is “A Wise Fool," which is being
meeting and a social hour The Chap- I important business to be transacted,
oAleer. The usual circle supper will
shown today. Alice Hollister portrays
ter has a membership of 30-odd, wilh I
-----Quality Coei ClearIhrougi
he served at 6 o’clock.
the role of a Spanish girl who mar
A. S. LlttleHeld as president and E. I Class 26 of ’.he Methodist Sunday
ries Jean Jacques Barbille, an egostical
B. MacAllister as secretary.
I School gives a "return" supper In the
Aurora Lodge will work the Fellow-----I vestry Thursday evening, to which all
craft degree at a special communica French-Canadian, and shut up In his
The handtub Albert R. Havener, I members are invited. Supper will be
tion Wednesday evening. All eligible little world, she Anally deserts him and
—and—
after many trials enters a convent.
with its playout of 229 feet, 6% inches I served at 6 o'clock. The class is plancandidates are requested to he present
After losing all his wealth and his
at Topsham on I-abor Dny, no longer I tilng to hold a rummage sale in the
at 7.30.
egotism along with it, Jean Jacques
holds the New England record for the I near future.
starts out In search of his wife.
year. In Cambridge, Mass., last week I
-----The Woman’s Auxiliary of the
The mad futile life of New York’s
the Hancock of Brockton threw a I The W. C. T. U. will .meet Friday
American Legion awarded the quilt
millionaires is described Wednesday in
stream of 237 feet. 1% inches. The I afternoon at 2.30 at the vestry of the
to Mrs. Mary Dinsmore.
a story of Greenwich Village, called
Rockland tub, however, still holds the I First Baptist church.
“Wealth." It tells of the Aner, truer
Maine championship of the season.
I
-----Edwin Libby Relief Corps serves
life that a young girl found when she
—
I The annual convention of the State
supper Thursday evening. Mrs. Henry
The monthly meeting and banquet of I Sunday School Association was held
L. Higgins is chairman of the house gave up wealth and fame, and sought
love.
the Baptist Men’s League, which were I in Lewiston last week, with 400 delekeepers. The supper Nov. 3 will he
The greatest story of the early Chris
to have been held tomorrow have been I gates in attendance. The secretary’s
in charge of Mrs. Benjamin Bartlett.
postponed one week on account of the I report showed that 78,000 of the 140,Mrs. E. H. Dickey, Mrs. Isora Bah- tian Era, “Quo Vadis,” has appeared
speclal meetings which are being held I 000 children in public schools are now
bidge and Miss Madelyn Colson, while in three forms, and each time it has
been a sensation. Henryk Slenkiewlez’s
on the floor to show
in the church this week, and which 1 included In the Sunday School ranks,
the housekeepers for Nov. 17 will be
novel was the most talked of book of
would have necessitated the shorten- I Rev. Donald I. Gross of Woodfords
Mrs. Fannie Blckmore. Mrs. Benjamin
Ing of a very pleasant session. Mr I was elected president.
Burkett, Mrs. Irene Winslow and Miss the decade when it was published in
1921 FORD SEDAN Doris Hyler. The Corps will be in the late nineties. The stage production
Rounds’ lecture will be heard later In I
—
was one ot the most stupendous scenic
the seasonand the entertainment com- I A notable Improvement to the apspected Nov. 3, and in anticipation of
undertakings ever put in a theatre.
mlttee are arranging asubstitute pro- I pearanco of Silsby Hospital Is the
that event the officers are all asked
Neither compared, however, with the
gram.
*
I glassed-in porch, which has been
to be present at the meeting Thursday
great spectacle and realistic photoplay
—
I built around the Summer street en
evening.
which today is hailed as one of the
A local sportsman, who rejoices in the I trance.—Dr. Abbott of Portland Is at
masterpieces of the motion picture
possession of a new gun and new-born I the hospital today, to perform an opA subscriber asks when Rockland world. It will be shown as the Thurs
ambition to chase the birds to their I eratlon on a Portland patient,
Arst had water service from Chlcka- day-Friday special for this week.—udv.
haunts, had drawn an accurate bead I
-----waukle Lake. In 1850.
—OF—
on a pair of Ane ducks Saturday, and
An odd mishap took, place at the
was about to plug away when an an- I lime company’s coal tower wharf this
GROCERY WAGONS Mr. nnd Mrs. A. J. Bird acornpan led NORTH WASHINGTON
gry voice shouted: “Git out. you fool; morning, when the wash of the incomby Mrs. Jennie W. Bird motored to
them's decoys." And the ambitious I ing Boston boat caused the partially
Portland Saturday where they were
guy sauntered sadly away.
I listed lighter Berwick to sink. W. G.
A. Palmer, who has been here
Prices cut to $135 for Joined hy Miss Hattie Bird. Mr. and on W.a short
-----I Walker had a crew in quick attendvacation, has returned to
Mrs. Bird continued to Lisbon, N. H.,
M. A- Johnson of Rockland and I
», and most of the coal was rehis work in Augusta.
where
they
were
the
guests
of
their
George L. Beck of Deer Isle are in- I moved. The lighter was then towed
Quick Sale
Ernest Jones, who has been visit
daughter Mrs. Clgrk Frost.
Mrs.
eluded in Gov. Baxter’s latest list ot I nto shoal water by the tugs Pejepscot
ing relatives and friends here for a
Mrs.
Jennie
Bird,
with
Miss
Bird,
stop

appointments. They will hold notary I and Sommers N. Smith and at low tide
few weeks, has returned to his work
ped at the Dyke Farm, Douglas Hill,
public commissions.
I she will be pumped and Aoated. No
in Massachusetts.
to
see
her
son
William
C.
Bird
and
wife
Plenty
of
----I la mage was done to the craft.
Mrs. Bessie Leigher and child of
who are spending the month there.
A. P. Blalsdell of the Rockland Hard- I
-----Boston are spending a short vacation
Good
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
S.
Bird
of
Port

ware Co. was In Portland Friday to I with the local ice supply so very
with Mrs. Alberta Leigher.
land joined them there yesterday for
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs. F.
Hardware Dealers' Association. The I nearjy exhausted the dealers and pubdinner.
The
Rockland
party
arrived
Bargains in
W. Cunningham made an auto trip to
nttend the meeting of the Maine Retail I ]|c have every reason to be thankful
home last evening.
Cushing last week. Owing to the kind
latter organization has entered Into to thp Dppp sea Fisheries, Inc., whose
ness of some of the residents of that
the ranks of the Maine Federation of 1 p]ant on Tillson avenue is daily turnREAL ESTATE
The Topsham Fair receipts this beautiful place. Pleasant Polnl, they
Retaii Merchants an the New England I (Pg out a large supply.
year were less than last fall's, on ac were enabled to dig all the clams they
Hardware Dealer’s Association, an I
____
count of the stormy Wednesday, but
action which wiU bring expert advice I There will be a banquet at the
It is a beautiful place and
Agent for U. S. TIRES the total for the four days was 813,000, wanted.
the people a whole-hearted and oblig
«n<i aid in all matte^ perUinmg to the Thornd,ke Hotel on the evening of
which is not to be sneezed at.
ing people.
trade. All officers of the Maine assothe ,nteregt of tbp
Ernest Marr of Augusta was the
ciatlon
were
re-elected includ.ng Rnox Acad
of Arts and ScipnPP8
Richards' Market. No. 2. at the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Turner
Charles O. Eaton of Brunswick as pres{
In.
Southend, was sold yesterday to Ernest last week.
Went and Mr Btauwdellwas one ot^he l [
wj, bp lsgued tQ
E. Knight, one of Mr. Richards’ for
Simon Turner, who has been at work
directors. Affiliation w.th the Ne» I
and
fp8slona, mpn of ,he
mer employes, who is well qualiffed in Dexter, iR home again.
England Association is expected to
ladles wl„ share
the
to carry it on successfully.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham and
bring material beneAts, since mem- I
.
hership in this body reaches 700 and I
’
___
family were at Augusta on a business
23 Tillson Avenue
in the national body, with which the I
E. C. Moran, E. C. Moran. Jr., trip last Saturday.
New England Is connected, there are I The 18-hour sweepstakes at the
Telephone 4-W.
Joseph Emery and F, A. Winslow
20,700 members. After the banquet I Country Club Saturday afternoon
motored to Waterville Saturday as
Friday evening, wives and guests oflcl°se<l fbe golf seasons matched conThe Ten '—gins Retold.
guests of John J. Perry, and saw the
BORN
the hardware men attended various I tests, with golf balls as prizes. The
At a negro csr-i;i meeting In Louis
football game, which
Cross—Rockport, Oct. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. Bates-Colby
amusements in the city while delegates I winners were Raymond Duff, Arst, and Alvenus
marked the opening of the Maine Col iana the ollo«.:Pi ««rmon was deliv
Cross, a son—Edwin Carleton.
touched on trade problems and listened IwFuller, second.
But while
lege Series. In Waterville the quintet ered by a very ’’•aca o!d parson wear
to addresses.
I matches are ended, golf goes steadily
MARRIED
received numerous courtesies from ing huge spectacles: "Brethren and
____
on. tlie Ane autumnal days being the
Davis-Moore—Thomaston, Oct. 15. by Her,
The Past OAicers Association, said I ver>' nest for the sport. Last year E. tv. Webber, Fred Copeland Davis and Miss Carl A. Blackington, whose legal prac slstren, de preachlfylng dis mawnln’
tice there is increasing so rapidly that
will be from t’e text on de ten vir
to be the most unique Masonic order |lhe playing season continued until Irene Adella Moore, both of Thomaston
Hopkins-Elwell—South Jefferson, Oct. 12. by he was obliged to forego his Satur
in the World, has accepted an invita- Thanksgiving Day, while some of the Rev. E. L. Sampson, Ormand Hopkins of Jeffer day afternoon holiday, and to miss the gins. De bridegroom war a-comlng
tion to nold its 12th annual meeting members got In a game or two every son and Miss Cynthia Elwell uf Tenant’s Har game which he had so greatly desired and ’spe-ita’ dem 'en virgins to be
her.
and banquet, with ladles, at the club- I month during the winter.
to see. The visitors were Interested ready wlf dere lamps nil trimmed and
house of the Bangor Golf and Canoe I
,
to note that Colby College la Improv g-burnlu', nut, lo, when he was come
DIED
Club, on tho Penobpcot River, a few
Rally Day was appropriately obing Its athletic plant by the erection he done foun’ dat on’y Hv6 of dem
Hallett—Rockland. Oct. 17, Herman G. Hal
mlles below Bangor, and the date will I served at the LittleAeld Memorial
lett. aged 17 years, 11 months. 2 days. Funeral of a large concrete grandstand which virgins was ready; yes sir, Ave was
be announced later. The secretary, A. [Church Sunday. At 10.30 a. m. Alex services from Burpee’s at 2 o’clock today.
will be ready for dedication in the trimmed and five was ontrimroed; Ave
I. Mather, is sending out circular let-I Henderson, director of religious eduBartlett—Hope. Oct 15, Charles E. Bartlett, spring. The homeward journey on a
was wise and Ave was unwise; Ave
ters to the members, with a view toleation of the United Baptist Conven- aged 67 years, 4 months, 28 days.
Grant—Rockport, Oct. 14, Chester, son of peerless moonlight night was punctu was ready and Ave was onready; Ave
nscertaining how many will make the [tion of Maine, gave an address on Mr. and Mrs. Percy Grant, aged 4 yesrs.
ated by a halt at the Beach Farm tea
trip. "We have all acquired the title ("Sunday School Work,” which was enroom in Jefferson, where the chicken was men and Ave was women.”—Har
of ’Has Beens,’ and we certainly wish I joyed by a large audience. An anthem
per’s Magazine.
The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks suppers have had many Knox county
to be knows as ’Now Ares,’ ’’ reads the I sung by the choir, and a solo by Mrs. Is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
devotees this summer. The tea room
TO LET—One furnished room. 10 PLEAS
circulars.
[Clarence Dorman, were the musical
Pcetrv published with an obituary Is charged closes Sunday night, Oct. 30.
123-121
AXT STREET
V
——
I features. At the Sunday School hour for at 10 cents a lias.
It is doubtful If there is another I Rally Day exercises were held by the
Maine man who had the distlnctlort I children, under the direction of Mrs,
enjoyed by John H. McGrath of at- I Frank Gregory and Mrs. Edgar Bar
tending all eight games of the World I ter. The church was prettily decorat
Series. The Rockland man was hav-led by the Misses Evelyn Jacobs, Berla
jng his annual vacation from Cobb’s I Lord, Olive Bragg and Beatrice Up
Market and camped In New York all I ham. The attendance at the service
the whilo the big scrap between the I was 140.
Giants and Yankees was on. He had I
-----an ideal seat In the double-decked
The Feast of Tabernacles, or Suegrandstand, and nothing escaped hislcoth, as It is called In Hebrew, began
keen eyes. He fails to share in the I yesterday and continues for a period
hero worship of Babe Ruth, and sayslof seven days with a Festival of Conthat contrary to tht general impres- clusion on the eighth day. The Arst
The
Motor Mart, having
the
sion all of the Giant pitchers put thejand ]ast days are observed in the
hall over for the home run king. He 1 synagogue. This festival is a feast of
for the CADILLAC
begs
is equally conAdent that Bar-rs gave I rPjoicing, the original Thanksgiving
Ruth an opportunity to make his soli- Day, harking back to the remote an
t’try home run, after the Giants had I tiquity of Israel when he dwelt in
keep
stock the
mode/s
be ready to
that game on Ice
The better team I Palestine ’ and tilled the soil. As a
won. in 'Mr. McGrath's opinion, an I harvest festival its characteristic note
any time.
opinion nowise biased by the fact that t8 a thankful spirit for the grain har
his well known namesake manages thelVPjded and garnered, for the blessings
nationals Mr. McGrath met up with|o( vineyards and olive grove, for the
two former Rockland Phils on his trip. inprease of the Adds and orchards
fail to see the
61.
One was Philip Howard, who is in the I The Festival of Conclusion is called
employ of the Shipping Board in New in Hebrew. Shemlnl Atzereth. Varl
York City; the other was Philip Jason lOU8 conjectures are put forth regard
MOTOR
of roller polo fame who is an inspector ing lts intent. There is no deAnite oh
for Armour & Co. in Boston. BothlJpct stated in the Bible. But it was
manifested a keen interest as to Rock-1 undoubtedly Intended to give a sense
59 Park Street
Telephone
land persons and affairs.
|0[ completion to the whole series of
•
—?----------------holy days of this season of the year.
Quincy T. Chase of Portland, piano I
--------------------tuner and player expert, is in Rockland
The Chapin Class will held a Mam
this week, making his headquarters at I moth Rummage Bale in the vestry of
the Maine Music Store, where orders the Universalist church, Friday, Oct
will be taken.—adv.
120. from 10 a. m. to 2 p. in.—adv.
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WIGHTS W
Tanlaced.

Tanlac, at 95c a bottle.

per package.
Another Cracker deal in Thursday’s paper.

The Wight Company
NOTICE
We have sold our SOUTH END STORE to
KNIGHT BROTHERS, who will conduct a Meat,

Grocery and Fish Market.

at the Brook.

they will

various

in

Proprietors

JUST TO WAKE UP OUR
CASH REGISTER
WE OFFER FOR ALL THIS WEEK

PEANUTS

AND

CANDY

Jumbo Salted Peanuts, per pound,
Spanish Salted Peanuts, per pound, .
Assorted Chocolates, per pound,
Honey Peanut Brittle, per pound,
Assorted Kisses, all flavors, per pound,
Butter Almonds, per pound,
Half pound packages Lotus Chocolates, per pkg.,

20c
1 5c
32c

30c
30c
69c
35c

CIGARETTES ANDTOBACCO
Mechanics Delight,
Good Luck,
Dill’s Plug,
Turkish Trophies Cigarettes,
Helmar Cigarettes, 10s,
Helmar Cigarettes, 20s,

WEYMOUTH’S

3 10c cuts
3 10c cuts
3 10c cuts
20c,2 for
20c, 2 for
35c, 2 for

20c

20c
20c
30c
30c
55c

402 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

Chrysanthemums
PINK WHITE AND YELLOW
CUT BLOOMS OR POTTED PLANTS
CHERRIES, COLEUS AND SALVIA
POTTED PLANTS

C. M. THOMAS
* Maverick Square, Telephone 225-M.
and 8 Spruce Street Telephone 690-W

Where the Laundry Truck calls
Regularly, the
Doctor comes seldom!
In figuring up wash day expense there it an item rightly chargeable
which many women overlook. That item is the doctor hills. Think it
over for a moment. First of all the heavy work, then the moist damp
efcllar or room and wet feetendbody; finally the running in and out from
a warm steamy house to cool outdoors. Is it a wise risk to take; does
it pay?

The beauty of this service of ours is we take out of the house everycellar or room and wet feet and body; finally the running in and out from
work sweet and clean and at a truly moderate cost. We do everything
in laundry work—Blankets, Quilts, etc.

MAY WE CALL?
TELEPHONE 650-R.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
CORNER MAIN AND WILLOW STREETS.

ESTABLISHED 1914.

Rockland

to announce that

THEATRE*

and

demonstrate at

Don't

MARKET

Ralph W. Richards and Walter H. Robbins

ANNOUNCEMENT

CARS,

Thanking you for all favors.

RICHARDS’

G. M. Simmons

agency

All our Meat, Grocery

and Coal business will be taken care of at our store

HORSES

taken

Tanlac Pills, 25c.

Seeded Raisins from sunny California; 21c

DAYS
SALE

Rockland

Another invoice of the good old

Today: JAMES KIRKWOOD in “A WISE FOOL”
$
I

Wife, daughter, friends had forsaken him.

new Model

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Me.

MART

238

ft
fe

: : WEDNESDAY : :

ETHEL CLAYTON
—IN—

WEALTH”
A story of New Yerk'e Greenwich
Village

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

|“QUO

VADIS

From the world-farted novel.
Called the mightiest motion pic
ture spectacle of the century. Cost
*2,000,000 to make.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 18,

Page Fouf

1921.

Every-Other-Day

in the yard, they were obliged to EXPERIENCE OF
SWAN’S ISLAND
stand guard at tlie doors, which they
closed and contrived to hold against
NEW YORK WOMAN Mrs. Ella Van Horn has returned
her until her strength was worn out
from Monhegan, and has now gone to ;
are an essential factor in
for that day.
visit relatives and friends in Portland.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley has been vis
promoting healthful growth
Florence consoled herself. During Mrs. Lehman Had Suffered
iting with Mrs. Edgar Trask and Mrs.
the week she dropped in on all the
27\
Ten Years From Indigestion Lucy Dunham.
members of “the family”—her grand
William H. Burns has just returned
father, uncles and aunts and cousins,
from a trip to Deer Isle.
In Splendid Health Now.
her great-uncles—and in each instance,
is far richer in the fat
Mrs. Alden Stanley and her children
after no protracted formal prelim
soluble A vitamine
Margaret and Fremont went by motor
11 Icy I ration J by
inaries, lightly remarked that she
boat to Barnard thence by automobile
than cream. It aids
‘
I
suffered
for
ten
years
from
nerwrote poetry now; tier first to appear
to Sullivan to visit her parents.
F
I r w i n MyerJ
I
growth—builds health I
Rev. F. N. Johnson and family have
In the forthcoming Oriole. And when ous Indigestion. I had i;o appetite
AT ALL OMJO STORES
Great-Aunt Carrie said, “Why, Flor and always felt miserable. I was in moved ^o Bridgton. Maine, where Mr.
PRICE. S1J2O and OOo.
ence, you’re wonderful!
I couldn’t such a serious condition I thought my Johnson will have a pastorate.
Scott & Bowne* Bloomfield, N. J.
Thetug Betsy Ross came to Minturn
write a poem to save my life. I never time for this world was getting short.
— ■ ALSO MAKERS OF
Sunday morning and took the four
could see how they do it,” Florence My food didn’t seem to nourish me at
masted schooner. Clara E. Donnell,
laughed, made a deprecatory little side all and I only weighed eighty-five Capt. Martin, in tow tor Rockland, i
opyrigW-. 1921- by the Bell Sqndicatejnc
motion with her head, and responded;
where the captain will have his hoist- !
pounds.
newspaper, anyway It'd be a good
“Why, Aunt Carrie, that’s nothing! It
ing machinery repaired and will then {
(Tablets or Granules)
SYNOPSIS.
After
taking
Tanlac,
I
now
weigh
thing if what was printed in it wasn't
proceed to Philadelphia. The schoon
Just kind of conies to you."
-----j all a disgrace to the family, because
one hundred and eight and am gaining er has a cargo of paving just loaded J
This also served as her explanation
PART ONE.
the name of our family's got mixed up
21-10sk
when some of her school friends ex every day. Oil! there is such a won- at the Minturn quarry.
Seth Stockbridge is In Ellsworth sit
Proud possessor of a printing press, and with this newspaper; so here!
pressed their admiration, after being erful change now. Tanlac relieved
equipment, the gift
— of Uncle Joseph to
ting; with the traverse jury.
Thus speaking, she took the poem
told the news In confidence; though to my troubles so quickly it surprised me.
his nephew, Herbert Illlngsworth Atwa
Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe Hatch and
ter, Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate from her pocket and with dignity
the
teachers
she
said,
smiling
ruefully,
My
appetite
is
splendid.
I
have
plenty
children have returned from New York,
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter, held it forth to her cousin.
ns
In
remembrance
of
midnight
oil,
about the same age, begins the publica
of strength and feel better than I have and are now enjoying the autumn sea
“What’s that?" Herbert inquired, not
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North
“It does take work, of course!’’
years. I wouldn't take one thous son at their cottage in Atlantic.
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin. moving a hand. He was but au amaMr. and Mrs. Irving Carter and Mr. ‘
When opportunity offered, upon the
rn°yreknind S’^iciS X eJ,™ I teur. yet already enough of an editor
and dollars for what Tania did for me."
and-Mrs. Carter’s brother, Mr. Fisher
DR. C D. NORTH
street, she Joined people she knew—
prise, on account of her Intense and nat
to have his suspicions.
The above statement was made by of Fisher College of Boston are visiting
and even rather distant acquaint
ural feminine desire to "boss,” is frankly
“It’s a poem,” Florence said. “I don't
Physician and X-Ray Operate!
annoyed, and not at all backward in say
ances—and walked with them a little Mrs. Clara Lehman, Bristol Hotel, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stanley in Min- |
ing so. However, a poem she has writ know whether I exackly ought to have
turn.
OFFICE. IS Beeet Street ROCKLAMB
way, and with’unaffected directness Rochester, N. Y.
ten Is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole,
Vida Johnson has gone to Dex
office HOURS: Uaui t a. a.
it in your ole newspaper or not, but on
on a strictly commercial basis—cash in
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor terMrs.
led the conversation to the subject of
to visit her grandmother, Mrs. I
ItSO to l:M u< 7:SC to S:M to a.
advance.
The poem suffers somewhat account of the family's sake I guess 1
ner
Drug
Store;
in
Washington
by
F.
poetry, including her own contribution
from the Inexperience of the youthful better. Here, take It.”
I
TELEPHONE 713
H4t
Lowell.
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
publishers In the “art preservative." Her
to that art. Altogether, if Florence
Harry Wilbur of Minturn has been .
sot altogether unreasonable demand for
Herbert at once withdrew a few
Hopkins; in Yinahav-en by F. M.
was not In a fair way to become a
republlcatlon of the masterpiece, with its steps, placing his hands behind him.
White; in South Thomaston by L. O. taken to a hospital in Rockland, and > E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
beauty unmarred, are scorned, and the
poetic celebrity it was not her own Hanley, and by the leading druggists has had surgical treatment, and hopes
break between Miss Atwater and the “Listen, here,” he said, “you think we
Otoee: VIRAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
of much improvement in his condition
fault bnt entirely that of the North in every town.
publishers of the Oriole widens.
got time to read a lot o’ wrltin' in
Otooe MaurtYM totuW7toSF.IL
are justified.
The Sunday following the first appear
F.nd Daily Oriole, which was to make
ance of the Oriole, norenee's particular your ole handwritin’ that nobody can
Roy Robinson and Miss Mildred Rob HeelSeeee Ktli * A. M. u* ky As
its
appearance
on
Saturday,
but
failed
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit. read anyhow, and then go to work and
FRIENDSHIP
inson of Girard, Ill., have been giving TELEPHONES: RtoMeaee, <I4| ONm. I
They are Joined, despite Miss Atwater's
to do so, on account of too much en
U-lf
entertainments every evening the past
openly expressed disapproval, by Master toil and moil to print it on the printin'
thusiasm on the part of Atwater &
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not press? I guess we got work enough
Mr. and Mrs. I’itcher of Somerville, week in Seaside Hill in Atlantic. In
Rooter in manipulating the printing Mass., have returned home after a addition lo acrobatic feats, music, legat all disconcerted by the coolness of
their reception, the visitors and Miss printin’ what we wrote for our news
DAVIS & STURM
press. It broke, had to be repaired; week’s visit with Mk and Mrs. Albion rdemain and moving pictures, they
Fairchild Indulge in a series of Innocent paper our own selves! My goodness,
und
Florence,
her
nerves
upset
by
the
Bunday games. Among them Is one called
Chiropractora
Wotton.
onducted a voting contest for the
"Ttuth,” the feature of which is a con Florence, I told you this isn’t any
Several from this place attended the most popular young lady in Atlantic.
neeldent, demanded her money back.
Palmer School Graduate*
tract to write a question and answer, child's play!”
This was impossible, and the postpone Damariscotta Fair last week.
Miss Thelma Johnson received 43.700 400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, MAINS
both to be kept a profound secret. The
Florence appeared to he somewhat
agreement is duly carried out
There is to be a Harvest Supper at votes, gaining second place, while Miss
ment proved to tie an episode; more
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Daily;
Declining emphatically
-------------------- . to .participate in baffled. "Well,” she said. “Weil, you
over It gave time to let more people Westerland’s Hall Wednesday even Laura. Sprague received 55,725 votes, 6.30 to 7.39 Monday, Wednesday sud Saturday
“Look in Her Pocket,” Herbert Shout
ing under the auspices of the Ladies’ winning first place, and was awarded ________TELEPHONE COHHECTIOH
Rooter, Florence Is piqued by Miss Fair- better put thij> poem in your ole news1M-R
know of tlie treat that was coming.
-The supper will consist of a good the prize of a wrist watch. Mr. Robin
child’s open desertion to the enemy, her 1 paper if you want to have anyhow one
ed. “Don’t Let Her Kick You!”
Among these was Noble Dill, Flor old fashioned boiled dinner with all tlie
fnTh^l^Se^Ty^nTco^0^ *‘"g '■> U that won’t make everybody
son leaves on Monday to conduct a sim
her. "And I guess you better hand ence’s Ideal. Until the Friday follow fixings. Squash, apple, pumpkin and ilar series of entertainments at Bass Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatb
the vlaltora and leaving with them.
sick that reads IL"
'
j
“I won’t do it!" Herbert said, more that money back If you don't want to ing her disappointment she had found mince pies, doughnuts, pickles and tea Harbor.
Osteopathic Physicians
he arrested for stealing!”
no opportunity to acquaint this being and coffee.
Wells on the island are yet low, and
(Continued)
firmly.
/
M UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINS
Mrs. Carrie Samson of Bath is visit good drinking water is at a premium.
Henry was unmoved.
“Twenty with the news; nnd but for an encoun
“NoTTtTs not! This Isn’t anybody’s
,“'\hat
take,us for?” hls Partner
HOURS: 1:00 A. M. TO 4:00 F. M.
Hiram Stanley has taken a smack
cents,” he snld calculatingly. "Well, ter, partly due to chance, he might ing her sister, Mrs. Albion Wotton.
The Ladies' Aid met with Mrs. Ella
stable. It's my and Herbert’s news- i a
’ coa' nC,nE^'t,,
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
iad of lobsters from Minturn.
all right; it isn’t much, but you can not Wave heardwof it. Mr. Dill was
paper building, and I guess you 1 , A1‘, fght’ tlien’ /*?««* respondCook last Wednesday. A delicious
TELEPHONE IS*
1-tt
have your poem in our newspaper for twenty-two, but that was hls only per
treat consisting of two kinds of cake
haven’t got the face to stand there ed',"'i‘h “PP*1™1 decisiveness. “Ill
ceptible
distinction.
He
was
kind,
twenty cents, Florence. If you don’t
and tea and punch was served.
PLEASANT POINT
and claim you got a right to go in a j
and tell Uncle Joseph and heli
want to pay that much, why take your usually, and not unpleasant in appear
Mrs. Sena Pitcher is ill and is atB. H. KEIJ.F.R, M. D.
newspaper building and say you got - take„
Print ng press hack."
ance or attire; yet he had neither ended by Dr. Hahn.
ole twenty cents and go on away!”
a right there when everybody tells i „ ,Ha "“! “ot take 11 back’ 1 already,
Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young of Belfast, ZB MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON
"Yes,” said Herbert.
“That’s as beauty nor that look of power which
Miss
Wingate
of
Massachusetts
is
you to stay outside of it, I guess!”
, dld ‘e“ h!“ k<>'v you keeP P°kin
spent Sunday with his daughter, Mrs.
cheap ns we’ll do it, Florence. Take Is said to joggle women from their isiting Mrs. Carrie Wotton.
B. W. Coombs.
0«** Hm -Until I to m.i I to I; 7 to t to M.
“Oil haven't I?”
around tryin to run everything, and
Mrs.
Georgia
Cook
entertained
Mr.
It or leave it.”
natural poise. He was the most every
Misses Ida, Nellie and Lena Carter,
Teleehone 141-1
“No’, you haven’t-I!” Mr. Rooter "e ,USt "orrled our ,lfes out tryln’ t0
and
Mrs.
Whit
last
week.
“Take lt or leave it,” Henry Rooter day young man in all the town; nnd
S-tf
of Friendship, visited at Alfred Orne’s
maintained bitterly. "You just walk . k<Tp
He said he bet it was
F. A. Geyer is gathering his apples. Sunday.
agreed. “That’s the way to talk to Florence’s selection of him to be her
downtown and go in one of the news- a bard job; that s what Uncle Joseph
He has aliout twelve barrels of Northher; take it, or leave it, Florence. If Ideal still awaits a precise explana rn Spies.
Mrs. W. I. Rivers, Mrs. W. J. Morse,
DR. LAWRY
paper buildings down there and tell said’ So g° on’ tel1 lll,u anything you
Mrs. Charles Bucklin and Mrs. A. W.
you don't take it you got to leave it.” tion. Nevertheless, it had happened;
want
to.
You
don
t
get
yor
ole
poem
Maloney and little Miss Enid Maloney
’em you got a right to stay there all
Florence was indignant, but she de and a sentimental enrichment of color
in our newspaper!
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day long when they tell you to get out
No More Stomach Bloating. were in Roekland Saturday.
cided to take it. “All right,” she said in her cheeks was the result of her
"Not
if
she
lived
<o
be
two
hundred
Until CSC to ■.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Carle
of
West
If
your
stomach
is
continually
kick
o’ there! Just try it! That’s all I
catching sight of him, ns she was on
years old!” Henry Rooter added. coldly. “I wouldn't pay another cent
Roxbury, Mass., and Donald Flinch7 to I to to.
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ask!”
if I died for It.”
tlie point of opening nnd entering her ing up a disturbance; you feel bloated baugh of Newton, Mass., are at Far t to 4 I.
Then
he
had
an
afterthought.
“
Not
and distressed; if you belch gas and
Florence uttered a cry of derision.
“Well, you haven’t got nnother cent, own front door lhat Friday afternoon
sour food into the mouth, then you away Farm, for a few days.
“And pray, whoever told you I was unless she pays for It.”
so that's all right,” Mr. Rooter re on her return from school. He was need Mi-O-Na Stomach Tablets. Guar
B. L. Stevens has returned to
“How do you mean?” Herbert asked,
DR. J. G HILL
bound to do everything you ask me to,
marked ; and he honorably extended passing the house, walking somewhat anteed by all Druggists.—adv.
New York after a vacation of five
puzzled.
Mister Henry Rooter?” And she con- !
RMidanc* and Offiea, 266 Main 8traa*
an open palm, supporting the coins, dreamily. - »
weeks at hls home here.
Henry's brow had become corrugat
eluded by reverting to that hostile !
Mrs. Katie Moore is spending a few Office Houm
toward his partner. “Here, Herbert;
Florence stepped Into the sheltering
Rockland, Ma.
days at fhe home of her daughter, Mrs.
Impulse, so ancient, which in despair ed with no little professional impres you can have the dime, or the two vestibule, peeping round it with ear
10 to 11 A. M.i 1 to 8 P. M.| • to 8 P. M.
Lemuel Miller.
of touching an antagonist effectively, siveness. “You know what we were nickels, whichever you rather have. nest eyes to watch him ns he went by;
State Secretary, E. H. Libby of
lM-tf
reflects upon his ancestors. "If you talkin’ about this morning,” he said. It makes no difference to me; I’d as obviously lie bad taken no note of her.
“How the right way to run our news
Auburn, was a weekend guest at A. W.
got anything you want to ask, you go
soon
have
one
as
tlie
other.
”
Satisfied of this, she waited until he
Maloney’s.
paper, we ought to have some adver
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
ask your grandmother!”
Herbert took the two nickels, and was nt a little distance, then ran
R. E. Stevens is painting his house.
Diseases of the Eye;
“Here f" Herbert sprang to his feet, tisements in it and everything. Weil, turned to Florence. “See here. Flor lightly to the gate, hurried after him,
Wilbur Spear of Warren was here
outraged. “You try and behave like we want money, don’t we? We could ence,” he said. In a tone of strong
Friday.
\
Refractions, Etc.
and joined him.
put tills poem in our newspaper like
a lady!”
Lemuel Miller left Tuesday for Port
4S7 MAIN STREET
“Why, Mr. DillI” she exclaimed, In
an advertisement; that is, if Florence complaint. “This business Is all done
“Who’ll make me?” she inquired.
land. where he is receiving treatment
and paid for now. What you want to her mother’s most polished manner.
Hub; It. I! A
I to I F. ■.
has
got
any
money,
we
could.
”
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"You got to behave like a lady as
t the Marine Hospital. He is to be
Office Teieshone 493-W.
Herbert frowned. “If her ole poem hang around here any more for?’
“How surprising to see you! I pre
operated on for appendicitis. Mrs.
long as you’re in our newspaper build“Yes, Florence,” hls partner faith sume, as we both happen to be walk
ing, anyway,” Herbert said ominously, j sn,t to° lo,ng’ 1 guPRS we eou,d’ Here’
'Idler and Stanley Miller left for Port
fully seconded him. at once. “We ing in the same direction, we might
“If you expect to come up here after' ,ats RPe
’ Florence’
And’ ,ak,ng
land Monday, where they will remain | Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter '
haven’t got any more time to waste
until after the operation.
just as well keep together.”
you been told five dozen times to j ‘’VT* of„PaPer| in llls ,hand’ he
Osteopathic Physician
around here today, and so what you
Mrs. Byron Coombs and little daugh
keep out_ ”
studied the dimensions of the poem,
Noble looked puzzled. “‘Surprising
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want
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and
ter Marion were in Rockland Friday.
“l-or heaven’s sakes!” hls partner ! ’lloug,‘."'jthout Painl,,g hi,uself t0 read
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to see me?” he said vaguely. “I
everything for? You ought to know
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Ulmer of Thom
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i-e go:n
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tn get
vet 1 “•
ell> 1 guess, maybe we can do
interposed.
“When we
yourself we don't want you.”
aston are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Evnnintt by Appointment
Ttlaphona 323.
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our newspaper work done? She's your it,” he said. “How much ought we to
R. A. Davis.
"I’m not in the way,” said Florence
charge her?
consin; I should think you could get
It takes more than a little rain to
hotly. “Whose way am I In?”
This
question
plunged
Henry
Rooter
keep ihe members of Achorn Grange
her out!”
“Well, anyhow, if you don’t go,”
it home, and those who had the cour- EMERYB.HOWARD.D.DJ.
“Well, I’m goln’ to. ain’t I?" Her Into a state of calcalatlon, while Flor Herbert informed her, “we’ll carry
INC.
ence
observed
him
with
veiled
anxi

lge to venture out Saturday evening
bert protested plaintively. "I expect to
joyed a time long to be remembered.
ety ; but after a time he looked up, you downstairs and lock you out.”
get her out, don’t I?”
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“I’d just like to see you!’’ she re
State Secretary Libby of Auburn was
his brow showing continued strain.
“Oil, you do?” Miss Atwater in
>resent, and entertained in his usual
"Do you keep a bank, Florence—for turned, her eyes flashing. “Just you
quired, with severe mockery. “Pray,
pleasing manner. At the close of the
nickels and dimes and maybe quar dare to lay a finger on me again!”
how do you expect to accomplish it,
Irange a supper was served, which 407 Main St., Rockiand, Me.
And she added, “Anyway, if you did.
NED L. MORISON, Apple Expert
ters, you know?” he Inquired.
pray?’
■onsisted of the usual feed of hot cof
those
ole
doors
haven
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t
got
any
lock
It was her cousin who Impulsively
fee and plenty of cake, besides 52
Herbert looked desperate, but was
E. W. J. HEARTY, President
on ’em. I’ll come right straight in and
DR. F. S. POWERS
replied for her. “No, she don't," he
pounds of hot boiled lobsters which
unable to form a reply consistent with
walk right straight up the stairs
said.
vere taken to the hall that evening.
Dentist
some rules of etiquette and gallantry
again!”
ROBERT B. LORING, Trees.
Every one at his fill, and several were
"Not since I was about seven years
ORTHODONTIA (•tnl|ktopl*( teeth)
which lie had begun to observe during
Herbert advanced toward her. “Nhw
seen wending their way home, with GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEOS
old!” Florence added sharply, though
the past year or so. "Now, see here,
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
lobsters in their pockets.
with dignity. “Do you still make mud you pay attention to me,” he said.
Bl<**............ Foot et Park Street
Florence,” he said.
“You're old
“You’ve paid for your ole poem, and
20 Fanuet Hall Market
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pies in your back yard, pray?”
enough to know when people tell you
we got to have some peace around
“Now, see here!” Henry objected.
APPLETON
to keep out of a place, why, it means
(North Side)
here. I'm goln’ straight over to your
“Try and be a lady anyway for a few
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
they want you to stay away from
mother nnd ask her to come and’get
minutes, can't you? I got to figure
there.”
The busy women of this place are
E. B. 8IL8BY, Surtaan
you.”
out how much we got to charge you
zealously working to complete arrange
Florence remained cold to this rea
Florence gave up. “What differ
for your ole poem, don't I?”
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ments for their “Harvest Home,” to
soning. "Oh, poot!” she said.
ence would that make, Mister Taddie“Well, then,” Florence returned,
be held in the Grange Hall, Oct. 19.
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tale?” she Inquired mockingly. “I
“Now, look here!” her cousin re
“you better ask me somep’m about
Many will come in from the east and
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wouldn’t be here when she came,
monstrated, and went on with his ar
west, and sit down to a delicious sup
that, hadn't you?”
gument., “We got our newspaper work
would I? I'll thnnk you to notice
per from the harvest the people of the
“Well,” said Henry Rooter, “have
W. A. JOHNSTON, REO. PnC.
there’s some value to my time, myself;
to do, and you ought to have sense
town were enabled to raise. All around
you got any money at home?"
enough to know newspaper work like
and I'll Just politely ask you to ex
♦ill be booths containing the handi JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
“No, I haven’t.”
work of the Willing Workers Society
this newspaper work we got on our
cuse me, pray!”
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“Have you got any money with
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on sale. The women have worked hard
hands here isn’t—well, lt ain’t any
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this
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home,
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what
“How much is it?"
homes or remember their friends for
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tlie expression, for he nodded severely
she had accomplished. Moreover, she
Christmas. A good program is ar
“I won’t tell you.”
and then used it himself. “No, you
began to expand with the realization
ranged and at the close will be the
Henry frowned. “I guess we ought
GEORGE W. FOSTER
het lt isn’t any child's play!” lie said.
auction of vegetables, etc., wnich af
to make her pay about two dollars and of a new Importance; and she was
“No, sir,” Henry Rooter again
gratified with the effect upon her Noble Looked Puzzled. “Surprising to
fords much merriment as a climax to
n half,” he said, turning to his part
Dealer in Pianos
,
this enjoyable annual social function.
agreed. “Newspaper work like tills
parents, at dinner that evening, when
See Me?" He Said Vaguely.
ner.
Should Wednesday be stormy the af
isn’t any cliild’s play at all!”
she
informed
them
that
she
had
writ
Herbert felt deferential; it seemed
Fine Tuning
haven’t been away anywhere In par
fair will be postponed until the next
“It Isn’t any child’s play, Florence,”
to him that he had formed a business ten a poem which was to he pub
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not
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”
Then,
at
a
thought,
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said Herbert. “It ain’t any child's association with a genius, and for a llslied in the prospective first number
come from bordering towns but from
he brightened hopffully, “I’m glad to
play nt all, Florence. If it was just
of
the
North
Und
Daily
Oriole.
moment lie was dazzled; tlien lie re
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden, Belfast,
child’s play or something like that,
“Written a poem?” said her father. see you, Florence. Do you know if
Send For It! —
and old friends now living in other
L W. BENNER
NOW!
membered Florence’s financial capac
any of your family or relatives have
why lt wouldn't matter so much your
“
Well,
I
declnre!
Why,
that
’
s
remark
states plan to be present at the real
Satisfy yourself without cost, that
ities, always well known to him, and
—DEALER IN—
heard
when
your
Aunt
Julia
Is
coming
always pokin’ up here, and—”
able. Florence!"
you can get prompt, positive relief
Harvest Home gathering
\
lie looked depressed. Florence, her
with
“I’m glad the boys were nice about home?’
Dr. Abbot of Portland and Dr. Sim
“Well,” the partner interrupted, ju self, looked Indignant.
AU
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“Aunt Julia? Why, she’s out of
mons of Oakland performed a surgical
It,” said her mother. "I should have
dicially, “We wouldn’t want her
“Two i^liars and a half!” she cried.
2
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operation upon Sherman Ames, the
feared they couldn’t appreciate It, town," said Florence. “She’s visiting
around, even If It was child’s piny.”
"Why, I could buy this whole place
for
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and
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Ames.
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after being so cross to you about let different people she used to know
“No, we wouldn't; that's so," Her
A simple, cream-white salve that
for two dollars and a half, printing
nesday. Mrs. Burril is attending him.
ting you have anything to do with the when she was away at school.”
bert agreed.
soothes
and
relieves
Piles,
Hemor

They have the sympathy of a host of
press, railing, and ail—yes, and you
rhoids and other Ano-Rectal Trou
“Yes, I know,” Mr. Dill returned.
printing press.
They must have
L R. CAMPBELL
“We wouldn't want you around, any
friends, who hope for a good recovery.
bles. Stops pain, allays inflamma
thrown in, Mister Henry Rooter!”
thought It was a very good poem.”
“She's been gone six’weeks."
how, Florence." Here hls tone be
tion,
won
’
t
soil
clothing.
Generous
Mrs.
W.
G.
Wood
of
Searsmont
was
a
“See here, Florence,” Henry said
FREE test sample and instructive
“Where is the poem, Florence?" Mr.
“Oh. I don't believe it's that long,
came more plaintive. "So, for mercy’s
Attorney at Law
}
weekend guest of her daughter, Mis.
booklet on PILES and their causes
earnestly, “haven’t you got two dol
Olive Fogg.
Atwater asked. “Let’s read it nnd Florence said, casually; then with
sakes, can’t you go on home and give
mailed
on request, in plain, scaled
lars nnd a half?”
Bpeelal
Atteatiee
to
Prebate
Matter*
package. Write today.
Arthur Sprowl, William Currier, El
more earnestness: “Mr. Dill, I was
see what our little girl can do.”
us a little rest? What you want, any
"Of course she hasn’t!” hls partner
mer Sprague, Bert Moody, and Harry <75 MAIN STREET » : : KOCKLANB. MB.
how?”
Unfortunately Florence had not a goln’ to ask you somep’m; it’s kind of
Henry
Thayer
&
Co.,
Inc.
assured him. “She never had two
Fogg were at the Topsham Fair Wed
Established 1847
copy, nnd when she Informed her fa a funny question for me to nsk, but—1
“Well, I guess It’s about time you
dollars and a half In her life!”
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS
nesday.
“Yes, she has,” Noble interrupted,
ther of this fact, he professed himself
was askin’ me that,” she said, not un
EDWARD K. GOULD
Ambrose Thompson was calling on
"Well, then,” said Henry gloomily,
greatly
disappointed
as
well
as
though
not
sensible
that
his
remark
reasonably. "If you’d asked me that
friends
Thursday.
"what we goln’ to do about it?
anxious for the first appearance of the was an interruption, for lie had been
In the first place, Instead of actin’ like
Attorney at Law
Mrs. A. F. Fogg was in Union last
How much you think we ought to
Oriole, that he might felicitate him unaware of Florence’s voice In action
you’d never been taught anything, and
week.
chnrge her?”
after the word “long." ’"Oh, yes, she
was only fit to associate with hood
m»MFB tillmim awe. •■* Mam btrert
Herbert’s expression became non self upon the evidence of his daugh
must run its course—
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
has,” lie said. “It wns six weeks, daylums, perhaps my time is of some
ter
’
s
heretofore
unsuspected
talent
committal. “Just let me think a min
carries
the
home
news
of
Knox
county
there
is
no
“
cure,
”
but
before-yesterday afternoon.
I saw
value, myself!”
ute,” he said; and with hls hand to Florence was herself anxious for the
ARTHUR L. ORNE
to every State in the Union and tr
your father downtown this morning,
The luck of rhetorical cohesion was
Vicks helps to ease the
Ills brow stepped behind the unsus newspaper’s debut, and she made her
msnv fnrelm Innds
and
he
said
he
didn
’
t
know
that
any
of
anxiety so clear to Atwater & Root
largely counteracted by the strong picious Florence.
Insurance
coughing paroxysms.
the family had heard Just when she
expressiveness of tone and manner; at
“I got to tliink,” he murmured; then er, Owners & I’ropreltors,” every
Apply
often.
Use
freely
Beeetuer to A A Erablee A Oto
USE
all events, Florence made perfectly with the straightforwardness of hls afternoon after school, during the fol was coming home. I thought maybe
at bedtime.
•17 toem «mppr . . . nnoKLAMB. Merna
clear her position as a person of age, he suddenly seized hls damsel lowing week, that by Thursday fur some of your relatives had a letter
ACCO ASPIRIN
worth, dealing with the lowest of all cousin from the rear and held her in ther argument and repartee on their from her by this afternoon’s mall,
____
part were felt to be indeed futile, nnd maybe.”
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
her Inferiors. She went on, not paus
TABLETS
in order to have a little peace around
ing:
A. C. MOORE
Attorney at Law
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
there they carried her downstairs. At To 'be continued—Began October 15.
“I thought, being as I was related to
^SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggists.
least they defined their action as
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you, and all the family and everybody
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“carrytnj^" jnd^ having deposited her
Oeer 17 MiHkmJan Uted Yearly
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a tight but far from affectionate em
brace, pinioning her arms.
She
shrieked, “Jlurder!" and “Let me go!”
and “Help I Hay-yulp!”
"Look in her pocket,” Herbert
shouted. “She keeps her money in
her skirt pocket when she's got any.
It's on the left side of her. Don't let
her kick you! Look out!”
“I got It!" said ttie dexterous Henry,
retreating and exhibiting coins. “It's
one dime and two nickels—twenty
cents. Has she got any more pock
ets?”
“No, I haven’t 1" Florence fiercely
Informed him, a9 Herbert released
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THE BUSY FARMER

WERE MARRIED LONG AGO

County

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Upham Have Lived Together Nearly
As Long As Allotted Span of Life.

Finds Him On the Job In

A Better
Maine

Doctors Preach PrerentioB Is Better Than Core.
XI. D. Jones, farm account specialist, ,
Ninety per cent of all disease is
was recently in the county making preventable, so doctors say.
Eat
plans for next year's work.
simple food, exercise wisely, sleep
sufficiently, and—what is vitally im
The-silage corn came out exception portant—make sure of the daily,
ally well this year, there being no regular, thorough elimination of
frosts, allowing it to ripen well before body waste, and the chances are nine
to one that you will keep well, work
being cut.
efficiently and enjoy life.
Bowel
* * *
Mr. Peaslee of Waldoboro built an elimination of food and tissue waste
other silo this fall. He now has two, is all-important. But in case of ir
both of which he has filled. Mr. Rollins regularity, disordered or imperfect
of Nobleboro has added a silo to his action do not ifiake the common mis
farm which lie tilled from his piece o( take of taking harsh, violently acting
medicines, w'th the idea of forcing
sweet corn.
the bowels to act. Nature believes
X. X. Mallett of North Waldoboro, j *n mild methods. She responds best
who planted the Maine 340 oats this' to persuasion.
So in selecting a simple remedy to
(year, writes that from the two bush1 els of seed sown he obtained 61 bush- ! regulate and assure proper bowel
' els of grain. There was no lodging I action, you should not use harsh or
violently acting remedies, no matter
I and very few weeds.
how much has been claimed for
...
A meeting of the executive commit- I them. You should choose some welltee will be held in Warren, Oct. 18 at ! known, time tested, trial proven
i 10 a. m. It is quite important that remedy, that has made its reputation
every member be present, as plans 1 by being used for many years, by
I for the annual meeting and a program , all sorts of people, all over the world.
I of work for the coming year will be ! Take Beecham’s Pills for example.
Beecham’s is a household word, has
discussed
been for many generations. Beech
...
am’s Pills is a household remedy,
The fine herd of registered Holstein I
has been for over half a century. People
cattle which was owned by Mr. Her- I
man of Vinalhaven has been bought ! not only take Beecham’s but recom
mend Beecham’s to their friends.
by Chester Light of Waldoboro. The i
Their use is handed down from
herd consisted of nine cows and two )
father to son or from mother to
heifers. Mr. Light bought the herd to daughter, from one generation to
replace his herd of Shorthorns, which another.
Did you ever hear any
he sold.
complaint or criticism of Beecham’si
• • *
It is quite evident that the home j Isn’t chat a pretty powerful endorse
ment of their worth?
Druggists
demonstration work which is going on ’ are glad to sell Beecham’s.
in Knox county, especially “the "Bet
ties" which have been made, is meet
Nunn
ing with the approval of many of the 1
women. One woman for whom a het- j
ty was made expressed her gratitude |
for having it. She said that it saved
her time as well as her temper, both I
of which had presumably been used j
up to a large extent when she had
tried to lit her dresses without the
form. The moral of this would be,
make a betty to work for you and to
sweeten your disposition.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

factories in the Pine Tree State—and busier!
More employes—and better paid!

Prosperous

merchants, prosperous professional men! Plenty
of work for all!
less hard work!

Farmers making more with

Railroads efficient!

Mr. and Mri. William F. Upham of Rockport, Who Last Week Celebrated Their
65th Wedding Anniversary. Pictures Made From Old Photographs.

A growing State!
his balance and landed with great force
on the barn floor. His left hip and left
thigh were badly fractured ard ordina
rily it would have gone very hard with
a man of his age, but Mr. Upham as
tonished the doctor by the rapidity
with which the broken bone3 mended.
The crutch which he was obliged to
use for some months was thrown aside,
and the cane went the way of the
crutch. The brisk manner in which
Mr. Upham afterward did his daily
work about the farm gave no hint of
his serious experience.
Mr. Upham cast his first vote in a
Presidential election for Franklin
Pierce, and well does he recall that
campaign and the strenuous battles
that were fought between the "Wild
cats” and the “W’oolheads.” He has
never held an office savl road sur
veyor, and although he has never
failed to manifest a healthful interest
in public affairs, he has never sought
office. He reads diligently, and one of
his favorite papers is The Courier-Ga
zette to which he has been a subscriber
many years. He uses neither tobacco
nor liquor in any form.
Mrs. Upham was born Aug. 27, 1839,
in China, Me., and her maiden name
was Louisa M. Clark. Her parents
were Thomas and Meribah (Burrill)
Clark. The family moved to Vassalboro where they resided six years.
Her father was a contractor who built
churches and some 30 of the houses
of worship now standing in Maine are
products of his handiwork. It was
while he was building a church in
Rockport that his daughter met Mr.
Upham and the attachment was formed
that made last Wednesday’s anniver
sary possible. Mr. Upham and Miss
Clark were married in China, Oct. 12.
1856, by Rev. Wm. Bowler, coming at
once to the husband’s farm in West
Rockport. Mrs. Upham united with
the Baptist church in that village about
60 years ago, and when ill health did
not prevent was a regular attendant.
Six children were born to Mr. and
Mrs. Upham. T. Frederick and Dora
Louise Upham died many years ago.
The surviving childi en are F. Herbert
Upham of North Vassalboro, Mrs.
Enos E. Ingraham and Mrs. Fred D.
Priest of Rockport and Mrs. Hanson
T. Crockett of North Haven. The fam
ily also comprises 15 grandchildren and
10 great grandchildren.

TENANT’S HARBOR

per will be served at the close. A11
Odd F.ellows’ wives, Rebekahs and sin
gle Odd Fellows are invited to attend
the banquet. Ladies please bring your
aprons.
Thursday evening at a regular
meeting of Puritan Rebekah Lodge
ice cream and cake were served. The
committee in charge was Mrs. Allen
Conary and Mrs. Ixwis Barter. Mrs.
Barter is an expert at ice cream mak
ing and Lewis is a spry man at turn
ing tlie crank. At the next regular
meeting Mrs. William Cook and Miss
Mildred Bacnelder wUl serve on the
committee.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
have gone to Somerville, Mass., where
they will Spend the winter.
Mrs. Fred Howard, who has been ill
with rheumatic fever, is1 slowly im
proving.
Joseph Simmons has bought a new
Ford car.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watts were in'
Rocklcnd Saturday.
Mrs. Frank Pellctte, Mrs. Mary
Spaulding and father, Capt John Me
servey, left Thursday for their homes
in New York and Boston.

Walter Ferguson and Mr. Hanna of
Lynn have been the guests of Mrs.
Abbie Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Pooley of
Camden have been visiting hls parents.
Mrs. Ada Gardner and granddaugh
ter Dorothy Flanders who have been
visiting Mrs. Rena Dow returned to
Rockland Saturday with Mr. Flanders
and Mrs. Edgar Barter.
Rev. and Mrs.’ A. Thompson of Bid
deford have been visiting their daugh
ter Katie Meservey.
Havener Cook of Thomaston is
visiting with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Sargent.
Mf. and Mrs. Earle Barter of Lynn
called on Mrs. Barter’s father, Jamas
Barter last Sunday.
The Sewing Circle held an apron and
ice cream sale Tuesday evening at the
home of Capt. and Mrs. Charles Hol
brook. The sum of $50 was raised.
Mrs Angi? Osborn is a guest of her
mother, Mrs. Lucy Dunbar, for a few
weeks
Tuesday evening the Odd Fellows
will have their annual roll call. Sup

The reason for the continued good
health of some children
is simple enough
Especially when you know the facts,
some of which are given here
VERY mother is proud of a healthy, strong

E

youngster that radiates buoyant life and energy.
She has reason to be proud, because the child’s good
health proves her wisdom in the selection of the food
’ she gives her boy or girt
All mothers should know that growing children
require a balanced diet, a diet containing the food ele
ments needed for building and energizing the little body.
Grape-Nuts, the rich, nourishing food made from
whole wheat flour and malted barley, served with milk
or cream, contains the materials the child needs for its
best growth and development.

Grape-Nuts helps make sound teeth, strong nerves
and pure red blood, and for the palate thebe is nothing
more wholesome or delicious.

Go to your grocer today and get a package of
strength-giving Grape-Nuts. Let the children have all
they want, with milk, cream or stewed fruit, or made
into an appetizing pudding. Grape-Nuts is a food that
will be relished by every member of the family.

Grape-Nuts—the Body Builder
“There’s a Reason”

The Doctor Was Not Much Needed Until Folks
Begin to Break Natore's Laws.

Knox nnd Lincoln.

MORE

Fifteen years ago the writer had the
pleasure of visiting the home of Mr.
nnd Mrs. Wilfiam F. Upham, in West
Kockport, where the golden wedding
ot that highly esteemed couple was be
ing celebrated. Time has dealt kindly
with the Uphams, and when their 65th
wedding anniversary was observed last
Wednesday none enjoyed the event
more than the host and hostess.
A family dinner party was the cen
tral feature, those present being Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Upham, Mr. and Mrs.
F. Herbert Upham of North Vassalboro, Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred D. Priest of Rockport
and Mrs. H. T. Crockett and daughter
Blanche of North Haven. With F.
Herbert Upham acting in the capacity
of speechmaker, two purses of gold
were presented to the couple in honor
of whom the gathering was held. One
was a testimonial from the four chil
dren, the other was from the grand
children. The dinner was followed by
an informal program of vocal music,
interspersed by interesting reminis
cences.
Mr. Upham at 89 suffers from seri
ously impaired eyesight, and Mrs. Up
ham at 82 is bothered by lumeness, but
with these exeptions the aged couple
have excellent health and feel that
they have a great deal to be thankful
for. Mrs. Upham voted at the age of
81, as happy in that privilege as the
average man would be in reaching his
majority, 21. This fall she insisted
upon figging a portion of the potato
crop.
William Frank Upham was born on
the farm where he has always resided,
April 28, 1832. He was a son of Wil
liam and Mary . (Melvin) Upham, and
succeeded his father In the ownership
and management of a fine estate of
100 acres, nearly one-half of which is
under cultivation. Mr. Upham seldom
kept less than 10 or twelve cows and
made an Important feature of dairyfarming. At odd intervals in the older
days he burned a kiln of limerock.
Mr. Upham’s life has been compara
tively uneventful save for an i.-cident
which occurred when he had reached
his three score and ten years Stand
ing one day on the rail of a hay-rick
Mr. Upham was suddenly thrown from

Agent

ONCE UPON A TIME
THERE WERE NO DOCTORS!
Wentworth

A prosperous State!

And the basis of it all—and the hope of our

State, now and through the future is: WATER
POWER,

developed

by

Maine

companies,

for

financed, managed and owned by Maine people.

ICONST1PAT1ON

IBEECHAM’S
PILLS jmnit

You too can share in this upbuilding and

this prosperity.

One of the best ways is to

buy Central Maine Power Company 7 per cent

Eastern Standard Time

Preferred stock.
$107.50 a share. ‘

Miss Doris Eastman and Miss
Louise Whitcomb, state extension
workers, held millinery meetings in
the towns of Waldoboro and Warren '
last month. At the Waldoboro meeting seven hats were made and infor
mation given on the remodeling of
others. There was an attendance of
twenty. In Warren ten hats were re
modeled and help given in makin, <

61-2 per cent net.

;->W’

The Ladies’ Circle will meet with
Mrs. Rebecca Alley Thursday.
J W. Hupper is having hls buildings
paiintcd.
Mrs. C. R. Hupper has gone to
Melrose, Mass, to spend the winter and
Mrs. G. K. Marshall has returned to
her home In West Somerville, Mass,
Rev. S. E. Packard of Waldoboro was
guest of Mrs. Joel Hupper and
family Tuesday.
Miss Dunning, assistant at the High
School, is boarding with Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Bryant.
Roscoe Hupper of New York spent
the past week at home.
James Verrier of Arlington, N. J., re
turned to his home Saturday after
spending two weeks in town.
Mrs. Stephen Gardner has returned
home after spending the summer in
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harris have
closed the Wawenock at Port Clyde and
are at their home.
Granville Bachelder, Clarence Dwy
er, Harold Hupper. M. J. Harris, Her
bert Pierson, William Cook, H. A.
Bryant and Leo Hooper attended the
Masonic Convention held In Rockland
Oct. 12.
John Turner of Portland was a re
cent guest of Mrs. Joel Hugper.
A good attendance banner has been
purchased -by the Baptist Sunday
School. Last Sunday the class of Mrs.
T. B, Harris was the honored one.
This Sunday the class of Mrs. Willis
Hooper took the banner.
The intermediate class of the Bap
tist Sunday School, of which Mrs.
Willis Hooper is the teacher, recently
held a class social at the Grange hall,
and the following was sent out:
As X class we all decided
That our bit we'd like io do
Towards helping the piano fund
And having a good lime too;
So thia is an invitation,
That our class to you does send,
To be present at our social
A helping hand to lend.
Take an envelope and on lt
You will please write your Cull name.
Put within as many pennies
As there’s letters In the same;
Friday eve, October seven,
Is the date when you should come
To bring along your pennies
And enjoy a bit of fun;
The place Is at the Grange hall,
Where you have often met.
With music, games and refreshments
You’ll have the best time yet.

Charles E. Bartlett, a welj-known
Hope farmer, was found dead in bed
Saturday. He hnd attended a picnic
shortly before, and subsequently com
plained ot indigestion. Several years
ago Mr. Bartlett fell from a load of
hay, and his neck was broken. Such
accidents ordinarily result fatally, but
the victim underwent a delicate sur
gical operation at Silsby Hospital in
this city and recovered to such an ex
tent that the case attracted widespread
attention. The deceased was a brother
of Dr. F. O. Bartlett of Rockland, and

xJlJWp.m.

Boston , A57.OOa. tn . t7.30a. m . tl-45.P;n»
Brunswick. A $7.00 a. ra . t~ 30 a in.. *1 lip in.
Lewiston. A(7.00a.nt.. |7.30 a. in., |1.45p. m.
New York, tl.45p.m.
Pot tland. A|7.00 a. in., t’ 30 a. m . tl 4 >p. m
Waterville. A}7 00a m . t7 30 a. in . tl.45 pm.
Woolwich. 57.00a.m.. |7.3O a. in . |l 45 p m
54.30 p. in.
| Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only,
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Woolwith and Bath.

D. C. DOUGLASS,

9-25-21 V.P.ft Gen’l Mgr.

is also survived by one sister, Miss
Elizabeth B. Bartlett: and another
brother, William F. Bartlett, both of
whom reside on the home place. The
funeral services were held yesterday
afternoon, Rev. H. I. Holt of Camden
officiating.

The Merchant
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE

In the Standstill Class

INCREASES OPPORTUNITY
The Federal Reserve System pro
tects depositors of member banks
—and it increases the opportunity to borrow
money under safe conditions. Deposit with
the Rockland National Bank, a member of this
great System.
| ft > 111

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockiand National Bank
Rockland, Maine
ijl'ii MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM :.!!ii!!l

Sea Water.
Sea water contains a little over 2
and 1-17 per cent of common salt. In
addition, it holds in solution a bit
more than one-half of 1 per cent of
.
...
___
magnesium salts, somewhat moie than
one-tenth of 1 per cent of sails of cab
Plum nnd noorlv olio tontb of 1 ner
Cium, 1111(1 nearly one tenth Ot 1 per
cent of sulphate of potusb. Dry uir
contains about 21 per cent of oxygen,
but air extracted from water contains
34 per cent. The gases of tbe atmos
phere are everywhere contained In
sea water, being taken up and dis
solved by tbe latter. Tbe oxygen Is
required to maintain the life of fishes
am] other marine animals. If It were
not being constantly dissolved at the
surface nnd distributed by the gen
eral circulation of water in tbe *>‘ean,
there could be In tbe depths none of
the animal life which now abounds
uiere.
The Olympic Peninsula.
From I lie cities of l‘::get sound, In
the slate of Washlr .-ton, the eye
ranges to the Olympic mountains,
whose serrated profil-- marks the extreine northwestern corner of the
United States, nnd t’lp'r peaks nnd the
great forests nt their feet constitute
a practically unexplored region. It Is
said that Mt. Olympus, the chief of
the range, Is 8,150 feet in elevation,
hut there are many peaks varying
from 7,000 to 8.000 feet. The vejetntion on the rugged hills and In -'he
,,
.
- ,
, . ,
,
Valleys is truly remarkable. Bel-.W
the elevation of 5,000 feet the glgart'c
trees of tlie great northwestern forest
are so thick nnd the unde'glow<b is
so tangled that by hard work one con
travel hut a quarter of a m’.’e In an
hour off the trulls. Block bears, panthers, wildcats nnd wolves nbound.

j
j

BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

heave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p m , for Uoaton.
j Keturn—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
i and Fridays at 5 p m.
Leavo Rock,and
and
, Saturdays
at 5 a in.,Tuesdays,
Camden 5Thursdays
45 a. ni., Belfast 7 15 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. in.. Winterport
9.30 a in., due Bangor 10 a m.
Leave Brngor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays a 2 p in , Winterport 2.45 p hi.,
Bucksport 3.30 p. in., Belfast 5 p in., Camden
G 15 p. in , Rockland 8 p. m., due Boston fol
lowing niprning about 7 a. in.

I

MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line

Leavo Rockland '“Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m. for Bur Harbor, Bluehill
und way landings
Return—-Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m., Bluehill
12.30 p. ni , Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with Metro
politan Line passenger and freight* ateamars t*»r
New York via Cape Cod Canal.
,
ft S. SHERMAN. Siipt
ft ft SHERMAN. Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
.
!
The direct route between
■ ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
I
SWAN'S ISLAND

i
FALL ARRANGEMENT
(Standard Time)
IN EFFECT THURSDAY. OCT. 13. 1921.
(Subject to change without notioe)
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven,
dally,
except
Sunday,
at
8
„ - ,
, a. m ,„ for Rockland.
,,
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)

,
|
j
j

\ every week day at 2 |> in. for Vinalhaven.

STONINGTON and SWAN’S ISLAND LIN£
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Sunday at 5 30 a. in., Stonington, 6.45 a. m ,
and North Haven at 7.45 a. ni., for Rockland.

| Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
| permitting), and Swan’s Island,
W S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, .Me, Oct. 10. 1921.

ROCKLAND* MAINE

WRIGLEYS

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
IEGULATION PIZE WITH NAME
AM) ADDRESS OK MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

•AFTER
EUERY
MEAL"

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Poitage <5 oents addJtloaal

lOrno

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cants additional
For each additional 1000 sheet* ord
ered at same time, add to the prloe
ot first 1000, 84.00 and 16 cents post
age for e»ch 1000.

ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM

Tbe new sugar coated
chewing gum

$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
For Half Pound size
Postage 10 cents additloaal

which everybody
likes—you wilL
too.

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage. 10 cents additlo**!

For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the prica
of first 1000, 33.50 and 10 cents post
age for each 1000.

.. delicious peppermint
flavored sugar Jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your appetite and diges
tion, polish your teeth and moisteo
your throat.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Maine

Read Oor Advertisements
And Profit by Them

Gen’l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

A fine time was had, 28 being
present. There was piano and mam
dolin music and games were played.
Assorted sandwiches, cake, cocoa and
coffee were served,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Bryant and Miss
Dunning motored to South Paris to
spend the weekend.

25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
27 Head of Railroad Wharf
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
33 Tillson Avenue
34 Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Street*
35 Main Street, Corner North
36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
37 Main Street. Corner Park
38 Broad Street, Cprner Grace
42 Rankin Street, Comer Broadway
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
49 Camden and Front Streets
51 Head of Cedar Street
62 West Meadow Road
63 Camden Street near F. B. Church

M. L. HARRIS,

———4------

Bureau News.

AUGUSTA, MAINE

CHARLES E. BARTLETT

niigusta, A§7.00 a. ni.. t7.30 a. in.. tl.4.» p in.
Bangor. A|7.03a. in . t7.3O a. in . tl.45 p m.
Bath. A§7.00 a. in.. t7.3O a. in.. tl.45 p. in

three frames. The attendance was!
thirty-five. Millinery meetings V ill
be held in some of the other organized I
towns during the remainder of the !
year.—From Knox & Lincoln Farm jI

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

MARTINSVILLE

Trains Leave Rockland for

'

THE FLAVOR LASTS

Thoie small ads In Th* CourlorGazette are read by every body. That
1* why they are *o popular and
j rffeotly*.
________
,

I

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October T 8, 1921.
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CAMDEN

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene and Mrs.
A. H. Ricker of Woodsfords were
weekend quests of Mr. and Mis. A. O.
Keene.
Mrs. Bion Whitney of Friendship Is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Charles
Starrett.
Mrs.John Creighton returned Sat
urday from a week’s stay in Boston.
Mrs. T. W. Pease is spending the
week with relatives in Richmond.
Frank Hills returned Monday from
a week's visit with relatives in Boston.
<irrie Frost left Sunday for Fretdom
for a few days hunting.
Mrs. Luther Clark is spending the
week with Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Payson in Warren.
Mrs. James Creighton is ill at her
home.
The Baptist Men’s League will have
their first supper of the season at the
vestry Tuesday, Octa 25. There will he
a speaker.
Miss Phyllis Moore is employed as
stenographer for Black & Gay nt their
Thomaston factory.
Miss Evelyn Gray, who has been at
South Poland for the past month,
returned Saturday accompanied hy
Miss Marguerite Long who will he her
guest for a few days.
Ralph and Ray Thorndike and Ran
dall Jones have gone to Bangor and
vicinity on a hunting trip.
Mrs. Levi Griflin who has been the
guest of
her
sister, Mrs. George
Ucraubh the past few weeks, returned
to her home in Stockton Springs
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Griflin.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Andrews, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Sim-mons and Mrs.
Clark of Tenant's Harbor were callers
at A. O. Keene's Sunday.
Charles Lermond has returned to his
home in Back Bay after a few days in
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Andrews of
Framingham motored here Saturday
and were guests of Mr and Mrs. Caleb
Gillchrest.
Miss Vera Moore of Brunswick was
a weekend guest of her mother.
The regular meeting of the Pythian
Sisters will be held Friday evening.
Any member who has ever worked
on the degree stafT is requested to he
present. A large attendance is de
sired as there will be special business.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Petrie left
Monday morning hy motor for Mon
treal.
Mr. Edward of Beechwood street has
purchased a new Ford.
AreanaLodge K. of P. has received
an invitation from Somerset Lodge of
Pittsfield, to be their guest on Nov. 2.
This will be acted upon at the conven
tion of this week.
John Hanley, Fred Hanley, Fred Linnell. Misses Sara Hull and Gladys
Doherty motored to Orono Sunday
and were guests of Miss Margaret
Hanley who is attending the U. of II.
John Cobb of Brookyn. N. Y. is the
guest of his parents. Mi', and Mrs.
Lawson Cobb.
* *

The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
in the church parlor Wednesday after
noon.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. Charles
Burgess Wednesday afternoon.
The Junior Circle will meet in the
chapel this evening.
Mrs. E. B. Crosby left Monday morn
ing to attend the Rebekah Assembly
and Grand Iaidge to be held in Port
land this week.
Dr. and Mrs. D. Yates. Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Rryant and Lucius Leach molored to Oakland for the weekend and
were guests of relatives
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Chandler and
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of
Rockland are on a motor trip to
Aroostook county.
Mrs. George C. Bowden left Monday
morning for Portland where she was
sent hy Majden Cliff .Rebekah Lodge as
a delegate to the Rebekah Assembly.
Wednesday she will be joined by her
daughter Blanche and Mrs. Thomas J.
French. The former will go to Haver
hill, Hass., and visit relatives and Mrs.
French to Forest Hills, Mass., for a
visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Manning and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Manning and
son were Sunday gliosis at the Philbrnok cottage. Spruce Head. Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Moody of Lewiston were
also weekend guests of the Philbrooks.

WEST ROCKPORT
W. E. Leach and family motored to
Banger and Oldtown Sunday.
Miss Carrie Sherman called on rel
atives in Rockland Saturday.
The Ladies' Mission Sewing Circle
will be entertained at the home of Mrs.
John Heald Thursday. All Indies are
invited.
Rev. Alexander Henderson of Rich
mond occupied the pulpit Sunday and
spoke in a very pleasing manner, his
subject being “Children and Sunday
Schools.”
Mrs. Fogler returned from Camden
Thursday, after a short visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Bert Clark.
M. S. Heal and family of Camden
and J. F. Heald and sons Harold and
Kenneth attended Topsham Fair last
Thursday.
Mrs. Atwood Howard was a recent
guest of friends in Camden.
Work on the state road will finish
this week. A large stretch will lie
completed, which will make traveling
much easier between West Rockport
and Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Blake expect
to leave for Boston today, where they
oill visit their son Jo? an-l t'i,n >y for
an indefinite time.
Mrs. Warren Conant and daughter
and Mrs. Mahalia Murphy were in
Camden Saturday.

Davis-Moore

Saturday evening Oct. 15 at the
home of the officiating clergyman, Rev.
E. W. Webber, Fred Copeland Davis
and Irene Adella MooYe were united in
marriage. -\lr. and Mrs. Davis will re
side in Thomaston.

WARREN
Good Will Grange of South Warren
will hold their fair Oct. 20 at the
Grange hall. Supper and dance in the
evening.
Miss Bell Ileald of Camden was a
caller in town Sunday.
Bert Whitmore spent the weekend at
his home.
Miss Martha Jones of Pleasantville
was operated on at Silsby hospital re
cently.
Harold Boggs and family are visiting
at his old home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis ate
spending the weekend with his mother,
Mrs. Laura Davis.
There will he a hal ves' rvpper at
tlie Baptist parlors Thursday Oet. 20.
George Stevens, Maurice Ginn and
Benjamin Starrett mct»re<l to Round
l’oiul Sunday.
Ed. Curtis met with a severe acci
dent while chopping wood.
Mrs. Mildred Ginn and children, Ma
ry and Marion, spent the weekend with
her sister. Hazel Stevens.
Mrs. Albert Spear and Mrs. Oliver
lermond are visiting at Chester
Spear’s.
Mr. Saunders is spending a week
with Mr. Stuart.
Mr .and Mrs. Turner on their return
trip from Boston will have supper with
his people cf the Baptist church.
Stuart Burgess has returned from
Boston, where he has been visiting his
father.
Miss Annie Flint of Rockland is car
ing for her aunt, Mrs. Albert Spear.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
THOMASTON, ME.
Cheer Up! There are no hard
times coming: it's the soft times
going.
We Are Still Lowering
Prices.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
THE CHARM OF PASSING YEARS
LIVES IN PORTRAITURE

The family treasure chest holds
no more cherished reminder of loved
ones than their photographs.

Realize what your pictures may
mean to those who will some day
note their resemblance to you. Be
photographed frequently so that
your personality will be carried
down to your grandchildren.
Be photographed this year for
Christmas. Try to get your sitting
before Dec. 1st.
There is no photograph so com
pletely satisfying as one taken by a
professional photographer.

PHONE, 33-11

ROCKVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. William McNeil of Bos
ton are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Adelhert Babbidge for a few days.
Mrs. Adriel Bird, chairman of the
Rockland Ladies’ Republican Club,
called on Mrs. J. S. Ranlett, who is a
chairman in Rockville, to encourage
tho club to go on with its work and
hy all means she wishes the club to
hold together.
Adelhert Babbidge has done another
fine piece of work in photography. This
time it is the Rockland Country Club,
and he has received many praises for
his splendid work.
Miss Lena Farrington is the guest
of her grandmother in Warren.
Mrs. Bertha Robbins called on her
daughter in Camden recently. She was
accompanied home by her granddaugh
ter, Miss Alma McDermot. who will
remain for a short visit.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster, who was re
cently operated upon at Silsby Hospi
tal. is gaining slowly.
W. W. Case and Fred J. Simonton
called on Mr. Ranlett this week and
were pleased to see his health so
much improved.
Loring Lee was in Rockland last
week calling on friends.
Mrs. Enoch Rawley presented the
school with $5 to he given in prizes,
for attendance, conduct, rank and
cleanliness. The gift is greatly ap
preciated and the scholars are work
ing very hard for the prizes.
The picnic dinner enjoyed by the
school on Bear Hill was a decided suc
cess. Margaret Wellman said, "Teach
er, hornets are stinging me.’’ Teacher
said, "Oh, no! it’s just the black
berry bushes." But teacher Immedi
ately changed her mind.
Mrs. Rose Post and Misses Helen
and Maureen Burns called on Mrs.
Ranlett Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Haskell ind Miss Bettina
Haskell called on friends Sunday.
Miss Leola Tolman became a mem
ber of the Women's Relief Corps of
Rockport last Friday night. She says.
"They’ll need a new goat for their next
candidate.”
The ladies of Rockville met at the
schoolhouse Thursday after school to
discuss the prospects of a Community
Club. So much Interest and enthusi
asm was shown that the club was
formed at once . The officers”elected
were: President. Miss Leola Tolman;
vice president. Mrs. J. S. Ranlett; sec
retary and treasurer, Mrs. Alice Bab
bidge; librarian. Mrs. Bessie Clough;
school committee, Mrs. Maude Brad
ley and Mrs. Annie Collamore; sick
committee, Mrs. Oscar Carrol anil Mrs.
Bertha Robbins. The object is for the
reading and discussing of the import
ant subjects of the day, and to estab
lish good fellowship in the community.
The first regular meeting will he held
Thursday, Oct. 20, at 3.30. All ladies
who have not joined and who wish to
do so are asked to be present at this
meeting.

CIDER APPLES
Will load car at Maine Cen
tral Station MONDAY and
TUESDAY.

Highest Cash Prices Paid
L. E. CLARK
No. 1 Lake Avenue.
Rockland
Telephone 321-1.

EVBSYBODY’S GOLDIN
For Sale

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
TuAStf

Advertising Is the Cultivation
That Makes Business Grow

Wm. Knowlton & Sons, Mfra, want
girls to learn to sow and trim ladies'
and children’s hats at their plants
in West Upton, Mass. Good pay
and excellent opportunity for ambitioue girla. For further informa
tion communicate at once with

PERCY A. CLARKE
427 Main Street - - - ROCKLAND

LOST—Scotch Collie dog with four white
feet, white spot on buck of neck, and white tip
on tall; answers to name of Hero. MRS G B.
WALTER, Waldoboro, Ma hie, ,B. F D. 2.
123-125

LOST—Oct.

11,

between

Spruce

St.

and

FOR SALE—Four houses nt Hurricane Island Raukin block, a brown tie-back sweater, Finder
Apply to MRS W. M. SPEAR. 185 Camden St., please return to 23 SPRUCE STREET 122*124
or E. C PATTERSON. 68 Crescent St 123-125
FOUND—On an electric ear since Aug. 11,
- sum of money.

THE MARYLAND, WONDER SHIP
Rockland Had a Brief Glimpse of Unde Sam s Newest
__
i
.
Craft, Marvel of Electrical Development.

Dort Sedan nnd Chevrolet truck.
H. A. ROBBINS. 24 Tillson Ave.

123-125
FOR SALE—Lobster pot frames and laths, at
reasonable prices. C. A. TOWERS, 639 Main
Street, Rockland.
123*125

FOR SALE—4 weeks old pigs, $4 each.
Rl’SSELL GREELEY, Bog Road. Rockland.
123*It

CARNIVAL

GAMES

a want ad.

(J They “rush in where

would he
admission

perhaps.

(J No waiting your turn
in the ante-room, young

man, if your “situation

wanted” ad rings true.

WANTED—Housekeeper In family of one No
hogs, hens or cows; handy houae
W. H.
FOLGKR, Damariscotta, Me., It F. D. 1, Boy 77.
123*It
WANTED—Male beagle pup 2 or 3 months
old. with iiedlgree
R. B ROWLAND. 130
Main St., Rockland.
123*12'*
WANTED—Boarding place for Miss Margaret

Crockett for the winter. Good home; itrlvale
family and central location preferred. Address
FOR SALE—Two small ouildings, suitable for MISS GKKENHALGH, 14 Grace St , Rockland.
hennery or pigpen MRS. L. H SNOW, Ingra
123-125
ham Hill. Tel. 107-11.
123-125

FOR SALE—Two large parlor stoves, Glen
wood Oaks; one Clark Jewell gas range; also
5000 second hand brick B. H. COPELAND.
Thomaston, Me.
123-125
FOR SALE—Remington repeating shotgun. 12
gauge, 30 Inch barrel, with cowhide case, all
in perfect condition: for quick sale a bargain.
C. 0. FLINT, 16 Franklin Stteet, Rockland.
123-125
FOR SALE—Boston terrier puppies, reason
able. Father registered. YORK S KENNELS
111 Pleasant Street, Rockland.
121*123
FOR SALE—Parlor heater, in good condition
20 ORANGE STREET. Rockland. Tel 556 R.
121*123
FOR SALE—Nice Jersey cow, or will let for
keeping this winter.
Ask M. F. LENFEST,
Yinalhaven. Me.
121-123

FOR SALE—-Household furnishings of all
kinds, at MRS. T. C. DICKENS', 19 Trim St ,
Camden. Tel. 23-3.
120-125
FOR SALE—Empty egg cases with covers.
TRAINERS CAFE
*
122-124
FOR SALE—B flat tenor saxophone
_________ used only

three

weeks.
Will sell cheap.
ERNEST
MUNRO. Munro's Restaurant, Park Si. 122*124
FOR SALE—5 room house, 83 New County
Road; also room double house, 81 New County
Road. On car line Place for garden. Easy
terms Inquire MRS. LILLIAN BICKNELL, In
graham Hill. »Tel 3.7-M
120*123
FOR SALE—Nice Ayrshire Cow . Inquire of
L A. MILLS, North Haven, Me
118-123
FOR SALE—House with bam adjoining on
Beech street, Rockport, 200 rotis of land; 21
fruit trees, and small fruit Good garden spot.
Inquire of ISAAC E. ITHAM, Beech Street,
Rockport
118-123
FOR SALE—Horse, weighs 1400, 9 years old,
good worker. Or would trade for Ford car.
C. E. GROTTON. Rockport. Tel. 14-3, Caniden
118-tf
FOR SALE—Two female fox terrier puppies
4 months old—thoroughbred.
BERNARD R
SMALLEY, Tenant's Harbor. Tel 11-22. 17-19
FOR SALE—50 high bred R. 1 Red cockerels;
price $1.50, $3 00, $5 00. $8.00 per bird; 6
months old. C. E. WARD, South Thomaston,
Me.
117-141
FOR SALE—1921 Cleveland Touring Car,
driven only 3000 mites. A bargain for rash
Inquire at The Courier-Gazette office MRS. A
T. l'HILBROOK
113-tf

or three for a quarter. In a box are
FOR SALE—Stria of land running from the
a number of metal disks corresponding town
road to Ceorges river. Beautiful loca
to the numbers on the tickets. After tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
the tickets are sold one of the players bathing facilities. Inquire MISS KVA K
32*tf
Portland Newspaper, Following a Seizure, Explains How reaches into this box which is held TORRRY, Tenani't Harbor
FOR SALE—Two live passenger cars, cheap,
high above his head and pulls out a
In perfect running condlUon. Good tires
The Public Has a Scanty Chance.
disk. If the number on the disk cor and
P. P gTABBF.TT. Warren, Me
lul-tf
responds to one of the four numbers
FOR SALE—FARM—60 acres, H mowing,
on the ticket or slab held by a player
the balance wood and pasture, good buildings
In view of the fact that Rockland ’ drop into one of the slots, numbered as that player wins a piece of silverware. Situated at Crescent Beach on the shore of
In
this
game
a
capper
is
employed,
Penobscot Bay. Would make a One summer
has several times been visited by street | indicated above. If the three numbers
Price reasonable to close an estate Ap
carnivals, and many hundreds of per- I ‘.nto whlch >’our mar?les have dropped. To the capper is sold a ticket contain- home.
ply to FLOYD L SHAW, Rockland, Me.
foot up an even number you get a doll. *ng a number. Let us assume that the
100-tf
If they total an odd number you lose, number is six. The operator holds in
FOB SALF—Aux. sloop boat in damaged eon
games, everybody will read with in- Referring back to the numbers on the 1*>e palm of his hand one of the little dltlon caused by fire, a good buy for man who
terest the following article from the I enamel cloth you will see that half of 15*sks w*th ’he number six upon it. can repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D
| them are even and half odd.
(When the player pulls one of the disks BIRD CO 4 Caniden Si., Rockland, Me.
Portland Press, which is conducting an ,
....
1 The natural deduction from this is out of the box the operator grabs it
v, t XTihlt
h
-that you stand an even chance to win.
a8 _hls hand appears from the box
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport
25 acre* and 6 scree of young growth; pleat;
. » . ,
I which would be fair enough. But your and before the player has a chance of wood. Splendid situation for a Bumme
If you have been familiar with the I deductions would be wrong as deduc to see it. Then by a simple operation home Addreaa DICKBT-KNOWLTOM CO. Bal
f*tf
In palming, such as you all have seen fast. Me
fact that there was a “carnival" duly tions often are.
at the vaudeville shows when the ma
FOR SALE—Second hand Chlckering parlor
Down
at
the
sheriff
’
s
office
where
a
licensed by the watchful city fathers.
grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MB
holding forth down at Richardson c°uPle ot boards new repose they will gician is holding forth, he shifts the FOSTER. 75 Cedar atreet.
56-tf
field, you of course know that the I skow >’ou " h>’ Ia a couPle of muinutes disk down for the one he has held in
FOR SALE—Long and fluad bard wood, Sued
his
hand
and
holds
up
the
number
six.
bearer of the doll or the blanket or I ‘h("F caa demonstrate to you that as
mill wood, bard wood limba, and flreplace wood
dellrered.
T. J. CARROLL, reoldtnce Beat
the silverware had been lucky enough far 88 chance g088- there is absolutely "Six!” The capper has won.
The investigators who have been Warren; P. O. Thoaaaton. Tai. Bocklano
none.
to win a prize at one of the many
2e3.it
se.ie
looking
up
carnival
methods
were
able
the upper side of the little slant
games which featured this so-called edOncleat
are three grooves in each1
determine this first by identifying
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the loss
carnival.
the cappers and then watching the of deposit book numbered 30345 and the own
What you didn’t know was just how compartment, which are out of sight.
er of said book aaks for duplicate in accord
tremendously lucky the prize winner I ^he °Perator piaces the balls in the 8
ance witlt the prorision of the State Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, by A. B Blackwas. Few other people knew. They boxe8’ “ 8 uba11 ,‘8 Placed in /ach
ington. Asst. Treas. Rockland. Me.. Oct. 18,
might never have known hut for thexgroove at e‘ther
the extreme ends an
Loss of appetite is an ailment that indi 1921.
123T129*
even
number
will
come
out
and
the
cates
others,
which
are
worse
—
Hood
’
s
Sar

fact that Sheriff Graham and a posse
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the loss
of his deputies messed into the car- I PlaFe,r w,1‘ w1"’ lf Placed "
other saparilla cures them all.
of deposit book numbered 30641 and the own
nival games Thursday night, lugged “O8it‘°n a,n °dd, number wi" come out
er of said book asks for duplicate in accord
awav the paraphernalia and now have a?d the P*8?^.loo8e8’ As the operator
Telephone that Item ot news to The ance with the provision of the State Law
it up at the “rum room" where it is places the balls it is easy to see that Courler-Gasette, where thousania of ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK by A B. Blackington, Asst. Treas. Rockland, Me., Oct. 18,
easy to demonstrate just how much of the player wins or loses, as the former reader* will see It
1921.
123T129*
element of luck there was in these may determine. Trying the balls in
this
manner
time
after
time
absolute

games.
Now, perhaps you have been down ly determined that the machine was
at this carnival or some of the others completely under control of the man
that have come here in almost un who placed the balls In the boxes.
The practical working of the scheme
broken succession during the summer.
If you were, perhaps you were will Ms that the capper always wins and
ing to risk a dime on the chance that once in a while a bona fide player,
you might win a doll worth possibly when the operator feels real nice
two dimes. So you will approach u towards him or wants to blow a doll
in advertising.
doll game.
•
Ever play roulette? Probably not.
It is a board of about 18 by 12 inches,
on the surface of which have been Anyhow we will not press the question.
driven a number of metal pegs or nails It was suggested by the fact that they
have had a game down at the carnival
an inch or an inch and a half apart.
At the bottom of the board are a which was roulette in every thing ex
number of slots numbered as follows: cept the wheel. Two wheels or disks
are used in this game and the prize
5-4-8-2-5-3-1-7-3-5-8-4-C-2.
Above is a little box or cleat-like ar is a blanket worth perhaps two dollars
rangement just the width of the board and a half.
On the hoard are numbers ranging
which is divided into three compart
ments hy little partitions. The lower from 1 to 120. By playing two balls
part of this box tips up at an angle so in each of the wheels It Is possible to
that the inside is not observable to the get any one of the numbers on the
player. It is suspended by hinges so board. It costs a dime to play. The
that it may he lifted hy a string. The o(}ds as may readily be computed
operator has three marbles one for against the player is one to 120. That
is, he wagers 10 cents on the chance
each compartment.
Have you ever thought uf your local merchants «s
In front of the board with the pegs of getting a $2.50 blanket at the odds
advieen? Hava you over realized that when you buy uf-them
is a sheet of enamel doth about two of 1 to 120. There are 120 numbers on
feet square on which numbers are the board. If every number is covered
you get the benefit of their friendship and advice—that oftenthe operator must part with a blanket,
painted as follows;
timee they can and will protect your purchases by telling you
hut he gets $12 for it. If one number
plain facts shout merchandise?
was covered with a dime and this
14 ’
3
4
15
number should come out on the rou
lette wheels, the operator would get 10
.8
9
°2
11
When you buy out of town you ususly deal with strangers who
cents for his blanket. This is a long
ere interested chiefly in getting your money. True, they give
chance,
but
the
operator
won
’
t
take
21
10
13
It
you something for it; but if they would talk it over with you as
even this long chance. He will not
spin the wheel until there are enough
freely as your local dealer does, there are many limes when your
20
5
12 * 17
dimes on the board to cover the cost
purchase would be differently end more economically made.
7
of the blanket. If it Is worth $2.50 as
2.3
ti
16
estimated, he would have to have 25
Just think it over and give your local dealer a chance to be your
dintps in sight. The worst he could do
24
19
friend. Hell thank you for the opportunity, and you will
then would to break even, but the
The even numbers are painted in chances are a little less than five to
profit hy it
one that all of the 23 players would
black and the odd numbers in red.
The carnival visitor who is ambitious lose. There is no manipulation about
to get a doll at half price, hands the this game. It is absolutely honest, if
operator a dime and he places one of a game where the player has a 120 to
the little marbles in each of the three one chance, can be called honest.
compartments, pulls tlie string which
There was a paddle game down at
releases them and down they come, the carnival. Tickets are sold tlie
humping around through the nails un players on which are printed four
til! they reach the bottom, when they figures. The price of a ticket Is a dime,

STREET

Owner can have the same

FOR SALE—26 ft. glass cabin launch -, 5 h by calling at the CENTRAL MAINE POWER
p Minnus motor, comfortable and seaworthy. CO. OFFICE, Rockland, Me.
121-123
used afloat and ashore has been in
Rented tenement netting 20% profit. Tene
stalled in this new battleship. The ment and store to net 25%, good location.
8ix room furnished cottage at Crescent Beach
electrical equipment includes radio
Wanted
telegraph, loud speaking telephones and small bungalow nt Chlckawaukle Lake.

ordinary telephones, gyroscope eonpass, steering gear, anchor windlass.
capstan, boat cranes, winches, all
compressors, air heaters, turret train
ing. turret gun elevating, ammunition
When the Superdreadnaught Mary eently completed her builders’ trials hoists, gun firing, range signalling
land, steamed out of Hampton roads with a perfect record. For 33 contin- powder testing oven, common deck
uous hours at sea off the Virginia fans, ice machines, laundry equipment
and pointed her clipper bow toward Capes, she was put through all sorts| carpenter shop, lighting, visual sigthe sea for her official government tri of tests, bringing into play the great- na[s, motion pictures, sterilizer in opals, the nation hailed a new pride of the est possible stress on all parts of her|eratj„g room, potato peeler, iee cream
Navy and the Navy Itself acknowl machinery and equipment but no! j freezer and other kitchen utensils
the slightest trouble was experienced. j bake ovens, irons for laundry and tailor,
edged a new Queen of the Seas.
In fact naval officials declared she op- i storage batteries, motor boat ignition,
Carrying eight 16-inch guns, the crated more like a boat that had been etc.
,
, .
,
largest ever mounted in a battleship, in service four or five years, so rend- !
ilv and easily did she respond in the , A completely equipped hospital will
she is the most powerful fighting ves tpa(8
be maintained on board with navy
surgeons to look after the health of
sel in the world.
These mammoth
• • • •
j the crew and a dentist to look after
guns, located in four turrets of two
,
, „
.
.
! the men’s teeth. A chaplain will be
guns each, fire a shell weighing 2100
t apt. chailes I*. 1 leston. w o as ; assigned to the ship to hold regular
been
assigned
to
the
command
of
the
(.hun.h SP,.vl(.es and t„ dPvote his tim,
pounds for a distance of more than 20
miles. These guns are about 57 feet Maryland and was aboard during the (o 8])irltual welfare 0, the offlcels and
preliminary trials is most enthusias- mpn
in length and for each full charge ap
proximately 480 pounds of powder are tic over the perfect performance of
She was built by the Newport News
the new electric ship.
required.
I.ike her prototype, the New Mex Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
The secondary battery, consisting of
and the electrical equipment was de
fourteen 5-inch guns, is carried for ico. pioneer electric warship' of ihe signed and manufactured by the Gen
use against torpedo boats, submarines1 world, the Maryland is electrical
eral Electric Company. The ship was
and other smaller craft. The ship has throughout.
Her main propulsion
launched on March 20, 1920.
also four 3-inch anti-aircraft guns, a machinery consists ot two Curtis
Another battleship of this type, the
3-inch landing gun. six .30 caliber ma- i steam turbine generators, each de
_
...... _ „
___ ____
___
____________ 21- signed to develop 11,000 kilowatts at a California, was completed this sum
chine
guns
and two
underwater
inch torpedo tubesfor firing the larg- speed of 2.030 revolutions per minute er: the West Virginia will be ready
1
’
...........
.
—
.
— i----—
nnrt ----to drive the ship 21 knots.
These
sup- *for
her.-Itrial
trips in ,1922,
and. .i__
the
est and longest range torpedoes.
ply
power
to
four
7,000
horsepower
Colorado
and
the
Washington
are
The Maryland possesses all the lat
est provisions for protection against General Electric induction motors, di- (partly completed. In addition the Navy
torpedo attacks. It is claimed hy na- rectif connected with the four pro- is building six 43,000-ton, 60,000 horseval architects that it will be almost pellers and turning at 170 revolutions' power battleships and six battle eruisan impossibility to sink the ship by a minute. The motors, among the larg- ers. rated at 180.000 horse-power each
an under water attack. The crew and est ever built, are 12 feet in diameter, or six times as powerful as the Maryvital parts will be protected by armor weigh 62 tons, and the 28,000 horse- land. Both of these type of warships
plate so thick that only the largest cal power thus available for propulsion will carry 16 inch guns and will be
iber shells, fired at moderate range purposes is enough to supply power* electrically driven.
to a city of lOO.Ooii population.
Production of thp electrical machin
might penetrate.
Displacing 32,600 tons, this huge
The two turbine generators,
sup- ery for several of these vessels is now
warship,electrically driven, has a speed plied with steam generated by eight progressing under the direction of W.
of 21knots and a cruising radius ol' oil burning boilers, can be run inde- : L. R. Emmet, consulting engineer of
10,000 miles. She burns oil, her fuel pendently. Either is capable of driving [ the General Electric Company, who
capacity being approximately 1.392.- | the ship up to a speed of about 1 advocated the principles of the electric
200 gallons. The Maryland is 624 feet knots. The power generated by them drive as long ago as 1909, was instru
long and has a beam of 97^4 feet. , is used for no other purpose than pro- mental in its adoption by the govern
There will be 67 officers in the ship’s ' pelling, electrical current for other ment, and designed the first electric
completement and more than 1,400 men needs being generated by six 300-kil- drive installed by the navy on a bat
in her regular crew.
owatt turbine generators.
tleship, now working so successfully
This most modern of warcraft reVirtually every electrical appliance on the U. S. S. New Mexico.

Nothing timid about

refused

GIRLS AND YOUNG
WOMEN

Lost and Found.

Dollar Insurance

where you

WANTttf

WANTED

angels fear to tread*
GIFTS TH AT LAST

Every-Otber-Daf

TRADE AT HOME

Support the Town that SupporfrYou

WANTED—Every week (lay before 2 o’clock,
woman to clean office, including woodwork and
windows Permanent work Address XX , Cou
rier-Gazette office.
123-125
WANTED—April hatched pullets.
H. S.
BEVERAGE, North Haven Tel. 4-1.3. 122-124
WANTEO—A position by an experienced
practical nurse. RITA LYMBURNEB. Sedgwick.
Maine. Tel. 38-13.
122*127

WANTED—Second hand front door 2 ft. 8 in.
by 6 ft.z8 in., with glaas panel
TEL. 472 6
122*124
WANTEO—Man and wife to take furnished
house and board two adults: heated house on
car line. Address P. O. BOX 331, Thomaston.
___________________________ .
121-123
WANTED -Chamber maid and kitchen girl.
WINDSOR HOUSE. Myrtle 8i , Rockland. 117-tf
WANTED—Firemen.
Brakemen.
beginners
8150. laler 8250 monthly: iwhich posi loni).
Write RAILWAY, rare Uourler-Gazetle. 120*128

WANTED—Late model Ford roadster
Must
be cheap for cash. A. M. P. PEARSON. Wal
doboro. Maine.
120*125
WANTEO—Men or women to take orders
among friende and neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women
and children.
Eliminates darning.
We pay
75c an hour spare time, or $36 Ot a week for
full lime
Ezperience unnecessary. Write IN
TERNATIONAL STOCKING MILL8, Norrlslown. Pa.___________________ 58Ttf

WANTED—Girla, women and boys
Stesdy
position ; tight, simple work. Good chance for
whole family. Experience unnecessary. PAR
AGON BUTTON CORPORATION. Waldoboro.
Maine, Tel. 37.
116-124
WANTED Waitreas at KNOX HOTEL, Thom-

satoB.

i07tf

WANTED—85 shaggy cate and kittens, mala
“d./’Ei14-.. H'kbeet ^|»r1ces_ paid.
JOHN B.
RANLETT. Rockvllla.
Tel. 252-14.
Mtt

Miscellaneous
NOTICE—We

hereby give notice to all per
sons interested that under no circumstances
shall we he responsible for bills contracted hv
persons other than ouraelves
(Signed) MRS
ANNIE 8PKOWL. MAYNARD 8PROWL. Rockland. Oct. 17. 1921.
123*125

NOTICE—This is to caution the public against
trusting any person on my account, as aher
this date I shall refuse to pay any bills that
I do not personally contract
(Signed) JOHN
STEARNS, Rockland, Oct. 14. 1921.
122*124

NOTICE—I forbid all persona front contract
ing any bill against the estate of Ernest and
Annie Spurllng.
MRS. ANNIE 8. KELLEY.
Atlantic, Me
122*124
NOTICE—Whereas tny wife, Gladys A. Crab
tree, has left my bed and board without Just
cause, this Is to notify all persons that I will
not be responsible for any bills contracted by
her in my name or on mv credit after thia
da.e
II. R. CRABTREE. North Haven, Me .
Oct 12. 1921
121*123

NOTICE—Clarence Lamson formerly employ
ed at A. M Moody’s repair shop, has opened
an automobile repair shop under the name of
LAMSON BROTHERS, 254 Main St. All work
guaranteed
116*127

WOO SECURES 75-ACRE FARM—With Cropo
Horse. 3 Cows, Implements, vehicles, cream
separator Included: farming here brings bounti
ful living. quick prosperity; short drive busy
R. It town; good roads; productive, loamy till
age; brook and spring-watered pasture; woodland; lots fruit; good 5-room house, sprint?
water; buildings insured $1000; substantial
barn, poultry houses.
Owner called away
$1500 takes all, only $800 needed, easy terms’
Opportunity is knocking Answer quickly. Cata
logue FREE. F. S. PERKINS. Wiscasset. Me

____________ _____________ lt$*it
LADDERS—If you want an Extension Ladder
or an ordinary ladder give me your orderl Tdso
wood rollers for roller skates. 1 am prepared
to do furniture repairing at reasonable' nricra.
F A. JOO8T, 737 Main 88.
’
U5-H

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Cov
ered Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing, Narrow Knife and Side Waiting. Drdera
promptly Riled.
PHTLL18 E. TOLMAN IB
Leland Street. Tel. 274-J.
114*123

_ LADIES—-Bellabla etock

heir >oo* ex 4h.

Rockland Hair Store. 831 Mala afir.ti
dam solicited HELEN C. BHODM
llg-tr

To Let
70 LET—Furnished rooms at 17 WATER ST

*2 UP____________________________ 123*
, TtL L£7--Small tenement on Brewster atreet.

L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St
Tel. etS-*
_______________________ 123-tf
TO LET—Set of offices over Cobb’s, Inc
nicely finished, large vault, heater included:
L F CHASE, 45 Middle St .

Tel 665-2.___________________

123-tr

TO LET—Three furnished rooms for house

keeping Apply 10 8WEETLAND STREET oil
Rankin Street.
122*124
, 70 LET Rooms for light housekeeping, part
ly furnished. MRS HAI*W0RTH. 8 Foggs'
___________________ _________________122*124
70 LET—Partially furnished tenement, mod
ern conveniences
MRS. MARY BURKETT 73
Broad Street. Tel 6C9-M.
122-tf
TO LET—Large furniiheo apartment, 6’room
TEL 148 w
r'r
P°’lofflce Squarr/Hl.
TEL. 348-W, or Courier-Gazette.
121»tf
, 70 LET 7 room furnished house tnodert
Improvements, 68 Broad street, $50 per month
Apply to E. F. GLOVER. 453 Main B? 12?-?*3

TO LET—3 unfurnished rooms for light house
Jwplnj Iniulre at 16 BROAD STRECT. Tei
M
__________
121-1*3

a T0
For ,he ’inter, furnished house I
desirable location TELEPHONE 19-3. 121-123

TO LET—Furnished house with hot and cold
water, on car line. Address O. K. WILSON
Thomaston, Me. Tel. 168-13.
118-124" ’

„7® LET—Lodging
house
tenement
over
Mitchell store, corner Park and Main streets.

an<* i’*11'. ’team healed.

h. B. MacALLISTKK, Rockland, Me.

Apply to
118-tf

i. T° LET—A modem fiat with

sun porch,
living room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette
breakfast room, electric lights, electric stove’
electric hot water heater, hot air furnace;
furnished with antique furniture No. 3 Grove
atreet. N. B. COBB or E. C. DAVIS, lld-tf

TO LET—Kooiehody la needing * houee~or
room*.
Advertise yours In thia column *■>*
you’ll get an application Immedtatelv.
fi.t|

TO LET—STORAGE—For furMtur*, Move*,
and musical instrument* or anythlu that re.
?ul?" • dp* dean room. Tama raanoaabl*.
l B TLVE, 221 Mam Su. Bochlaad^ejw

Not That Kind.

Nr.

“

The Owner of the Poodle—’Tea.
poleon la a nice little dog. I don't
wonder that you admire him," The
Owner of the Airedale—"It irr,t ;hat,
but I’m just dying to know where jrwi
got that lovely permanent wave far
him. I want to have my dog done the
same way.”

»»

IL very-Other-Day

In Social Circles,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 18,
OLD PEABODY PEW

REVEALING NEW IDEAS

I,

Local Amateurs Gave Highly
Successful Performance of
Delightful Play.

In addition to personal note* recording de
parture* and arrivals, thia detwrtment especial
ly deal res information nr social hapia-nincs.
liartlea, musicals, etc Notea sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

An unusual and unique play was
"The Old Peabody i’ew," which Was
recently given in the Methodist Church.
If Kate Doug’as Wiggin had seleetid
the east herself it is doubtful if she
could have s.'ec'.'i more tilting
i e>
for the chant ;'- s portrayed. Per—ns
who had seen the play given before
say that it surpassed any production
i ot "Tlie Old Peabody I’ew” they had

TELEPHONE ................................................ 77# |

Capt. and Mrs. Charles B. Hull hturned Sunday fi.ona sever-: 1 days' slay j
at Elwell’s Point, Spruce Heaect, where
they "hauled out" their cottage tor |
the winter.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ginn motored to
Rockland from Portland and spent
the week-end with their brother, L. C.
Blackington, at The Meadows. On
their return they were accompanied by
Mrs. Ginn's sister, Mrs. Gardner Tol
man, who will spend a week with them
at their home on Pitt street.

ever attended. One woman from New
{York went so far as to say that she
didn't think it could he done better in
that city.
! Whether or not that assertion is true,
the committee can neither atiirm nor
Miss Dorothy Snow left Monday for
deny, but it does know that everyone
a lew days’ stay in Boston.
' voted it a great success. Mrs. Little1 hale, as president of the Dorcas BociMrs. Elmer S. Bird entertained the
! ety; Mrs. Steward as the village hisDorcas Club yesterday at her home on
i torian. and Mrs. Staples us good misBroadway.
' tress Miller were admiijnbly suited to
their parts, and played them exceed
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and I
ingly well. Mrs. Armstrong as lxiheMr. and Mr--. U. M. Chandler of Camden I
Many new idens appear in thiR
lia Brewster, who played the leading
left Sunday for. a week's motor trip ]
formal tailored frock for the coining comedy role, could not lx- surpassed
through Aroostook county
fall and winter In which the vogueiand sbe was ab|y supported by Mts.
The Shakespeare Society met last ** embroidery nnd that for fringes- Tweedie as Maria Sharp, and Mrs.
night with Mrs. E. F. Glover, Cl^re- have been so artfully and beautifully | Rollins, (who needs no introduction to
moat street.
( united. It takes the place of a formal Rockland lovers of fun) as Widow Buztallored suit, and is perhaps even ; sell. Sweet Nancy's part was played
Mrs. Nelson Carr was given a sur- more adaptable to many occasions I by -'Iiss Gladys .Ior.es with her natural
was
•prise party at the home of Mrs. Fred fhan )tg f0,-erunner. The picture tells ’ charm and grace,
“....... and
..... * she........
.. ably
Ward Saturday afterooon, in honor of | ,tg gtor>. buf note ,he stlape of tbp supported by Mrs. Stanley ak sweet
Nancy’s friend.
Dr. Ellingwood as
«>■»
!•" Justin, though slow to woo at first,
thimble from the Tippecanoe Club. vwte«
R,raI» helt- ,h« Ingenious proved himself an arent lover in the
Those present were: Mrs. Nelson Carr, I placing of embroidery—they are all end. Dr. Ellingwood should be given
especial mention for the manner in
Mrs. Fred Ward, Mrs. Lewis Small, | Important.
which he handled his part, having
Mrs. Pearl Ixjok. Mrs. Earl McWil
taken the |>art at the last minute, and
liams, Mrs. Clarence Haraden, Mrs
1-angtry Smith and Mrs. 4»gus llen- others of whom they inquired, the having had only three rehearsals. Miss
party learned that the hoy was an or Mabel Smith, well known in musical
nigr.r.
phan. his father having been killed in circles, presided at the orgdn, and the
Mrs. Earl McWilliams entertained I ‘bc
a"d hi“ mot.hei; be,n»
reader's part was taken by Mrs. Wil
the Tippecanoe Club Wednesday aft- The lad, whose name is James Kelley. liam Ellingwood, a reader of note
ernoon at her home. The afternoon and
ls 12 -v,fa,a of agc' ba« had
The Dorcas ladies in their quaint
q-d time of it all around, and he costumes, sewing the strips of carpet
was spent in sewing. The next meet 1
ing prill be with Mrs. Pearl Look, Me was glad to accept Mr. Donohue’s in together for their dear old church,
vitation to accompany him to Rock made a lovely picture, and as their
Loud street.
land.
voices wafted out during tlie singing
of that beautiful hymn "By Cool Si
Mrs. Ellen Hall and son, George Hall,
Tiave been spending several months in , ,Mr., and
„ .Mrs.„ Adriel, V.., Bird
,, nttend- loam's Shady Rill.” a feeling of rever
North Scituate, Mass., returning home
the Bates-Colby football game in ence and of awe must have filled the
Sunday. They were accompanied by ' "aterville Saturday.
audience. Sc much was the play en
joyed, the committee has been asked
Mrs. Sarah Pratt of that town. Mr.
Lee
H.
Oliver,
delivery
clerk
at
to repeat it at an early date. If the
Hall and Mrs. Pratt will return to
Cobb's
market,
is
having
the
annual
comittee decides to do this a loyal
North Scituate today.
vacation which an unusually busy support by the people of Rockland is
William Weed, who is in the Mer- summer has well earned him. Ac- desired as a royalty has to he paid on
.-hant Marine service is at his home fompanied by his family he is spend- each performance.
The committee
tu this city for a visit of several weeks lnK the weck in "‘svasset and vicinity. wishes to thank all those who loaned
costumes, and all those who in any
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson, way helped to make the play a suc
lAwrence Barbour, who is employed
In the shipping department of Swift who have been spending several cess.
Much praise is due the chairman of
<& Co., in Bangor, is in the city, spehd- months at their country estate on Sev
en Hundred Acre Island, near Isles- the costume committee, Mrs. A. W.
a week’s vacation.
horo. have returned to New York. The Gregory, and her loyal workers. The
distinguished artist shares Ambassador net receipts were $75.
The first meeting of the Methehesec I Geddes' opinion that there is no place
’ tub will be held at the home of Mrs. |in the wor|d nke lslesboro and vicinity.
W. H. Glover, Talbot avenue. Friday onl). Mr. Glbson (ound that out ,onc Helen Williams, Mrs. Maud ITatt, Miss
afternoon, at 2.30. This is the 25th I ag0
Carrie Sheriffs, Miss Beatrix Flint,
anniversary of the Club’s Federation.1
Miss Carrie Colson.
a.n<L a ®reat tP®aL*8 Ln st01e
,be I Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bubar of Gard•club. Mrs. J. H. Huddllston, president jner m0t0red to Rockland Sunday. Mr.
Miss B. R. Rounds, who has charge j
of the Maine Federation of Women s Bubar reportg tbat Billy Robinson, of the children's department at the
■ uhs, will be present and give an ad- lb,igeball prophet is convalescing from Public Library-, returned Saturday
dress. Mrs. William Ellingwood will|lbe gbock oj having picked the Yan- from a week's stay in Portland. Be
give her report from the State Federa-1
sides attending thc Music Festival,
tion, which convened at Castine in
Miss Rounds bought several attractive
September. The members are re- i Portland Telegram: Miss Kathleen volumes for the children’s room.
quested to report to roll-call with va- Igigghl of Rockland spent the pa*t week
vation echoes. A fine musical program I with Mrs. Thomas O’Neill of Ccngress
Miss Carrie Fields entertained a few
has been prepared by the entertain- street. west . While here she attended j friends
at supper
supper Sunday
Sunday evening at
iends at
ment committee and they also are in | thc Walnc Muglc FestivaI.
I.
.
...
her home at The Highlands.
charge of the refreshments with Mrs.
Glover s assistance. The entertain- i Ronis Rosenbloom, who has been
Mrs. Louis Wardwell entertained the
roent conunlttee this year is composed I spending thc latter part of thc summer
of Miss Holbrook, Mrs. Wisner, Mis. Ln Bockland and at his Megunticook Luncheon Club Monday at her home In
Gardner, Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Perry. Kake cottage, left Sunday for Cleve- Camden.
At this meeting each member is per- I |and He js making the journey in his
Dr. Guy Nicholas of Newport, K. I.,
mitted to invite one guest. An inter- I mO(Or cari accompanied by Harry F.
with Ills wife and baby arc vhsitlng
esting year on the study of France is,Mayo.
Mrs. Nicholas' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
expected by the club. The board has 1 ’
prepared a very comprehensive pro- i ,loshua Thorndike, who lias spent I Ralph Crockett, Maple street.
gram on France through the reign of the summer at his South Thomaston! n
t
v
i.
1 vv « vv-'.ii..
Louis XIV The officers for this year bome ,{.f, yesterday for Bogton en. I W
Knowlton and W. S. White
Dmo
i/1
on
t
XXZflliexw*
VillenI
_
_
_
are. President, Mrs. W illiam Elling- I route to gb Petersburg. Fla. He was are enjoying the gunning at Tunk and
wood; vice president, Mrs. A. T. Black- I accompanied by his housekeeper. Mrs. Molasses Ponds.
ington; secretary, Mrs. J. >. Cooper; I pearsons, Next week they will be
Mrs. Norman Reed of Belfast tis the
I joint**
«r. and Mrs. Fred A. Clark
ora. Mrs. Horatio Crie and Mrs. L. C and the party will take steamer for guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bick
Jackson; auditor, Mrs. George Nash.
I Florida, where they will remain for nell.
I the winter.

Miss Louise Harrington is quite se
riously 111 at her home on Pleasant
Capt. and Mrs. J. W. Crocker ar
street
rived Saturday from a month’s visit in
...
, Lexington, Mass., and Providence. Mrs.
Miss C ara Thomas of Woodfords has Crocker.s health ,g much improved.
ion visiting
viuitinrv her
Hoe aunt,
min*
rieL, TCI
,»■»ran I
been
Mrs
Elmer
Drown, Masonic street.
Mrs. dura
Returning lust night from a week's
Gillis and Mrs. Margaret Smith of
North Haven are also guests of Mr. 2“l°rln« U»«>ugh Vermont and the
and Mrs. Brown.
White Mountains, Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
1 Wotton, wlro have been combining bus
iness and pleasure, are telling of thc
Members of tha Country dub are glory of the autumn coloring with a
asked to make reservations for theinew mantlu of snow to acccntuate the
?yenL,S *1*^5 Thursday which will mark
Among their places visited was
the first open house of the season. I the famous philbrook Farm at Shel
Ladles auction in the afternoon will I burne
be followed at 6.30 by supper, and in 1
the evening there will be a dance.. _
.
..................
The program is in charge of thc entire
The '' °mcn 8 Society of the Ln.vcrhouso committee, with F. A. Thorndikemeet Wednesday aftaa chairman, The usual prices will ernoon for xvork. Circle supper at 6.30.
The housekeepers are Mrs. Emma Froobtain.
hock, Mrs. Cora Talbot, Mrs. Fannie
Richardson, Mrs. Ella Burpee, Mrs.
Mrs Carlton F. Snow is confined to
her home by sickness.
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Dr. T. L. McBcath leaves tonight
for a brief trip to Boston.

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society will meet in tlie Methodist
vestry Thursday afternoon at 11
o'clock. A large attendance is desired.
Mrs. J. G. Piper of Rankin street lias
gone to Camden to make her home.

•tat
HOPKINS—ELWELL
A very pretty wedding was solem
nized at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mel
vin Hopkins in South Jefferson last
Ormand, was married to Miss Cynthia
Wednesday afternoon when their son,
Elwell of Tenant’s Harbor. Rev. E.
L. Sampson was the officiating clergy
man. The young couple will make
their home at Tenant’s Harbor where
the bride's parents reside ,and where
she is very popular.

sinqnton’s

| Eg^ ygar jn {jgigjjgj- W32!wounc8 our

Anniversary
bargains!

SIMONTON’S

ale

WAIST SALE EXTRAORDINARY I

10 dozen Silk Waists, stripe and plaid taffeta, all sizes,
made to sell for $6.50, newest models,

$4.95

choice this week.....................................................

THIS SALE INCLUDES

bargains

240 Voile Waists, fancy voiles and lace trimmed, new
est models, all sizes. I hese Waists were made to sell

for $2.50, new fast goods; your choice

$1.00

this week .................................................................

MISCELLANEOUS

BLANKETS

SPECIAL

Corsets, Knit Underwear, Musfin Un-Rolls’ 8old for
ln ’^Two in one Bed Comfortable, pretty
derwear, Blankets, Comforters, Towels,®3 0 ■■■■"■■■ .... -.......... ;
..........
c plaids and plain color# with fancy borCrashes, Yarns, Sheets. Pillow Cases, G'a®® Castor Cups, ,n th,s sale .....
9c Rtfps. on|y ........................................ '$595
Cottons and other Domestics, Dra- Boston Bags, cowhide,now
$ .Sj Cfjb B|ankctSi see our specja| ........ $1.19
peries, Floor Coverings, Gloves, Hosi- rave in9 a®s’
e2\ Q- Comforters, 72x78, covered nice quality
ery, Hair Goods, Neckwear, Ribbons,or oor’Jer*'®e ® or $ '
' IS sa c $ • 3 silkolene, pretty persian design, fine
Small Wares, Toilet Goods, Wash ul _
. *n'’ S 68 rame’ ? • corded cotton, very attractive and serGoods, Waists, House Dresses, Aprons, *3'ue!
........... ..........■■■■■■■ ■ ■ MSc vicoable, sell fo $4.50; in this sale $3.95
Leather Goods, Umbrellas, Petticoats, K'™nos.eider down, flannelette kimo- g
_G
a|| woq| B!anketl
etc.
,"0E’ co.rd and tassel’ ®e" for S2-50?.
66x84, $7.50 value; special price $5.98
ruuj8 8> o
d
u.....,
il lot Blankets, including bath robe
SHEETS AND SHEETING Chlldre"s Bath Robo®' *2-5°l
blankets with cord and t..Ml: also
40 in. Unbleached Sheeting, sells for' . .........................................................*' * ' co,,eh throw®> ®ilk boondIndian

BEST BLANKET BARGAIN
IN YEARS

100 pairs Blankets, 66x80, grey, white,
tan, a cotton blanket that looks like
$2.95
wool, $4.00 value
40x68 Blanket; special price for thir
sale ............. ........................................ $1.2i
50x72 Blanket; special price for this
sale ........................................................ $1-35
60x76 Blanket; special price for thii
...................... $1.7t
64x76 Blanket; special price for this
$2.0C
sale ...................
20c;....................... ?.................... i3'/2cTOWELS AND CRASHES :“"d p*fsi.an des'9"s'5011 for *6-5056x80 Blanket; special price for this
36 in. Unbleached Sheeting, sells^for WONDERFUL TOWEL VALUES j*01"" * °‘C* ........................................
‘ sale ................... .................. ................ $2.2f
72x80 Blanket; special price for this
°................................................................... 2C 17o Huck Towels, 16x32, in this sale, AUTOMOBILE ROBES
36 in. Bleached Cotton, short lengths,
sa’e ........................................................ $2.5(
,
2
for
...........................................................
25c
.
22!/2C value ............................................. 15'/jj? Good size Turkish Towels, sell for 16c;
Robe, grey and blue, plaid. These Blankets all come in white, grey
36 in. Bleached Sheeting Langdon 76,1
and tan
pl,l° Blankets. We have a
sefis for 25c .......................................... 19c L^rge'size/Bath’Toweb, sell for 35c<$13-50 Robe' nav> blue P|uah- 72 inch.'AH
Nainsook, superfine quality, sells for
...
.
°.’i
eq qc complete stock; reduced prices for sale
in this sale only .................................. 24c..................................................................oa.au
,
. .. ....
20c; in this tale .................................. 16c Extra large heavy Bath Towels, some *15 00 Robe' brown plush' 72 in- $10;95l ........................... *2'9’’ *3,M’ *4'M’
17c Long Cloth, 36 in. wide, chamois plain white, some fancy, just the least $1- 00 Robe, green plush, 72 inch,
FTC
fin,sh, in 10 yard pieces; in this sale bit soiled, sell for 50c; this salo ....... 39c terllned ............................................... $10.95 Uu 1 iNCO, L 1 V.
per piece ............................................... $1.49 Heavy Hur.k Towels, large size, fancy 520 00 Robe' 9reen and bluc plaid' al1 30c Outingc, 36 in. wide, close woven,
Pillow Cases. 42x36; special for sale 25c
wool, fringed; in this sale .
$13.95 d0 not shrink easily; in this salo 25c
72x90 Sheets, regular price $1.25; this borders, a bit soiled on edge, our regu
Soft fleucv Outings, 27 in. wide, pretty
lar
50c
towel,
to
close
out
................
29c
sale ............................................................. 97c
blue and white and pink and white
81x90 Sheets, standard grade, our reg Heavy Twilled Cotton Crash, 15c value MISCELLANEOUS
stripes; special for thie sale .......... 15c
............................................................. 10'/2c
ular $1.75 sheet; in this sale ....... $1.45
Denim Laundry Bags, pink, yellow 36 in. Domets; in this sale......... ...... 15c
Table Cloths, size 58x58, scalloped Heavy Cotton Crash, red border, 18c
edge, been selling for $2.50, just a bit value ...................... .............................. 13',ic and srey, 22x36, white cord; special Ticking, fancy stripe featherproof tick
soiled; to close out ......................— $1.50 Linen Finish Huck-a-buck, 22c value for tbia sale ........................................ $1.00 iny, variety of patterns, sell for 50c
...;........................................................ 171/20 School Bags, made of black pantasote, in this sale .............................................. 38c
Table Cloths, size 58x70. good quality,
All Linen Crash, 30c value, full width, strong double handles; special .... 39c,Ol!s checks in fine skirting patterns
lustrous finish, beautiful assorted pat
great bargain .................................... 22,/2C'Sanitary Hair Nets, all eolers, fine in this sale only, per yard .............. 25c
terns, our regular price $3.98; to close
VARMQ
' Imesh, regular 12'/2 value; special, per 36 in. Challie, fast colors, for dresses
out ...... .................................................... $2.69 ' rAr\lxO
(dozen ......................................................... 79c kin>onos and quilt coverings, sells for
Cross-bar Muslin, satin stripe, nice Domestic Yarn, made in Arcostook Excelsior Hair Dye, warranted not to 25c; one of our leaders ...................... 20c
quality, sell for 39c; in this sale..... 29c
county, two, three, four thread, white, harm the scalp, all shades ........... $1.25 Bates Table Damask, buff, blue, red
Napkins Linfell—six 15x15, assorted
grey, brown, per skein ........................ 40c Vanity Cases, black, brown and grey, at.ractive patterns; special for this
designs, sell for 27c; your choice ea. 19c Black, per skein ............................. 45c.all fitted, sold for $5 and $6; special for sale ............................................................. 89c
Special prices by the pound
[this sale ................................................. $3.95 CRETONS
REMNANT BOX
Batts—Comfort Batts, quilted, opens Vestees, organdie and ..lace ..Vestees, Bungalow Cretons, 36 in. wide, new
Cottons, Ginghams, Crashes, Scrims, up 72x80; snecial price ................... $1.00 some have cuffs to match, $1.25 value; [patterns, suitable for comforter coverCretons, Ribbons, Laces, Etc.
Large clean fluffy Batts; special .... 19c Special for this sale ........................... 95c.inqs; in this sale .................................. 25c

CORSETS

DRAPERIES

120 pairs Corsets, choice of Regal or Majestic, our reg

1 lot Scrim Curtains, beige, wide lace
insertion, soil for $1.50; in this sale
per pair -............................................... $1.C0
1 lot Whitt Scrim Curtains, 2 rows in
sertion trimming, hemstitched, sell for
$1 50; in thi- sale ................................$1.00
1 lot Dutch Curtains, white scrim, H.
S. heavy lace trimming, with valance,
$175 value; in this sale ............. .. $1.00
1 lot Ruffled Scrim Curtains, nice qual
ity, complete with ruffled tie back to
match; in this sale per window $1.45
Our regular $2.00 Ruffled Scrim Cur
tains, with blue or old rose polka dot
tie back to match, complete............$1.65
Ruffled Muslin Curtains, sell for $1.00;
in this sale ............................................. 77c
10 pieces Cverdrapery, all colors, sold
for 85c: now ..... .................................. ... 59c
36 in. Burlaps, all colors, been selling
for 50c; in this sale ........................... 25c
10 pieces Bungalow Cretons, 36 in. wide.
in this sale ............................................... 25c
Plain Denims, brown, green, old rose,
blue, grey maroon, sell for 75c; in this
sa'e ............................................................. 59c
Figured Denims, nearly all colors, $1.25
value............................................................97c
Table of Scrims and Marquisette, all
new, plain and fancy, drawn work borders, lace edge, sell for 30e, 35c; your
choice in this sale ................................ 25c

ular $1.50 corsets; in this sale .................................. $1.00
We have taken the agency for the, KABO CORSETS.

To introduce them we have made special reduced
prices during our Anniversary Sale.
$3.00 Kabo Corsets; rale price ................................ $2.69

$2.00 Kabo CorsefiF! sale price

HOSIERY

...a........................... $1.77

■

Ladies’ Wool Hose, heather mixtures, all sizes ..... 88c
Ladies’ Pure Silk Hose, black, brown and fancy mix

tures, sold for $1.69; this sale .................................. $1.29

Children's Cotton Hose, black only, 2 in 1 rib, all
sizes, per pair............ . ........................................................ 19c

Children's Wool Heather Hose, all sizes, $1 value 88c
Gents' Heather Wool Hose, also black and natural,
per pair ............................... .................................................. 88c
Gents' Heavy Sport Hose, all wool, heather mixtures,
sold last year for $2.00; special, per pair............... $1.35

HOUSE DRESSES
Ladies' House Dresses, kimono style, made best
Bates Ginghams, prettily trimmed, sell for $2.50; in
this sale ............. *........................................ .............-i----- $1.59

LADIES' UNION SUITS
High neck, long sleeve, nr low neck and sleeveless,
fleeced Union Suits, bleached one and one rib; spe
cial for this sale ....................... ........................................ $1.00
1 lot Ladies' Envelope Chemise, fancy lace yoke, our
regular $1.25 value; in this sale .................................... 97c
A table of Camisoles, wash satin and crepe de 'chine
..................................................................................... $1.19

Ladles' Night Robes, all sizes; special this week

88c

Ladles' Bloomers and Step-ins. pink muslin; special
for this sale ..... .................. ............................ -.................... 49c
LADIES’ & CHILDREN'S FLANNELETTE GOODS

Ladies’ Outing Robes, blue and white, pink and white
stripes, round neck, long sleeves, round neck short
sleeves, white, high neck and long sleeves; spe1 cial for this sale................................................................... 95c

1
'

Pink and white, blue and white striped Robes, high
( neck, long sleeves; our special .................................. $1.25
!
j White V neck, long sleeves, extra fine outings ..... $1.50
i Round neck and V neck, fancy stripes, extra heavy
outing; also out sizes in st-ipes.................................. $2.00
I

Children's Outing Robes, fancy stripes, silk trimmings,
size 4 to 14 years; special............................................ $1.00

'
' Children’s Sleeping Garments and Billy Burke’s,
' striped outings, this sale, each ....... 89c. $1.00 and $1.19

UMBRELLAS

MISCELLANEOUS

One lot of Umbrellas, both ladies' and gents’, will shed water, variety

Window Shades, small lot of Shades to close, our regular 75c shade 50c
Window Shades, odd colors, oil opaque $1.25, $1.50 value . .................... 95c
Upholstery goods, 50 in. Tapestry, imported, choice design and color*,
sell for $5.00 per yard; in thia sale, peryard.............................................. $3.95
Upholstery goods, 48 in. wide, pretty shades of red with tan figures,
$2.00 value; now .................................................................................................... 97c
Striped Linen for chair coverings; special for this sale ........................ 35c

of handles, our regular $1.50 umbrella; in thir sale ............... . ........ $1.00

One lot Silk Umbrellas, both ladies’ and gents’ in this lot, mostly black
and a few fancy colors, sell for $6.00, $6.50, $6.38; your choice in thisy
sale ........... ,.2.....^............. ....................................................................... $5.00

F. J. Simonton Co.
•starred easily for Thomaston, • and
Thornton played a close second. The
play was hampered somewhat by the
crowd, which occupied half of the field
most of tho time in spite of the efforts
of the Thomaston police force.

j McKinnon, c..............................ng, Dowers j land, a Rockland boy who is princi- years past the- majority of Knox county
Knapp, c.................................... e, Callahan i pal of Oakland High School this year. fans have wuited until they arrived at
j Thompson, rg.................................... lg. Joy lie seemed to be enjoying the contest Orono to purchase- their tickets, and
The ladies of the Congregational As-1
FOOTBALL “
1 Barbour, rt..................................... lg. Amesjln spite of thc fact that Oak Grove disappointment
prevailed
generally
soclation will meet in the vestry I
! McKinnon, rt............................ It, McCobb | had defeated Oakland High 34 to 0 dm - when they surveyed the sign, "Stand
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock to
Stanley, re...........................le, F. Hanson ing the foi noon.
ing Room Only.” This year tickets
sew for charity.
Whitmore, qb.............. ..qb, Dean !
» » »
may be- had in either the Dowdoin or
Rockland High Wins Brilliant Victory In Thomaston— Tho summary:
Hooper, Uih................................ rhb. Dodge
Portland Telegram: "Roller polo is Maine stands, anel the blocks reserved
Rockland
High
1 .loniaston llig 1 B(Hj,nond rbb................ llili. t'uldcrwood ; about nil thej'aris of Portland arc talk- will he near the- f>0 yard line. Thomas
Mr. nnd Mrs. George Roberts have
Aspires To County Pennant—Sports From Other Fields.
..re, K. Lindsey 1,01'd. rhl................................ ..
O. Record, 1<-.........
returned from Clarry Hill, Union, where
Snowdeal ing about .here days. All one can Sporting Goods Co., attempting as
........ rt, Strout Mercier, fb............................fb, Pendleton heir on the street corners and any
Flanagan,
It
...........
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. II
usual lo give sportsmen the very best
..........
rg,
Libby
,
Chapin, It...............
Clarry. Everbearing berries from an
Score, Bucksport 19, Camden 13. where that
crown congregates is of service, will handle these tickets at
Feehan
a,
chance
to
show
his
skill
.c,
J.
Ncwbert
Crockett,
lg
...........
acre devoted to that purpose formed I From Athens, Georgia, to Orono,
j Touchdowns,
Hanson, Calderwood, I polo. Nat only are me n among the
no extra charge, hut is the blocks
one of the table delicacies supple- I xiaiire .by snake dance, bell and cheer “picking the holes.” Finally a pass ' Aiywaril, c....
lg, Williams Lord Hooper, Whitmore. Goals from! gossipers, but the re we re- many women allotted them arc small, it is suggested
Feehan
to
Sawyer,
gave
Thomaston
I
Massalin.
rg.
..
It,
Thornton
girdiron followers praised the
mented by rich cream, It was an un- |
touchdowns. Bean, Merckr. Referees,I in thc crowds v. ho will atte nd the scs- that reservations be made at once, by
her lone tally for the kick went under Ludwig, rt
usual treat for mid-October,
,
. ...
' McGrath, Whitmore, ilcud linesman, rions here fiis winter.
telephoning Rockland 112, or hy letter.
prowess of their moleskinncd heroes the bar. So the first half ended 7 to 6 j.!au„,/ rt
■le' A,-.
McCobb.
’ ■ •
and
everybody
guessing.
C. Record, re............................qb, Feehan
Mrs.
John Bernet and daugh- I Saturday night. Rockland w-as no ex
♦ * * *
Tin- Maine college series opened hJatHilliard S. Hart of Camden has been
The second half saw Sleeper re Reed, qb
ter, Mrs. Elmer Crockett, are in I copt|on ar,d few hearts could’resist the
Maiiu bad a tough uaine with Kliodti urdav with Coihj and Bates playing made captain of the Bowdoin cross
placed
by
Mealey
and
-the
crowd
.rhb, II. Ncwbert : Island Stute at Orono, Saturday, but a 7 to 7 tie in Waterville. The la wisTitus, qb.........
New York, wherethey are visiting Capt. |
q(
a(j the ,ong llne of rol.
Captain Hart is a
clamored its approval of the smiling Bleeper, lhli..
...lhb, K. Sawyer! won it 7 to 3. Ferris Thomas of Cam- ton college* excelled in overhead work. country team.
John Bernet, whose barge is now at
Hcking youngsters took possession of leflt halfback. T. H. S. thundered i _______
. .£b, E. Sawyer den played part of th< game at right > hut a fumble by Colby in the third senior and is running his fourth sea
Mealey, lhb.. .
tbat port.
son in the hill and dale sport. "Bill,”
Main street to celebrate their 28 to 6 back its war song that “Thornton will j Lord, i hh
period waved a probable defeat. Th> as th<* long, lean, eorrot-topped har
• halfback for Maine
* *’ *
(outstanding feature of the contest. rier is known on the campus, is the
Mrs. R. R. Ludwick is at Southwest I victorJ. oyer last spring s baseball get him,” but the test came right off i Andrews, fb
the bat when Mealey ran 60 yards I w B|ack, fb
1 In Hartford Saturday Bowdoin de- which was both spectacular, and hard
Harbor, where she will be the guest of
__
holder of tho college record for the
her sister. Mrs. O. L. Mills, for an in- cbamP« *«» Thomaston
through
field.
Another
Score,
Rockland High
.
. a_ broken
.
, „ ,
___ - first! -----’--------- 28, Thomaston i feated Trinity 7 to 0. Charlie Wotton fought, was C*»lbv’s puntin^.
emss-country course, and this fall sur
tn„re gam
definite period.
The Rockland contingent journeyed down by Lord, and Reed crossed the | High 6 Touchdowns. Reed 2. Meulcy ()f j,oeliland play(,d
prised the coach and '•oJege in gen__
I to Thomaston strong ln hopes of vic- line for the second touchdown. Flana-1 2_ Keethan. Safety, E. Sawyer, Goals
it right tackle for Bowdoin. and
Rockland High is si h“d«i'«*d to play | eral by breaking the record for th-3
Mrs. C.. W. Orbeton and Mrs. Sadie tory but this man Sturtevant lias a gan missed the goal. With the re- j f1X)ni touchdowns Flanagan
R?f- ! Dahlgren of Camden played a portion
Lincoln Academy in ?. v ••asib) next two mile run in his first tie trial of
~
pk
E Leach left for Bangor today for a I way of doing astonishing things in an sumption of play on expensive fumble I eree McRaP. tmpiic, Gleason. Head- '
Saturday, ln their previous encoun the season. He has subsequently
"
. • • .
week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. Mau- athletic way. and in aliout 1# seconds gave the ball to Thornton well. 111 [linesman Sturtevant. Tilde 12-m and}
ter the Lincoln county eleven won the broken his own record. The Bruns
rice C. Orbeton.
Iof
his hoy®
that n was to .Rockland’s territory and an equally lo.m perils.
There will be two games in the game quite decisively, but did not have wick college is looking to the rangy
.
I be no holiday exhibition. At the very expensive one gave H back to Rock
Maine College Series next Saturday, to face “J**ff” Mealey, who has since captain to lead the White harriers to
Mr. and Mrs. M. Frank Donohue, and I outset Feuhari ran the ball well into land. Then tho 18-year-old Flash
Bucksport 19, Camden 13
Bowdoin vs. Coiby in Brunswick, and wrought havoc with (’amden and victory in thc state meeting at Orono.
Miss Elizabeth Donohue, with Harry Rockland territory and the Limerock streaked down the field with perfect
ton. Ik»w- Thomaston. It is al’o probable that November 4. latst year Hurt stepped
Ganrden High School put up a :^trong ; Maine vs. Bates
Hhll, as chauffeur, arrived home Sat- I City lads did not get their defensiv e interference and Mealey was credited
•m to have Leroy Black will b? in the game next :nto the pic a. of the redoubtable Go-rdto a game Saturday, but found a vigorous j doin and Maine
I ray night from their trip to Quebec, tactics Into play until their goal was with another 80-yard run
Saturday, and with Mealey, Lord and when the latter was seized with
tell.
the goal
was opponent in tho East Maine Confer- . the ea but one never
an interesting feature of which was a I in danger. Many a game has been touchdown. Again
Black in the backfield Lincoln Acad cramps, halfway around thc course,
full day’s stay at that mecca of so I lost through just such a slow start missed. The play was qulclcly re ence Seminary team of Bucksport, and
The work of
Unvl< Sam emy had better watch out.
taking thi'.-l place a few yards be
The
many pilgrims, Stc. Anne de Beaupre. But once started the Orange and Black sumed and Reed, Dord and Mealey re- was defeated 19 to 13.
♦ ♦ «✓
sri inu<
mu< li as
hind thc famous Buker twills and far
The return home Saturday was through I plowed straight down the field through peatedly mad-e first down till another I McCobb, Ames and Calderwood was a handsome profit, I nt not Md
Through special arrangement be ahead of bis next opponent. An in
‘ v.l t.
'
’ Tank'
Crawford Notch, which was i-esplen- Thomaston's lighter line and in spite touchdown was added to Rockland’s; tho outstandinq Batura for Camden, the 1) mp-ev-Carp nt;
vrnal roveFlanagan kicked the goal, while Lord easily carried off the hon- K. Bowers, collector of internal
revc- tween the manager of football at Vni- creased interest in the long distance
dent In autumnal gayety. The day of desperate defensive work Reed went tally,
Mealey then booted the ball so far ors for the Seminary team with two nue, announced Saturday that the tax'j versify of Maine and Thomas Sport- run lias been the ulus- rf bringing
was so balmy that the men folks mo- over und Flanagan kicked the goal
end runs netting 40 yards each. The ' collected on the eight games amounted ing Goods Co., Knox county football out thc biggest squad m the history
tured through the mountains in their
The second quarter opened with down tho field that it resulted on a
summary.
to 890,«23. Thc fight brought in $156,- fans will be afforded an opportunity of the college. Coach lack Mis' e has
safety
and
brought
Rockland's
total
shirt sleeves. At Rouse’s Point just Thomaston under a new le;ise of life
to purchase their tickets to the. annual arranged for an inter-fraternity meet
Bucksport
Camden 994.77 in taxes, he said.
across the American border, their at- and outplaying R. H. S. most of the to 28 points.
Bowdoln-Maine classic, (to be staged to run over an abbreviated ..-••uisc to.
Cushing,
lo
...........................
.re,
Thurston
...
Thc
generalship
of
Reed
and
the
tention was drawn to a bright young- time. They smashed down the field
at Orono this year on Saturday, Nov. morrow, anil each c’-aptcr tins »rnt ouj
ster who jumped onto the running I using a deceptive formation that com head work of C. Record were out- Utawer, It..................................... rt, Warren [ Among the spectators of thc Colbyrg, II. Hanson Butes game Saturday was Cecil Gar- 5th) at 391 Main atreet Rockland Ir. its tjuoiy of five or more tneu
hoard to act na guide. From him and If-lotely foorled Rockland and gave qtand feature; for Rockland. Fochan jSmith 1”
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GETTING BETTER COWS

This $85 Columbia Grafonola

Latest Word From Many Busy What the Dairy Specialist of

Departments, Clipped From

the

Bulletin No. 81.

Says About It.

Agricultural

College

K

MILLS.—Charles Knights, the new i

The greatest need of dairyman is
foreman, came on duty Monday of better cows. The best way to combat
last week and is fast learning the ropes the present low prices of dairy pro
—Charlie Wade returned to work last ducts is to get rid of t-he poor pro
week after an absence of three months, ducers and give better attention to the
much improved in health. It seems good producers, says the dairy spec
good to see Cheerful Charlie around ialist of the Agricultural College.
once more.—A carload of used cotton No doubt there are many cows being
used for milk production in this State
seed meal bags received last week is that will not pay for the feed consum
being sorted and piled.—A concrete ed. If the same thing holds true here
floor is being made in the new stee'1 as in the recognized dairy sections of
stock shed by a Fullerton crew. Since the country where cow testing as
completion of building it has been used sociations have determined the exact
largely for storage of new kiln ma production of the various herds, many
terial.—Bert Smith, foreman in the dairymen would actually make more
mil! for the past ten years, has gone money if they sold part of their herd
to the new kilns as foreman of a shift. and milked fewer cows. They would
His fifteen years' experience in the hot only make more money, but they
lime business and his general knowl would do it with less work, providing,
edge of machinery well qualities him of course, that the cows sold were the
for this position. Tbe mill crews re poorer ones.
gret to have him go.
Another advantage of getting the
POINT-—Ralph Tripp is'at work in poor cows out of the herd is the fact
the ccoper shop as all-around man. that heifer calves which must build
He came in last week.-—Fires were up the herd will be from good cows
started in No. 1 kiln last Thursday, only and if cows or calves are to be
making five kilns in operation in this sold, those from tested herds where the
shed.—George Burding returned to poor ones have been eliminated should
work Monday. He has been on a two- be worth more money.
Tbe only way to weed out poor pro
weeks' vacation trip in Massachusetts.
—Robert Thomas has gone to the Five ducers with certainty is by weighing
Kilns as foreman, taking theplace of the milk and. if possible, testing it for
Alvah Smith, who hasone to the butterfat. If the milk cannot be
new kilns plant —Arrivals for the week weighed daily, it will be worth while
were: Carload of 924 bags cement, and to weigh it once a week or even once
132.633 staves per schooner Livelihood, a month, and from this data estimate
the monthly production. To be of real
from Sedgwick.
FIVE KILNS.—No. 6 went afire last value the records should extend over
period of one year, because shortThursday.—Repairs are completed on
Nos. 2 and 4.—Wm. Staples has re time records do not take into consid
turned to work, jobbing. His burned eration the great difference in the per
wrist is nearly healed.—No. 1 kiln beat sistency of different cows.
its own record last week with a pro Along with the selection of cows
duction of 1003*4 barrels, and No. 3 must go the use of a purebred bull
was high line for the whole plant with from a good milk producing ancestry
1164 barrels.—Robert Thomas from the and a good individual. The bull is
Point shed came on duty as foreman more than half the herd if he is the
last week, in place of Alvah Smith proper individual when it comes to im
who has gone to the new kilns plant' proving a grade herd.

as foreman of the. storage tank build
ing. Mr. Smith has been foreman at
the Five Kilns for the past 18 years
and has been employed in the lime
business in various capacities for 47
years. Good-bye and good-luck was
regretfully said by the shed crews. The
five kilns without Jake will seem odd.
NEW KILNS—Rails for all the
tracks are laid and ready for ballast
ing.—Arthur Shea has left the black
smith shop and gone back to the
Thorndike hotel to work. Pearl Jones
takes his place in the shop.—A room in
the northeast corner of the storage
tank building has been fitted up for
Supt. Packard's office. It is finished
in cypress, and is 12 feet by 14 feet.—
Isaac Brown of Herm. Tibbetts' track
crew has receiveed his one-man ratch
et drill. Last week Thursday he oper
ated it against two men with the old
drill and made three holes while they
were making one.
BARREL FACTORY NO. 1—Un
loading a carload of hoops in one hour
is an hour's quick work. This was re
cently done by Sam St. Clair and
Boynton Shady.—The trial order of
barrels from western stock has been
completed and Mr. Surest of the Inter
national Cooperage Co., who had the
work in charge here, has resumed his
duties as general superintendent of
the International factories.
A very
fine product of barrels were made,
smooth and handsome in shape, with
no shrinkage; solid and firm in every
particular. Reports from the New
York disc-ha-ging point state that the
barrels came out at that place in fine
shape. Mr Sicrest spoke very highly
of the shop crew for their efficient
manner of doing the work. His stay
here was made pleasant by many trips
to Ihe surrounding country accom
panied by Messrs. Philbrick and St.
Clair.
GREGORY—Repairs are being made
on No. 10.—Nos. 1 and 6 went afire Fri
day and No. 4 Tuesday.—A. S. Leon
ard stepped on a nail last Thursday
and will be out a few days in conse
quence.
ROCKPORT—Wm. Price is out of
the machine room ard is now jobbing
—Isaac Bryant has been out three
weeks on account of sickness.—Charles
Trince is working in the machine room
taking Bill Price's place.—The Sep
tember inspection sheet summary
shows remarkably clean work by the
shed crews, both in weight and amount
of black and core found.—W. Daucette
has resumed his old position as cap
tain of tha Enterprise, sometimes
called the ice cream kiln.

BAKER GUNS
For fifty years known to
the trade as the best for
service.

$48.00 to $385.00

Send for BAKER BOOK
LET describing the entire
line.

Baker Gun Company
314 Broadway, New York

and 12 Columbia Records w
V.

U

For 5 days’

Put in

your home

ROCKPORT

free trial

•4

Mrs. Nellie (Andrews) Morton of
Palo Alto. Calif., has been the guest of
Mrs. W. F. Dillingham for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. B. Stubbs und Mr
and Mrs. Harry Humphrey and daughr Ruth motored to Augusta Sunday.
Clinton Stubbs, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert K. Shibles. who has been ill, is
somewhat improved.
line design. It may be had in a variety of mahog
Mrs. Annie Deane returned Saturday
We’ll put in your home for five days’ trial this
/ r?
from Bangor, where she was the guest
any, oak and walnut finishes
$85 Columbia Grafonola and any 12 Columbia
Tf her niece. Mrs. C. E. W<lmsley, for
two weeks.
Records. Twelve records will give you twenty-four
It has all the latest Columbia improvements.
Mrs. Leslie Rich of Tremont is in
town, called here by the illness of her
different selections and you can make a real test
mother, Mrs. Chat l«‘s Stanley.
The tone of the Columbia Grafonola is famous
of the joy and happiness Columbia music brings
The supper served at the M. E. ves
for its richness and purity, and this particular
try last Thursday evening by the mem
to your home.
bers of the Ladies’ Aid was well pat
model
can be depended upon to sing its own
ronized and $37 was netted.
Then, if you are satisfied, you can pay
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Eells of Lynn
praises in your home.
were guests of his mother, Mrs. Nancy
for the Grafonola and records on very
Eells last week.
It stands 427i inches high and has room for 75
The Twentieth Century Club will be
easy monthly terms.
entertained Friday afternoon at the
records.
home of Mrs. Ada Libby.
No charge will be made for the five
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Gray of Au
This model at $85 is the biggest phonograph
V.
burn were guests of his parents, Mr.
days’ trial. If you are not satisfied, we
tnd Mrs. Marion Gray, last week.
value
ever
offered
at
the
price.
It
is
the
only
will take back the Grafonola and records
Charles Lane has moved from Mrs.
Cora Wentworth’s house on Union
standard upright phonograph on the market for
without any charge to you or any obliga
street to Capt. Torrey’s house on
less than $100.
Church street.
tion on your part
&
Chester, the four-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Qrant, died sud
It is literally true that you can get today an upCould any offer be fairer?
denly early Friday morning after an
to-date
Columbia Grafonola with its many modern
illness of only a few hours. He was
You need not pay one cent until you satisfy
,n unusually bright and attractive
improvements for less money than you would pay
yourself beyond all doubt by a five days’ trial that
hi’d and Ins > cents have the sym
pathy of the-community in their great
for an old-fashioned unimproved phonograph.
the Columbia Grafonola is the phonograph you
bereavement. Kuneial services were
ne’d Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
want.
When you pay your good money for a phonograph
Rev. Andrew Young of the Baptist
church officiating. Interment was in
get
a modern instrument—the Columbia Grafonola.
This handsome Grafonola is of modern stream
Sea View cemetery.
Mrs. Charles D Wentworth and
laughter Florence of Augusta are
guests at Reuben Wentworth’s this
week. Mr. Wentworth spent Sunday
with Lis family in town.
Sunday was observed as Rally Day
at the Baptist church and the services J
were well attended. The pastor. Rev.
Andrew Young, preached an appropri
ate sermon at the morning service, the
subject of which was “What the
Church Stands For.’’ At the Sunday •
School hour special services were held ■
with musical numbers by Miss Alice '
Kent and Miss Blanche Cody. The i
concert given by the members of the ‘
Sunday School in the evening was un
der the direction of Mrs. Mabel Crone I
Dealer's Name.
and Mrs. Wesley Thurston, to whom
much credit is due, as is also to the ’
Streetfaithful superintendent, Miss Helen
Dunbar and her efficient corps of
City.
teachers.
The following interest- |
ing program was given: Processional, 1
State.
School: "Onward Christian Soldiers;”,
Responsive reading; Prayer, Rev. An- I
1
drew Young; Song, “Onward to Vic- '
You may deliver the *
I
tory,” School; Remarks, Superintend- |
Columbia Grafonola and 12 Columbia
ent; Address of Welcome, Miss Helen
Records to me at the address given be
I
Clancy; Song. Kindergarten Depart- *
low for a 5-day free trial a» advertised.
ment; Recitation, “The Squirrel’s In- '
I
dustry,” Richard Thomas: Singing, Miss I
I
Name
__________________
Margaret Upham’s class; Recitation, I
Howard Carroll* Violin Solo, Ernest '
I
Street.
Whitney; “The Good Samaritan,” Mrs.
Everett Libby’s class; Solo, Miss
Blanche Cody;
Recitation, “The
CityBreeze’s Whisper,” Miss Feme Whit
ney; Exercise, Mrs. Young’s class; Re
State.
marks by Mr. Young; Closing chorus,
“The Gospel Harvest.” School.
___ I
Mrs. Kenneth Jarvis, wWo was called
here by the death of her* nephew, re- >
turned Monday to Augusta, accompa
street, has exchanged with Jason son and daughter Ellen spent tha
nied by her father, A. M. Grant, who , last Friday evening's meeting of the
CLARRY HILL
VINALHAVEN
i W. R. Corps, and a fine program was
Young, for the Leafe house on East weekend at Camp Idlewild, Shore
will be her guest for a few days.
Acres.
Next Sunday will be observed as given. Those who have not been at
Ralph Miller of Gardner, Mass.,
Jesse Bradstreet returned Friday Boston street.
tending
the
meetings
have
missed
the
Robert Georgeson returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Calderwood of
Rally Day at the Methodist church ,
visited his parents a few days East from Boston.
Rockland Friday.
Gardiner arrived Saturday and ara
with special services. Further an- j interesting programs which are a part week. This Is his first visit for two
E.
C.
McIntosh
returned
Friday
from
Muriel Chilles left Friday for Port guests of relatives In town.
nouncmeent will be made in a later I of each meeting. At the last meeting years.
a few days stay in Bucksport.
the American Legion which lias recently
land where she will attend Shaw's
issue.
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Whitney of
Louie Mcrlthew returned Friday
business college.
VINALHAVEN TOWN FARM
Two candidates were initiated at disbanded, presented the Corps with North Warren visited his aunt, Mrs. from a short visit In Rockland.
I the money which was in their treas Mary Smith last Sunday.
Victor Hatch
returned
Vinalhaven High School has recent-J, Mr.
Mr- and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Victor
I
ury, $29.35, in appreciation of favors
y been
The State Board of Charities and
Frank Jameson Is visiting friends in ly
been presented
presented with a new Vlctrola. tr°™ Stonington Friday.
which had been extended them by this North
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carver ar Corrections has this to say about the
Waldoboro this week.
a
gift
of
the
Alumni
and
Athletic
As'
organization, and in return the Corps
rived Friday from a few days visit in Vinalhaven town farm: ‘‘Inkpectlon
Miss A. M. Ross who visited Wini-Lsociations.
are very grateful for the generous gift. fred
Portland.
j
made July 7. Superintendent and ma
Whitney
returned
home
last
Samuel
Freedman
and
family,
re

The residence of Mrs. Josephine Tuesda y.
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained the tron, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hall. Loca
turned
Friday
from
Boston.
Collamore is being improved by the
Apron Club Thursday at The Wig tion is secluded, with a two-story
Mertie Gordon of Union visited
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Coombs and son
addition of a piazza.
wam.
frame building, with earth closets and
friends
here
recently.
Harry
returned
from
Belfast
Thurs

Mr. and Mrs Wilbert Grey have re
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet and no bath. Inmates have Individual
W.
J.
Smith
and
grandson
Walter
day
and
will
occupy
the
Rossitter
turned to their home in Auburn, after
daughter Leola retimed from Brockton, rooms and pleasant dining room. All
spending the week with Mr. Grey’s Feyler made a business trip to Rock house on School street.
‘ kr.’ ' ■ , t
Mass.. Friday.
of the 14 Inmates but two are very aged
land
last
Wednesday.
Mrs.
William
Clayton
returned
from
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marion Grey.
Barge Pohatcong arrived Saturday and they are feeble-minded. (One of
Mrs.
Augusta
Mank
of
North
WaJdoPortland
Friday
where
she
was
the
Marion Grey has gone to Portland
at Leopold's wharf to load paving.
the latter has since died.) Only six of
lioro visited relatives here last Sun guest of her granddaughter Mrs.
for a few days.
Miss Nina Ames spent the weekend them can go to the table. The dinner

Offer Limited to Present Supply of Grafonolas and Records

This offer also good on Grafonolas priced
$30, $45, $60, $100, $125, $140, $150, $175

Burpee Furniture
COMPANY

361-363 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Scratch Feed
Poultry Feed

Mash

•

HayPresses
Write for Catalog

Ice Tools

Kendall kWhitney
Portland,Maine

etc.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
bring Immediate returns.

Musto Turp
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
I for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
flammation. At all Druggists. Price
26c, to any address.
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.

day.
H. P. Marr.
Foster Mank called on friends here
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Fri
last Thursday.
day from Rockland.
Everett Clarry is working for C. T.
Mrs. George Webster and son Lloyd
Burgess.
arrived from Winchester, Mass., FriMr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith of North ' day.
Warren spent last Sunday with his
Mrs. Joseph Nichols and sister Mrs.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. George ; Neilson and daughter Mary were
Jameson.
| guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Cummings of Grafton. Mass., Charles Shields at The Laurie.
who has a crew packing apples here,
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Carver are spend
finished work last Friday. He expects ing a few days at North-.Haven, the
to return home Sunday.
] guests of relatives.
Henry Ames and Palmer Martin
An exchange in real estate has been
were business callers at E. II. Clarry's, recently modi'. James S. Hall, w:ho
last Wednesday.
owned the Sprague house on High

at North Haven, the guest of her
grandmother Mrs. Sarah Carver.
Miss Ethel Hall, who has been
spending a few weeks in town, re
turned this week to Camden.
Miss Lottie Sawyer of Rockland is
the guest of her father Miles Sawyer.
Friday evening De Valois Commandtry began work at 5 o'clock
The Malta and Templar degrees were
conferred on three candidates. A lob
ster supper was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Johnson and
family, Mrs. Lois Hatch and grandson
Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Robert George-

on the day of Inspection consisted of
corn soup, crackers, biscuit, tea and
cake. There is an outside stair fire
escape. Inmates’ rooms have been re
papered In most attractive wall papers
and are homelike and attractive."

Way to Reach Catarrh.
Hyotnei's germ-killing medication Is
the only sensible and safe way of
treating catarrh. Goes right to the
spot. Breathed through the noee and
mouth.
Guaranteed satisfaction or
money refunded. Sold by all Drug
gists.—adv.

